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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Kaluli language is spoken by a population of approximately 2,500 people living on the 
northern and western slopes of Mt. Bosavi, on the border of the Southern Highlands  and Western 
Provinces of Papua New Guinea.  The language is approximately bounded by the Bifo river to the 
east, and the Libano and Rentoul rivers to the north and west.  It extends westward to about the 
Provincial border, with one of two villages in Western Province.  Most of the villages lie at an 
elevation of about 2,500 feet, and are spread in an arc across the northern slopes of the mountain. 

The Ethnologue (Grimes 1988) lists the language group as Bosavi [BCO].  The name Kaluli is 
used by the people themselves and is also overwhelmingly used elsewhere in literature to refer to the 
language, whereas Bosavi is used to refer to the mountain itself as well as the peoples living all 
around the mountain including speakers of the Kaluli language as well as the people of the 
Onobasulu, Kasua, and Sonia languages. 

Kaluli is classified as a Papuan language belonging to the Trans-New Guinea Phylum, of the 
Central and South New Guinea Kutubuan Super-Stock, of the Central and South New Guinea Stock, 
in the Bosavi Family (Wurm, 1978).   Voorhoeve adds a further level to the classification by labeling 
the whole group of Bosavi languages the Pare-Samo-Beami-Bosavi Family (Voorhoeve, 1968). 

According to Shaw the 14 languages in the Bosavi Family are broken down into three 
subfamilies, of which Kaluli is placed in the Watershed subfamily (Shaw, 1986).   Although Shaw 
places Kaluli in the Watershed subfamily, he also comments that "Kaluli seems to group culturally 
more closely with those they regularly fought against to the north (the Onabasulu and Edolo) rather 
than with the Watershed languages to which they show greater linguistic affinity to the south." (Shaw 
1986:54)  In his final analysis, he groups Kaluli with both the Papuan Plateau and the Watershed 
subfamilies. 

This paper is written based on data collected over a period of about twelve years of field work 
under the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics.  This description is based on native 
authored texts, oral recorded texts, and elicited data.  The data was collected primarily in the villages 
of Suguniga and Didesa.  Although many individuals in those villages assisted in various ways, 
special thanks is given to Meiyo Beuwe, Yalibi Baiya, Wano Ha:mide, and Segea Sogobaye for their 
tremendous help with texts and analysis and posthumously to Mei Hawo for many patient hours spent 
on the porch at Suguniga teaching me to speak the Kaluli language. 

The Kaluli language was first analysed and written by Murray Rule, who did a preliminary 
phonological and grammatical analysis in 1964.  Although he did not publish his work, he did leave 
the Kaluli people with an alphabet that has continued in use to this time.  His work formed the basis of 
other language learning and work which was done by other APCM missionaries and numerous 
anthropologists who have worked in the area since that time. 
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2. PHONOLOGY 

 

2.1 Phonemes and Orthographic Reprensentation 
 
/ a  b d e f g h i kh l m n o  s th u v w j /
< a a: b d e f g h i k l m n o o: s t u v w y >
< A A: B D E F G H I K L M N O O: S T U V W Y >
 
 

2.1.1 Phonological Conventions 

/b d g/ have as allophones [p t k] in the word initial position (e.g. [pabo] babo 'cheek', [tima] 
dima 'put down', [kasa] gasa 'dog').  Inter-vocalically, they are normally voiced, however, the voicing 
is very slight and sometimes is missing entirely. 

/b g/ occur in the word final position as voiceless and unreleased (e.g. [yelap] yelab  'cry',  [sk] 
so:g 'clothes').   

/th kh/ are voiceless, aspirated stops, and occur word initially and medially, but not word finally. 

When a velar stop /g/ or /kh/ is followed by /u/, it labializes, as in the words guani [gwani] 'corn', 

and kuangelo: [khwangelo: ] 'crooked'. 

Certain speakers consistently replace /th/ with a fricative [s].  Also, /k/ at times varies with 
fricative [x]. This occurs with a significant amount with specific speakers. Those which use this 
variation appear to be consistent in their usage (i.e. they use the [x] in all instances). Thus, kalu 'man', 
which is normally pronounced [khalu] becomes [xalu].  These variations may be reflected in some of 
the examples and in some texts in the appendix of this paper. 

When a nasalized vowel precedes a /b d g/, most speakers pre-nasalize the stop in continuous 
speech, e.g. tabo 'all' is pronounced [thambo], adeb 'two' as [andep] and wagabi 'why' as [wangabi].  
For orthographic reasons we have chosen to include the nasal consonant in the written word, even 
though it is not present in the underlying form. 

/m n/ have the voiceless allophones [m] and [n] respectively, in the word final position i.e. dom 

'six' becomes [tom], and otanen 'eight' [othanen]. 

 

2.1.2 Orthographic Conventions 

Although each of the vowels in Kaluli can be nasalized, there are not clear contrast sets, and 
meaning seems to come from context rather than from nasalization, so nasalized vowels are not 
marked in the orthography. 

Phonemically all instances of word final [w j] are considered /u i/.  At a morpheme boundary the 
symbols <y> and <w> are used.  In addition, in the margin of a syllable <y> and <w> are used in the 
orthography. 
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2.2 Syllable Patterns  
Syllables include V, CV, CVV, VC, CVC, CVVC as follows: 

 

V [i]  'tree' [o.ga] 'pandanus' 

CV [khi]  'bone' [ga.sa] 'dog' 

CVC [mn] 'sago' [ba.bok] 'treename' 

CVV [nao] 'brother' [so.go.bei] ‘marsupial’ 

CVVC [gain] 'dual pronoun' [f.l.dein] ‘four’ 

VC  [as] 'string bag' [e.an] ‘tongue’ 

 

Syllables can only be closed in the final syllable of the word, with the result that there are no 

consonant clusters in Kaluli (except for a couple quirky words  )   The phonemes /th, kh, h, w, j/ 
have not be found to close syllables.  

VV sequences generally syllabify as a single syllable when the second V is higher than the first. 
Otherwise, they split as two syllables. 

For more information than you probably wanted to know about syllable patterns and structure, see 
“Kaluli Organized Phonological Data Supplement,” Grosh, 2004. 

2.3 Morphophonemics 
All the examples in this section include the surface forms as well as the underlying forms in order 

to demonstrate the morphophonemic processes at work.  The examples in the rest of the paper will 
give only the surface forms using the Kaluli orthography currently in use.  In both the text and gloss 
lines of the interlinear examples, a dash (-) will be used to indicate that the underlying forms are 
actually affixed in some manner, and in the gloss line a slash (/) will be used to indicate that the 
underlying forms are inseparable from the stem. 

2.3.1 Verbal Morphology 

The most complicated aspect of verbal affixation is not the structure or position of the affixes 
themselves, but the resultant changes to the verb stem.  While the affixes tend to be fairly regular in 
most cases (with the major exception being the past tense), the stem changes in the verb are highly 
irregular.  Murray Rule, an experienced linguist who wrote grammars for some 20 languages in the 
area, analyzed Kaluli in 1964 and posited seven or more verb classes based on stem changes, but still 
found a large number of stem changes which could not be predicted based on these classes.  We have 
found similar difficulties in predicting these stem changes.  Some of the processes which occur 
include vowel harmony, vowel epenthesis, and consonant erasure, but developing a set of rules which 
can be consistently applied, even with multiple verb classes seems elusive.  

Because of the difficulties in positing rules which are consistently able to predict all forms of 
verbs, four forms of each verb are included in the lexicon.  These forms are as follows:   the present 
command form, the future command form, the future first person form and the past form.  By 
removing the affixation from the first three of these forms, three forms of the stem are derived, which 
are arbitrarily named as follows: 
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NAME STRUCTURE 

STEM1 Present command form minus the -ma suffix 

STEM2 Future command form minus the -a:bi suffix 

STEM3 Future first person indicative form minus the -ma:no: suffix 

STEM4 Past tense form 

 

 With these four forms, all other forms can be fairly consistently derived, with the exception of 
highly irregular verbs.   The STEM4, which is the past tense form of the verb form, is highly irregular 
across the verbal system, and shows up as a wide variety of forms that are not phonologically 
determined.  It is not derivable from any other form, nor is this form used to create any other forms.  
The other three stem forms are used for deriving other final verb forms as well as the medial and serial 
verb constructions.  A sampling of conjugated verbs can be seen in Appendix 3, Sample Active Verb 
Conjugations and Appendix 4, Sample Experiential Verb Conjugations. 

Some of the processes which occur within the verbal morphology are further described here.  
Although the processes shown here are quite common in the verbal system, they are by no means 
consistent, so the four forms of the verb have been posited in the lexicon. 

2.3.1.1 Vowel Harmony 

Some verb stems tend to display vowel harmony in which the first vowel verbal suffix influences 
the preceding vowel(s) in the verb root.  This is a common process, although it doesn’t occur 
consistently throughout the verbal system. 

 

 1) E hanab 
E hVn-ab 
3SPN go-1PRES 

‘He is going.’ 

 

 2) Ne ho:no:l 
ne hVn-o:l 
1SPN go-3PRES 

‘I am going.’ 

 3) Ne ha:na:ni asulo:l 
ne hVn-a:ni asul-o:l 
1SPN go-P.SS want-1PRES 

‘I want to go.” 

 

2.3.1.2 Consonant Deletion 
The phonemes /th, kh, d, h, w, j/ have not been found to close syllables word-finally. 
Phonemically all instances of word final [w j] are considered /u i/.   
 
When a compound word is formed using a closed syllable as the first syllable, the Stray 
Erasure Principle comes into play, and because the coda is not prosodically licensed to the 
syllable,  the first syllable drops its coda to become an open syllable. 
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/mn/  [mn]  ‘sago’   +  /fos/  [fos] ‘leaf’  =  /mfos/  [mfos]  ‘sago leaf’ 
 
Stray Erasure also comes into play at the junction of affixes and clitics to a stem that ends in 
a closed syllable such that the final consonant in the coda of the word being affixed is 
commonly deleted, although at times other processes occur at these borders as well.   
 

    
 4) Beyoga: duba:nigo:ka:. 

beyog-ya: dub-a:nig-o:l-ka: 
possum-ERG pull.down-INTENT-1PRES-EMPH 

‘the possum indeed pulled it down.’ 

 

The exception to this rule is when the morphemes /-m/ ‘DAT’, and  /-lo/ ‘REL’ are added to 
a word ending in a closed syllable.  In these cases, the penultimate syllable retains its coda, 
while the surface forms of the affix change, although they retain a substitute consonant. 
This is the only case where you get a coda consonant that is not word final. 
 
The motivation for this is the Syllable Contact Law.  This dictates that the /m l/ which are 
high in sonority are changed to the less-sonorous /p t/ in the onset position of a syllable 
which is contiguous to a closed syllable.  The preference in onset position is to have an onset 
with the lowest possible sonority. 
 
Syllable Contact Law: 
 In the onset position of a syllable following a closed syllable: 
 
 C.l    C.d  <of-l>  ['of-d]  ‘sun-REL’ 
  
 C.m  C.b   <Saimon-m>  ['Saimon-b] ‘Simon-DAT’ 
 

2.3.2 Semi-vowel Shifting and Deletion 

The most common morphophonemic process is one which operates similarly for numerous 
suffixes including  the ergative suffix morpheme -ya: ‘ERG’, the topic/nominalizing suffix morpheme 
-yo: ‘TP/NOM’, the locative clitic -ya ‘LOC’, and the uncertainty suffix –yele ‘UNCERT.’  Each of 
these has three allomorphs based on the rules listed and as demonstrated in the table below: 

Their distribution is as follows: (where V represents vowel) 

-yV underlying form  

-wV following a back vowel 

-V following a consonant 
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 ERG TP / NOM LOC UNCERT 

Underlying form -ya: -yo: -ya -yele 

Following back vowel -wa: -wo: -wa -wele 

Following a consonant -a: -o: -a -ele 
 

 5) Hiyo: sab 
hi-yo: s-ab 
dove-TP sit-3PRES 

‘The dove is here.’ 

 

 6) Uwo: alan sandefo: 
u-yo: alan sandefo: 
stone-TP big throw/PST 

‘(He) threw the big stone. 

 

 7) Ho:no: nolo: ane 
ho:n-yo: no-lo: ane 
water-TP other-DIR go/PST 

‘The water went the other way.’ 

 

 8) ho:nse alana fa:la:dowo: 
ho:n-se alan-ya fa:la:-dowo: 
water-sand big-LOC upwards-occur/PST 

‘arrived at the edge of the big river’ 
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3. WORD LEVEL 

3.1 Nouns 
The noun word in Kaluli makes up an open class of words which cannot be marked for number or 

gender.  Number is generally not made explicit for nouns, and where necessary, is done by employing 
an adjective or adjective phrase as described in section 4.1 Noun Phrase.  All nouns are alienable with 
the exception of kin terms. 

3.1.1 Plural Nouns 

It is not possible to inflect a noun to make it plural as there are no pluralizing affixes.  Kaluli can 
use juxtaposition to form a plural noun as with the example of the compound word using kalu ‘man’ 

and keisale  ‘woman’ to form the plural noun kalukeisale, people.  However this is a rare form, and 
this particular example is likely a borrowed structure from Tok Pisin.  Otherwise to form a plural 
noun,  a quantifier of some sort is used in the noun phrase to indicate number.  

3.1.2 Possessed Nouns 
  Animate noun  + POSS suffix  +  Possessed noun 

 

Animate nouns can be marked as possessors of other nouns.  This is accomplished by the adding 
the suffix –ya:/wa:/a: ‘POSS’ to the animate noun, which is followed directly by the possessed item. 

 

 9) Tili-dabu kalu-keisale gio:, Gode-ya: nanog di-a:bi. 
pull-hear/PST man-woman 2PPN Gode-POSS work do-IMP/FUT 

‘You believers must do God’s work!’ 

  

 10) Nio: ha:n-a:sa:ga:, Yami-ya: a-ya kegeo:.  
1PPN go-SEQ Yami-POSS house-LOC gather/PST 

‘Having gone, we gathered at Yami’s house.’ 

3.1.3 Noun Classes 

Although nouns themselves do not show any structural differences, they may be divided into three 
classes, animate, inanimate moveable, and inanimate stationary, based on distribution.  These classes 
are determined by which of the three existential verbs they may be used with.  The verb sab ‘sit’ in its 
various forms is used as a existential verb with animate nouns such as people, and living creatures.  

 

 11) O:be-yo: i-ya s-ab. 
bird-TP tree-LOC sit-3PRES 

‘The bird is in the tree.’ 

 

 12) Iyo: Suguniga s-en. 
3PL Suguniga sit-HAB1 

‘They live in Suguniga.’ 
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Note:  This verb can also be used as an active verb, but its function and distribution are different 
in this case. 

The stative verb da:lab ‘to be’ in its various forms takes inanimate nouns which are moveable, 
such as axes, bilums, and books. 

 13) Kelego: mudo: da:l-ab. 
something many STAT2-3PRES 

‘There are many things.’ 

 

 14) Bugo: a-ya da:l-ab. 
book house-LOC STAT2-3PRES 

‘The book is in the house.’ 

 

The stative verb a:lab ‘to be’ in its various forms takes inanimate nouns which are immoveable 
(by people), such as houses, clouds, trees, and rivers.   

 

 15) A nilo:-wo: Waiyu a:l-ab. 
house 1SG/POS-TP Waiyu STAT3-3PRES 

‘My house is at Waiyu.’ 

 

 16) O:go: ko:lo: a:l-ab ko:lo: ko:su-wo:  mo:-ha:n-eib. 
today cloud STAT3-3PRES so plane-TP  NEG-go-3FUT 

‘Today there are clouds so the plane will not go.’ 

 

This form can at times be used for animate beings, when the focus is on the particular location in 
which the beings exist. 

 

 17) Gasa-yo: a:na a:l-ab ko:lo: niyo:  tagil-ab. 
dog-TP there STAT3-PRES so 1PL  afraid-3PRES 

‘There is a dog there, so we are afraid.’ 

3.1.3.1 Kin Terms 

All kin terms in Kaluli are inalienable.  Most of these terms use a bound morpheme which follows 
the same pattern as the prononimal system of bound morphemes to indicate person/possession.  
Namely, the initial consonant of the term is a bound morpheme indicating person, such that n- 
correlates with the first person; g- with the second person, and the zero morpheme with the third 
person.  Also, the majority of these terms are reciprocal, such that individuals in a given relationship 
use the same term of reference for each other.  The only exception to the reciprocity is within the 
terms for the parent-child relationship.   As with the Onobasulu system (Dondorp, personal 
communication) these terms are used both for terms of address and for terms of reference.  For those 
terms which do not employ a bound morpheme, the possessive pronoun precedes the term to indicate 
person, when used as a term of reference. The possessive pronoun may optionally be used with the 
others as well when used as a term of reference.  The following paradigm illustrates these kin terms: 
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1Person 2Person 3Person English Reciprocal? 

do gol iya Father no 

no: go: ano Mother no 

na:la: ga:la: ida: Daughter no 

no:l go:l inso Son no 

sowa ge sowa e sowa Child (unspecified gender) no 

nao gao ao Brother yes 

nado gado ado Sister yes 

nawa gawa e nawa Father’s Brother yes 

babo ge babo e babo Mother’s Brother yes 

nan gan ian Father’s Sister yes 

no:so:g go:so:g ene so:g Cross-cousin yes 

nu gu inu Grandparent.female yes 

ma:mu ge ma:mu e ma:mu Grandparent.male yes 

ne a:so: ge a:so: e na:so: Parent-in-law yes 

nabas gabas idas Inlaw via female yes 

ka:la:n ge ka:la:n e ka:la:n Inlaw via male yes 

somba ge somba e somba Wife’s Sister’s Husband yes 

nekowa gekowa ekowa Mother’s Sister’s Husband 
Father’s Sister’s Husband  

yes 

niasi giasi iasi House mates yes 

na:su ga:su e na:su One who pays/receives 
brideprice 

yes 

 

Examples: 

 18) Kalu imilise o:lia: ida: o:lia: ka ane.  
man one CONJ 3daughter CONJ just go/PST 

‘A man and his daughter just went.’ 

 

 19) Dowa:-yo: ma:no:-wo: no:-mo: mi-abe. 
1father-ERG-TP food-TP 1mother-DAT give-RA 

‘My father gave the food to my mother.’ 
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3.2 Verbs 
Verbs are an open class of words which can be divided into four categories based on distribution.  

These four categories can be placed on a matrix with distribution of affixes (active vs. stative verbs) 
across the top and distribution within a clause (medial vs. final verbs) down the side as follows: 

 

 Active  Stative 

Medial   

Final   

 

A brief description is as follows.  The active verbs can be conjugated using all types of verbal 
affixes, whereas the stative verbs can only be conjugated in a restricted set of forms.  Stative verbs  
are of two types, again based on form and distribution:  Existential verbs and Experiential verbs.  
These are  more fully described in Section 3.2.3 Stative Verb Word.  

Final verbs end sentences, and always include tense suffixation.  Medial verbs are found at the 
end of medial clauses (always dependent), and cannot include tense suffixes. 

As was mentioned before, four forms of each active verb are maintained in the lexicon, and from 
these four forms, all other verb forms can be derived.  The four stem forms are as follows: 

 

STEM1 Present command form minus the -ma suffix 

STEM2 Future command form minus the -a:bi suffix 

STEM3 Future first person indicative form minus the -ma:no: suffix 

STEM4 Past tense form 

 

A few highly irregular verbs exist in Kaluli, which cannot be derived from these four forms.  The 
STEM4, which is the past tense form of the verb form, is quite irregular across the verbal system, and 
shows up as a wide variety of forms that are not phonologically determined.  It is not derivable from 
any other form, nor is this form used to create any other forms.  The other three stem forms are used 
for deriving other final verb forms as well as the medial and serial verb constructions.  A sampling of 
conjugated verbs can be seen in Appendix 3, Sample Active Verb Conjugations and Appendix 4, 
Sample Experiential Verb Conjugations. 

3.2.1 Final Verb Word  

The final verb word accepts the most complicated affixation of all types of verb words.  It can be 
affixed for tense, person, aspect, and mood. 

The form of the final verb is as follows: 

 STEM ± ASP + TNS/PER/MOOD  

3.2.1.1 Tense / Person Marking 

 STEM + TNS/PER suffix 

All final verbs have bound tense marking.  In the present and future tenses, there is also bound 
person marking included in these affixes, whereas the past tense includes no differentiation for 
person.  A simple chart of the basic tense/person marking is as follows: 
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3.2.1.1.1 Past, Present, Future Tenses 

 

PERSON Past Present Future 

First  -o: -o:l -a:no: 

Second/Third  -o: -ab -eib 

 

The simple past tense suffix has is its own verb stem form, called STEM4, due to the irregularity 
of the stem.  The simple present tense suffixes attach to STEM2.  The future tense suffixes attach to 
STEM3. 

 

 20) Ne ka nai mio:. 
1SPN just run come/PST 

“I just came running.” 

 

 21) Nio: ma:no:-wo: n-o:l. 
1PPN food-TP eat-1PRES 

‘We are eating.’ 

 

 22) Sowa tuolun-o:  alifol-ab. 
child baby-TP  sleep-3PRES 

‘The baby is sleeping.’ 

 

 23) Aliyo: niyo: ge-mo: dimi-a:no:. 
Tomorrow 1SPN/FOC 2SPN-DAT give-1FUT 

‘I will give (it) to you tomorrow.’ 

 

 24) Meiyo ene a-ya ha:n-eib. 
Meiyo 3SPOSS house-LOC go-3FUT 

‘Meiyo will go to his own house.’ 

 

3.2.1.2 Habitual 

 STEM2 + HAB 

Kaluli has two forms which indicate habitual actions.  The first and more common is the suffix 
 -an ‘HAB1’ and the second form is the suffix -a:sen ‘HAB2.’   These two forms can be 
interchangeable, although in certain contexts there is a slight difference in meaning, with the suffix  
-an focusing on the nature of the actor and the action itself, whereas the suffix -a:sen puts the 
emphasis on knowledge associated with the action, and the recurrent nature of the action.  

  

 25) Ge Bedamini kalu-wo: ba:d-an--o:? 
2SPN Bedamini man-TP see-HAB1-QUE 

‘Do you know the Bedamini people?’ 
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 26) Mo:luo: ya:si-yo: sowa-galen-o: mo:-n-an. 
long.ago rat-TP child-little-TP NEG-eat-HAB1 

‘Long ago little children did not eat the ya:si rat.’ 

 

 27) Ni nao sowo:-wo: mada to-wo: a:la: sa:l-a:sen. 
1SPOSS 1brother die/PST-NOM INTENS word-TP two speak-HAB2. 

‘My brother who died could indeed speak two languages.’ 

 

 28) Gogono: us-o: ano-wo: fug-a:sen. 
chicken inside-TP 3mother-TP nest-HAB2 

‘The hen sits on her eggs.’ 

 

3.2.1.3 Deontic Moods 

3.2.1.3.1 Imperative 

The imperative is formed in either the present or the future tense. 

3.2.1.3.1.1 Present Imperative 

 STEM1 + -ma 

The present imperative is formed with the STEM1 followed by the suffix -ma ‘IMP/PRES’.  It is 
used for commands which the speaker intends for the hearer to carry out at the present time.  This 
form tends to be more irregular than many of the other forms.  The consonant deletion rules apply 
consistently, although other processes such as consonant metathesis also occur irregularly. 

 

 29) Ge dabu-ma! 
2SPN hear-IMP/PRES 

‘Listen!’ 

 

 30) Ge magu-wo: gum-a: hama-na! 
2SPN banana-TP cut-P.SS go-IMP/PRES 

‘You must go cut down the banana!’ 

 

 31) Ma:n-o: we so:f-a! 
food-TP this cook-IMP/PRES 

‘Cook this food!’ 

 

Two alternative forms of the present imperative are used in special circumstances. 

 Final vowel changes to -a: 

This form is used to make the command more emphatic, particularly in cases when a command 
needs to be repeated due to non-compliance.  It is usually only used after a command has been given 
at least once in the unmarked form.  It is most often used with children, and usually the entire 
structure consists only of the verb without any other clausal elements. 
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 32) Sowa, ge men-a:! 
child 2SPN come-IMP/PRES/EMPH 

‘Kid, you really must come (NOW)!’ 

 

 Final vowel changes to -o: 

This form is used when the command is issued over a long distance.  The vocative -o:  coalesces 
with the present imperative suffix, and the final syllable is lengthened. 

 

 33) Afa-lo: di-an-o: ta:li-mo:! 
steal-REL take-HAB1-NOM hold-IMP/PRES/VOC 

‘Catch that thief!’ 

 

3.2.1.3.1.2 Future Imperative 

 STEM2 + -a:bi 

The future imperative is formed with the STEM2 verb form, followed by the suffix -a:bi 
‘IMP/FUT’.  It is used for commands which are expected to be carried out at some time in the 
unspecified future. 

 

 34) ...do:go:da kalu sab a:ma:yo:-lo:, “Di-a:bi-ka:!” 
...doctor man STAT1 that/ERG-ACCOMP,  bring-IMP/FUT-INTS 

 
a:la:-sio:. 
thus-say/PST 

‘The doctor there said, “Bring (him)!” ’ 

 

 35) Magu a:no: nafa-yo:-wele se ba:d-a:bi. 
banana that/TP good-TP-UNCERT test see-IMP/FUT 

‘You check that banana to see whether it is good.’ 

 

 36) Tif-amio: to-wo: gi sa:l-a:bi. 
end-there word-TP 2SPN/EMPH say-IMP/FUT 

‘Later you must speak out!’ 

 

3.2.1.3.2 Prohibitive 

 STEM2 + -a:so:bo 

The negative imperative is encoded by the suffix –a:so:bo, which is attached to the verb STEM2. 
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 37) Hungo: hen amio: ha:n-a:so:bo! 
evil.spirit ground there go-PROHIB 

‘Don’t go to the ground of the evil spirit!’ 

 

 38) Ya:l-a:so:bo. 
cry-PROHIB 

‘Don’t cry!’ 

 

 39) Pasta kalu-wo: man-o: wid-ab ko:lo: tol-a:so:bo! 
Pastor man-TP custom-TP teach-3PRES so talk-PROHIB 

‘The pastor is preaching, so don’t talk!’ 

 

3.2.1.3.3 Hortative 

 STEM3 + -ma:niki 

The hortative is encoded by the suffix -ma:niki  ‘HORT’ affixed to the verb STEM3.  The initial 
consonant of the suffix deletes when attaching to a verb stem which ends in a consonant. 

 

 40) Iyo: mo:be-ab ko:lo: ena ka ele-ma:niki. 
3PPN tired-PRES so there just stop-HORT 

‘They are tired (of listening), so we will just finish here.’ 

 

 41) Kalu-keisale modo: kegeo: ko:lo: nio: ma:n-o: alan sof-a:niki. 
man-woman many gather/PST, so 1PPN food-TP big cook-HORT 

‘Many people have gathered, so we must cook alot of food.’ 

 

 42) Nio: aliyo: Muluma ha:n-a:niki. 
3PPN tomorrow Muluma go-HORT 

‘Tomorrow let’s go to Muluma.’ 

 

 43) Diga-le asulu-ma:niki! 
straight-true think-HORT 

‘We should think correctly!’ 

 

A shortened form of the hortative suffix is used for hortative statements that are intended to be 
carried out in the immediate future.  In this case the suffix is shortened to -ma:n  ‘HORT/IMM.’ 
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 44) Ofesi-yo: asol-a dow-ab ko:lo: nio: walusi 
watch-TP three-LOC happen-3PRES so 3PPN wireless 

 
sa:-ma:ni ha:n-a:n. 
say-P.SS go-HORT/IMM 

‘It is now three o’clock so let’s go to talk on the radio.’ 

 

 45) Nio: bolo hene-ma:n! 
3PPN ball play-HORT/IMM 

‘Let’s play ball!’ 

 

3.2.2 Medial Verb Word 

The medial verb word can only be affixed in a limited number of ways.  The most common forms 
consist of the STEM2 verb form with the addition of either the simultaneous or sequential suffixes.  
These forms are used extensively in the tail-head linkage as well.  Other medial verb forms include 
the constructions which encode condition and purpose. 

3.2.2.1 Sequential 

 STEM2 + -a:sa:ga: 

The medial verb word marking sequential action is encoded by the STEM2 followed by  
-a:sa:ga: ‘SEQ’.  This same form is used constantly in narrative text for tail-head linkage, as 
described in Section 7.2.1 Tail-head Linkage.  The same form is used irregardless of whether the 
following clause has the same or different subject.  Within a complex sentence, it is used as follows: 

 

 46) Dom-a: ne gulugulul-a:sa:ga:, no:no:n egelo:-wa ane. 
seven-DAY 1SPN worship-SEQ, 1SPN/EXC garden-LOC go/PST 

‘On Sunday having worshipped, I went to my own garden.’ 

 

 47) Yokali ka ha:n-a:sa:ga:, fa: a:no: e ka mo:no:. 
rat just go-SEQ, taro that/TP 3SPN just eat/PST 

‘The rat went, and then just ate that taro.’ 

 

 48) A-ya fa:la:dow-a:sa:ga:, ena ali. 
house-LOC arrive-SEQ, there sleep/PST 

‘Having gone to the house, (he) slept there.’ 

 

 49) Bi-ya: keafo dimadali-a:sa:ga:, MAF ofis ena yasi-sen. 
five-DAY morning prepare-SEQ, MAF office there wait-HAB1 

‘Friday morning having gotten ready, (we) waited at the MAF office.’ 

 

3.2.2.2 Simultaneous 

 STEM2 + -abiki 
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The medial verb word marking simultaneous action is encoded by the STEM2 followed by 
–abiki  ‘SIM’. This form always indicates actions that are occuring simulateously, and because of 
this, the following clause generally has a different subject.  This same form is used in narrative text 
for tail-head linkage where truly simultaneous action is being described.  This form is sometimes 
contracted as –abi in fast or shortened speech. 

 

 50) Ge iligila:-ma:no: a:la:fo: kosega giyo: ne ba:d-abiki, 
2SPN startle-1FUT thus but 2SPN/FOC 1SPN see-SIM, 

 
ena ta:fo:. 
then quit/PST 

‘I was going to startle you, but when you saw me, I gave up.’ 

 

 51) Gasa-yo: ena wel-abiki,  ena  ane. 
dog-TP there howl-SIM,  there go/PST 

‘While the dog was howling, (he) went’. 

 

 52) So-ma:no: dow-abiki, sulu ane. 
die-1FUT happen-SIM fall go/PST 

‘Being nearly dead, I fell down.’ [lit. ‘When death was happening, I fell down.’] 

 

3.2.2.3 Same Time Frame 

 STEM2 + -aliki 

The suffix -aliki ‘STF’ (Same Time Frame) is used for actions which occur in the same general 
time frame, but are not explicitly simultaneous.  This form is generally used when the subject of the 
following clause is the same as in the current clause, although there are exceptions, especially when 
the time frame of the first clause is longer and not explicitly simultaneous to that of the second clause.  
This form is sometimes contracted to –aki. 

 

 53) Niyo: ha:ga:-ya kagafo:lo:-liki, keisale sowa no-wo e 
1SPN/FOC below-LOC stand-STF, woman child other-TP 3SPN 
 

 

tagila:-liki, sowa:-yo: ena so:no:. 
afraid-STF snake-TP there kill/PST 

‘I was standing outside (the stream), and the young girl being afraid killed the snake.’ 

 

 54) Afalo: di-an kalu a:no: hen-ausa ha:n-aliki, ena ta:fo:. 
steal take-HAB1 man that-TP bush-LOC go-STF, there quit/PST 

‘When the thief went into the bush, we left off (quit chasing).’ 
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 55) Helebe alan-o: ge di-aliki, mole ne di 
knife big-TP 2SPN take-STF, money 1SPN take/PST 

 
kosega mole ena sulufo:. 
but money there lose/PST. 

‘When you took the bushknives, I took the money, but then lost the money.’ 

 

3.2.2.4 Purposive  --  Same Subject 

 STEM3  +  -ma:ni 

The semantic funtion of purpose is formed with the STEM3, followed by the purposive suffix  
-ma:ni ‘P/SS’.  The initial consonant of the suffix is deleted if the stem ends in a consonant.  
Although this form has the same distribution as the rest of the medial verb forms, it most commonly 
occurs directly before the main verb in a sentence, much like the serial verb form described later.   

 

 56) Nio: i-yo: kumb-a:ni ane. 
1PPN tree-TP cut-P/SS go/PST 

‘We went to cut trees down.’ 

 

 57) Kalu-wo: kabo: sa:mb-a:no:-wo: nenele-ma:ni kegene-meib. 
men-TP pig kill-1FUT-NOM discuss-P/SS gather-3FUT 

‘The men will gather to discuss killing pigs.’ 

 

 58) Ol-a:sa:ga:, a-ya dowo:f-a:ni dia:-gane. 
shoot-SEQ, house-LOC bake-P/SS carry-go/PST 

‘Having shot it, carried it to the house to bake it.’ 
 

3.2.2.5 Purposive  --  Different Subject 

 STEM1 + -ma:ki 

The purposive/different subject medial verb form is encoded by the STEM1 verb form followed 
by the purposive suffix -ma:ki ‘P/DS’.  As above, the initial vowel of the suffix is deleted if the stem 
ends in a consonant.   

 

 59) Geg-bo: alo-bana-ma:ki, ne ena difa:. 
2DPN-DAT divide-split P/DS, 1SPN there put/PST 

‘I put them there for you two to divide up between yourselves.’ 

 

 60) Ma:n-o: bese-ma:ki, keisale ho:le-ma. 
Sago-TP beat-P/DS, women shout-IMP/PRES 

‘(You) call the women (so they will) beat the sago.’ 
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3.2.2.6 Negative Purposive 

 STEM2 + -aba:na:ki 

The negative purpose form is used for making statements in the form of “in order for this not to 
happen” or “lest this occur.”  It is encoded by the STEM2 followed by the suffix -aba:na:ki 
‘NEG/PURP’.  The same form is used regardless of whether the following subject is the same or 
different. 

 

 61) A-yo: de-ya: n-aba:na:ki, tog-o: asiba! 
House-TP fire-ERG eat-NEG/PURP, door-TP close/IMP/PRES 

‘Close the door, so the fire won’t burn down the house!’ 

 

 62) Madali gode-yo: kudu-han-aba:na:ki, gio: dinafa dow-a:bi!  
false gods-TP follow-go-NEG/PURP, 2PPN carefully do-IMP/FUT 

‘Lest you follow after false gods, you be careful!’ 

 

 63) Iyo: walaf-o: ba:l-aba:na:ki, kiso: walaf mulumula-wo: dimi. 
3P illness-TP get.sick-NEG/PURP mosquito illness medicine-TP give/PST 

‘So that they don’t get sick, (I) gave (them) malaria medicine.’ 

 

3.2.2.7 Conditional 

 STEM2 + -alega 

The conditional mood is encoded by the STEM2 verb form, followed by the suffix -alega 
‘COND’.  This form is then used as a medial verb forming the condition, and the result statement is 
given in the final clause.  The same form is used regardless of whether the following subject is the 
same or different. 

 

 64) Ge mada walaf dow-alega, mulumula-wo: n-a:bi. 
2SPN very sick happen-COND, medicine-TP eat-IMP/FUT 

‘If you get very sick, you take the medicine.’ 

 

 65) Aliyo: ho:n-o: tind-alega, negele Bona mo:-ha:n-a:no:. 
tomorrow water-TP fall-COND, 1PPN/EXCL Bona NEG-go-1FUT 

‘If it rains tomorrow, all of us will not go to Bona.’ 

More examples of this structure, as well as some variations for forming the structure are described 
under Complex Sentence Structure. 

3.2.3 Stative Verb Word 

There are two types of stative verb words;  Existential verbs and Experiential verbs. 

3.2.3.1 Existential verb word 

The existential verb word is a closed class of just three words; alab, delab, sab. 
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These verb words function similarly to the active verbs described above, but they can only be 
conjugated in a limited set of forms.  They are fully described with examples in Section 3.1.3 Noun 
Classes. 

3.2.3.2 Experiential verb word 

The majority of adjectival notions are expressed using a limited verbal expression.  These stative 
verb words basically encode adjectival notions as a limited verb form.  When the experiential verb 
word is used as a simple adjective, it is generally inflected only for tense, although it can also be 
inflected for mood, with the addition of evidential, uncertainty, or intensity suffixes, as well as the 
habitual aspect.  However, no agreement with the subject in the future tense is marked on these verbs, 
as is required on all other other final verb forms, and this is the primary means of contrasting this with 
the final verb word.  The secondary distinction between this class of words and the standard verb 
word is that these experiential verbs often cannot be conjugated in as many of the active forms as the 
standard verb word can be.  In many cases where it can be conjugated in those forms, it takes on a 
non-literal meaning only. Due to lexical constraints, this class of words is inherently intransitive, and 
generally cannot be inflected in the imperative or prohibitive moods, unless it has a corresponding 
non-literal meaning. The experiential verb word can function as the nucleus of the medial verb word.  

The unmarked form of the experiential verb word is in the past tense.  This is used to explicitly 
mark the past tense, but is also used in instances where tense is not relevant in the proposition.  Again, 
because of frequent irregularities, the past, present and future tense forms are maintained in the 
lexicon, and all other forms are derived from one of those forms.  See comments in Residue for 
further concerns about this word class. 

Some sample conjugations of these Experiential verbs can be found in Appendix 4. 

 

 66) A:la:-ta:ga: e mada hido:-wo: alan dowo:. 
thus-SEQ 3SPN very be.cold/PST-TP big happen/PST 

‘And then a very big coldness happened to him. 

 

 67) Ho:n-o: tind-alega, ne bada-meib. 
water-TP fall-COND, 1SPN be.wet-FUT 

‘If it rains, I will become wet.’ 

 

 68) E halaido: kalu ko:lo: dinafa ba:d-a:bi! 
3SPN hard/PST man so carefully see-IMP/FUT 

‘He is a strong man so watch out!’ 

 

3.2.4 Aspect   

Kaluli verbs are marked with a combination of prefixes and suffixes to indicate aspect.  Most of 
these affixes can attach to all types of verbs; final, medial, active and stative verbs, although the first 
aspect below can only be used with present tense, final verbs. 

3.2.4.1 Prospective Action 

 STEM3 + -ma:nig- + PRES TNS marker 

The infix -ma:nig- ‘IMM’, indicates action which is just about to happen. This forms seems to 
bridge the concepts of tense, and mood in that it is used both to indicate the time at which the action 
will occur -- specifically in the immediate future, and the intent of the speaker for action to occur at 
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that time.  A similar form –ma:ni-  is used in the serial verb construction to indicate intent or purpose.  
The initial consonant of this suffix is dropped when the verb stem ends with a consonant.  The form  -
ma:nig- can only be followed by the first person future suffix -o:l, or the third person future suffix –
ab. 

 

 69) Ge mena! Nio: ma:n-o: m-a:nig-o:l. 
2SPN come/IMP/PRES 1PPN food-TP eat-IMM-1FUT 

‘You come!  We are about to eat the food.’ 

 

 70) O:go: nao-wo: Gode-ya: to man-o: sa:-ma:nig-ab. 
Today 1brother-TP God-POSS word custom-TP say-IMM-3FUT 

‘Now my brother will preach God’s law.’ 

 

 71) Nio: hen-ausa ha:n-a:nig-o:l kosega ge 
 3PPN bush-LOC go-IMM-1FUT, but 2SG 

 
we-na a-ya t-a:bi. 
this-LOC house-LOC stay-IMP/FUT 

‘We are headed off to the bush, but you stay here at the house.’ 

 

3.2.4.2 Present Continuative 

 STEM2 + -a:l- + TENSE/PERSON / HAB / Medial suffix 

The infix  -a:l- ‘CNTP’ marks action which began at some indefinite time in the past, and is still 
occuring. 

 

 72) Ne kabo-wo: ba:d-a:l-o:l ko:lo: ge ka hamana. 
1SPN pigs-TP see-CNTP-1FUT so 2SPN just go/IMP/PRES 

‘I am watching the pigs, so you go on (without me).’ 

 

 73) Kalu-keisale-yo: maga:di-yo: di-a:l-ab. 
man-woman-TP market-TP do-CNTP-3PRES 

‘The people are marketing.’ 

 

3.2.4.3 Future Continuative  

 STEM2 + -mVl- + 1FUT or 3FUT verb suffix 

The infix –mVl- ‘CNTF’, marks action which will occur repeatedly or in some sense 
continuously in the future.  The unmarked medial vowel of the infix harmonizes with the vowel of the 
future/person tense suffix, becoming specifically either -ma:la:no: or –meleib, for first person and 
third person respectively. 
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 74) Ho:len-o: tambo ne sowa-yo: bo:fo:-ma:l-a:no:. 
day-TP all 1SPN child-TP tend-CONTF-1FUT 

‘I will look after my child every day.’ 

 

 75) U a we o: dofo-mel-eib. 
stone house this still stand-CNTF-3FUT 

‘This stone house will continue to stand (always).’ 

 

3.2.5 Evidentials 

3.2.5.1 Observed Action 

The evidential mood marks an indicative statement which the speaker has obvious cause to assert.   

 Final Verb Word + -o:lo:b 

Observed Action is formed by adding the suffix -o:lo:b ‘EVID’ to the verb stem.  Where the stem 
ends in a vowel, the initial -o: of the suffix is deleted.   

 

 76) E hende mi-o:lo:b. 
3SPN true come/PST-EVID 

‘He has indeed come.’ 

 77) Ene inga-yo: sow-a:lega, e ya:li-meib-o:lo:b. 
3SPOSS wife-TP die-COND, 3SPN cry-3FUT-EVID 

‘If his wife dies, he will surely cry.’ 

 

This evidential suffix can also be added to non-verbals, such as nouns, adjectives and adverbs. 

 

 78) Yagilia:! Ko:su we alan-o:lo:b. 
EXCL plane this big-EVID 

‘Wow!  This plane is obviously big.’ 

 

 79) A:, Ama:lika mole-yo: tambo imol-o:lo:b. 
Yes, American money-TP all green-EVID 

‘Yes, (I see that) all the American money is green.’ 

 

3.2.5.2 Reported Action 

 Final Verb + RA 

The suffixes  -lale  / -labe ‘RA/PST’, and -lo:bo ‘RA/PRES’ are used when the speaker does not 
have first hand information regarding the event, but is telling the story based on information which 
was reported to him.  It attaches to a final verb, most often the past tense form of the verb, although it 
can attach to verbs with other tense and aspect markers.  The past versus present distinction refers to 
the time period elapsed between when the speaker recieved the information and the time at which he 
is repeating it.  When the information is “old” information, the past reported action form is used;  
whereas when the information was recently heard, the present reported action form is used. 
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 80) Tomas nai ha:n-a:sa:ga:, o:ba:-yo: e olo:-lale. 
Tomas run go-SEQ, bird-TP 3SPN shoot/PST-RA/PST 

‘Thomas having run, shot the bird.’ 

 

 81) Ni siabulu-wo: kalu no-ma: walilo:-lale. 
1SPOSS potato-TP man other-ERG dig/PST-RA 

‘Some other man dug up my sweet potato.’ 

 

 82) E kabi difa:-yo:, Andi-ya: o:go: wido:-lo:bo. 
3SPN axe put-NOM, Andy-ERG now show/PST-RA 

‘The axe that he put (hid), Andy revealed it now.’ 

 

 83) Habaya ka so:fo:lo:-liki, e a-ya mio:-lo:bo. 
unconscious just lay/1PRES-SIM1, 3SPN house-LOC come/PST-RA/PRES 

‘While I lay unconscious, he came to the house.’ 

 

 84) E mi-a:no:-ka:-labe! 
3SPN come-1FUT-INT-RA/PST 

‘(They said that) he will indeed come.’  

 

3.2.5.2.1 Past Progressive 

 STEM2 + -lale  

Past action which is being spoken of in the historical present uses the suffix -lale ‘RA’, (or 

occasionally the suffix -labe, possibly a dialect difference) which is attached to the STEM2 form of 

the verb.  The initial -l of the suffix is deleted when the verb root ends in a consonant.   

 

 85) Mendi fa:la:dow-a:sa:ga: sowa:-ya:-lo: olo: a:no: ena ba:d-ale. 
Mendi arrive-SEQ, snake-ERG-REL shoot that there see-RA 

‘Having arrived at Mendi, (they) looked at the place the snake had bitten.’ 

 

 86) Aliyo: iyo: kabo: mo:no:, a:la: sa:-labe. 
Yesterday, 3PL pig-TP eat/PST, thus say-RA 

‘Yesterday they ate the pig, (they) said like that.’ 

 

 87) A:na y-a:sa:ga:, Bosavi hen wi-lo: m-ia:no:-wo:, mo:lilo:-lale. 
There come-SEQ, Bosavi ground here-REL come-1FUT-NOM, plenty-RA 

‘Having waited there, the ones to come here to Bosavi were many.’ 
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 88) Ga:lu-wo: ua gasali-aki-yo:, hen-o:  
afternoon-TP 3PPN gather-STF-NOM, ground-TP  

 
mo:lilo: di-ka:, a:la: sa:-lale. 
plenty get/PST-INTS thus say-RA 

‘When gathering in the afternoon, they got very much ground, they said like that.’ 

 

3.2.5.3 Uncertainty 

 Final Verb Word + -yele 

When wishing to express doubt about a proposition, the suffix -yele ‘UNCERT’ is added to the 
verb stem.  It can be joined with any past, present or future tense verb. The initial semi-vowel shifts as 
described in the morphology section.  It takes the form of [y] when preceded by a front or mid vowel, 
a [w] when proceeded by a back vowel and is deleted when preceded by a consonant.  This form is 
commonly used as a question, which is in some senses rhetorical, but the form can also be used in the 
indicative. 

 

 89) Fa:-yo: abe tia: ha:n-a:nig-ab-ele, a:la: ka nenelo:. 
taro-TP who remove/PURP go-IMM-3FUT-UNCERT, thus just discuss/PST 

‘(They) just discussed about who would go get out the taro.’ 

 

 90) I-fo: we ne ma:no:-wele? 
tree-seed this 1SPN eat-1FUT-UNCERT 

‘Should I eat this fruit?’ 

 

 91) Sowa nilo: we anali-a:ga:-yo:, no:-wo: om-a:nig-ab-ele. 
child 1SPOSS this mature-SEQ-NOM animal-TP shoot-IMM-3FUT-UNCERT 

‘When this child of mine has matured, I wonder if he will shoot animals.’ 

 

 92) Gode-ya: to-wo: nodol-ab we, niliyo: kede-ma:no:-wele. 
God-POSS word-TP turn-3PRES this, 1PPN/FOC finish-1FUT-UNCERT 

‘I wonder if we will ever finish this work of translating God’s Word.’ 

 

This suffix is highly productive and can also be joined to nouns and adjectives in non-verbal 
clauses to express the uncertainty of the proposition. 

 

 93) Kelego: we komputa-yele? 
something this computer-UNCERT 

‘Is this thing a computer?’ 

 

 94) Gi a-yo: ho:gi-yele? 
2SPOSS house-TP new-UNCERT 

‘Is your house new or what?’ 
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3.2.5.4 Intensity 

 Final Verb Word + -ka: 

The suffix -ka: ‘INTS’ can be joined to basically any final verb form to indicate intensity of 
action or thought. 

 

 95) I do:go:f no-lo: ili kuwo:-ka:, a:la: sa:-lale. 
tree skin other-also 3PL/PN cut/PST-INTS, thus say-RA 

‘They said that they indeed cut the other bark.’ 

 

 96) Ko:su-wo: y-alega, kalu modo: disa:-ma:nig-a-ka:. 
plane-TP come-COND, man many get.in-IMM-3FUT-INTS 

‘If the plane comes, many men will indeed get in.’ 

 

 97) Ga:lu-wo: ua gasali-aki-yo:, hen-o: 
afternoon-TP 3PL gather-STF-NOM, ground-TP 

 
mo:lilo: di-ka:, a:la: sa:-lale. 
plenty get/PST-INTS thus say-RA 

‘Gathering in the afternoon, they indeed got very much ground, they said like that.’ 

 

 98) Beyog-a: dub-a:nig-o:-ka: a:la-biki, o:be-yo: ena kegeo:. 
possum-ERG pull.down-IMM-1FUT-INTS STAT3-SIM, bird-TP then gather/PST 

‘When the possum was indeed going to pull it down, the birds gathered.’ 

 

3.3 Adjectives 

3.3.1 Real Adjectives 

The majority of adjectival notions are expressed using a verbal expression.  These are described 
above in Section 3.2.3.1 Existential verb word.  Real Adjectives do not accept verbal affixation. There 
is a small closed class of real adjectives in Kaluli which are not derived from any other word class.  
Although there are likely others which are not included here, a basic listing of these is as follows: 

 

alan big 

ha:lu small 

la:su tiny 

mudo: many 

sambo long 

abol short 
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badio: huge 

 

 99) Yami a-yo: sambo di. 
Yami house-TP long make/PST 

‘Yami made a long house.’ 

 

 100) Siabulu ha:lu la:su gelo:. 
potato small tiny plant/PST 

‘He planted very little sweet potato.’ 

 

3.3.2 Stative Adjective Negator 

The suffix -ma ‘OPP’ attaches to nouns, pronouns, adjectives, and stative verbs, and serves to 
negates whatever proposition is otherwise being affirmed.  When this suffix attaches to any consonant 
rather than a vowel, it changes phonologically from –ma  to -ba.  

 

 101) Kelego: we nino:-ma. 
something DEM 1SG/PN-OPP 

‘This thing here is not mine.’ 

 

 102) Ko:su tamin-ami-lo: mio: a:no: o:m-ba. 
plane before-LOC2-REL come/PST that/TP same-OPP 

‘That is not the plane that came before.’ 

 

 103) I a:no: mada halaido:-ma. 
tree that/TP very strong-OPP 

‘That tree is not very strong.’ 
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3.3.3 Colors 

There are seven color words which are commonly used in Kaluli, although several of them are 
probably common nouns which are used secondarily as color words due to the distinctive color of the 
item. The color words are noted in the chart below.  The ones with an additional meaning are not 
strictly color terms, but rather the color is a significant semantic element of the base meaning. 

 

KALULI ENGLISH Additional meaning 

heyo: black (dark)  

ho:o:lo: white  

genelo: red  

imolo: green  

wanalo: yellow plant species 

wo:lo: brown type of dirt 

ho:mo:solo:  blue tree species 

 

 104) Helebe-so:g genelo:-wo: ne-lo: kilili-a:bi! 
whiteman-cloth red-TP 1SPN-DIR buy-FUTIMP 

‘Buy the red cloth for me!’ 

 

 105) E mamo wanalo: mada asul-ab. 
3SPN flower yellow very like-3PRES 

‘He likes the yellow flowers very much.’ 

 

3.4 Adverbs 

3.4.1 Locative Adverb 

A system of locative adverbs based on relative elevation and visibility is as follows: 

 

 

 

Kaluli English 

halo above 

holo below 

hono laterally 

hoso in sight 

hando out of sight 

alolo upwards 

ololo downwards 
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It is worth noting that the last two mentioned are actually directionals rather than strictly 
locatives, but these are used in the same way as the rest of the locatives.  It is my opinion that the form 
of these two comes from the corresponding locatives halo and holo, with the initial consonant 
dropped, and the directional suffix –lo  DIR, attached.  However, since this process doesn’t occur 
elsewhere, and since these words are clearly used as locatives in common usage, I am including them 
here. 

 

 106) Magu-wo: hono dia:fo-ma! 
Banana-TP lateral put-IMP/PRES 

‘Put the bananas over there!’ 

 

 107) Aliyo: bolo-wo: hando sandagefo:. 
Yesterday ball-TP out.of.sight kick/PST 

‘Yesterday (he) kicked the ball out of sight.’ 

 

Other locative adverbs which don’t fit neatly into the above system due to different form include: 

 

iwalu way up high 

kone very distant 

kini mouth of water 

eleb headwater 

 

 108) Newa:la:su-wo: iwalu du so:go:f-a s-en-a ba:ba:. 
Newa:la:su-TP up.high pandanus branch-LOC sit-HAB-LOC see/PST 

‘He saw Newa:la:su way up high in the branch of a wild pandanus tree.’ 

 

Numerous other locative adverbs which are not a part of the above system can be formed by 
attaching the locative clitic  ‘-ya’ to a limited set of nouns to form an adverb.  The nouns which are 
more commonly used to form locative adverbs are as follows:   

 

Locative Noun root Meaning 

wa:la wa:l top 

ha:ga ha:g bottom 

usa us center 

aniba anib side 

ha:la:ya ha:la: outside 
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 109) Pasta kalu no-wo: mole afa-di ko:lo: ha:la:-ya ane. 
Pastor man other-TP money steal-get/PST CONJ outside-LOC go/PST 

‘Some pastor stole money so he has left the church (gone outside).’ 

 

 110) Kelego: we ge a us-a dia:t-a:bi!  
Something DEM-TP 2SPN house inside-LOC put-IMP/FUT 

‘Later you must put that stuff inside the house.’ 

 

3.4.2 Temporal Adverbs 

Temporal adverbs generally fill the initial position in a sentence, and modify the entire sentence, 
although they can fill the adverb slot prior to the verb.  In cases where the temporal adverb is 
modifying only a single verb, then they must come directly before the verb.     

A system of temporal adverbs which describe the time in relation to the present is as follows: 

 

KALULI ENGLISH 

ali one-day-removed from the present 

(i.e. either yesterday or tomorrow) 

inali two days removed from present 

a:ma: inali three days removed from the present 

 

 111) Ne Walagu a inali ane. 
1SPN Walagu house yesterday go/PST 

‘Yesterday I went to Walagu.’ 

 

Other adverbs of time include:  

 

KALULI ENGLISH 

o:go: now/today 

keafo morning 

disi mid-day 

ga:lo afternoon 

weka again 

a:ma:la: backwards 

mo:lowo: long ago 
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 112) Mo:lowo: kalu-keisale-yo: Gode-yo: man mo:-da:d-an. 
long.ago man-woman-TP God-TP custom NEG-hear-HAB1 

‘Long ago (our) people had not heard God’s ways.’ 

 

Also, several words formed using the locative clitic -ya ‘LOC’ as described above can be used as 
temporal adverbs as well as locative adverbs.  These include tifa ‘later’, tamina ‘before’ ,and a:na 
‘there/then’. 

 

 113) Gio: tamin-a ha:n-a:ga: kabu-wo: sa:nd-a:bi! 
2PPN first-LOC go-SEQ pig-TP hit-IMP/FUT 

‘You all go first (ahead of me) and kill the pig.’ 

 

3.4.3 Adverbs of Manner 

Adverbs of manner are limited in number, since many of these notions are expressed by verbal 
suffixes, or by the use of serial verbal phrases.  The adverbs of manner include:  

  

KALULI ENGLISH 

boi quickly 

boboge quickly 

dinafa carefully 

ha:sa slowly 

hala poorly 

kobale well 

modo: greatly 

mogagi badly 

weka again 

wo:no:le secretly 

 

 114) E to-wo: Wabimisen-o: sa:la:-sa:ga:-yo:, boi y-a:bi. 
3SPN word-TP Wabimisen-TP say-SEQ-NOM, quickly come-IMP/FUT 

‘Having told them (the word) at Wabimisen, come quickly.’ 

 

 115) Ka:-yo: nulu-wa mo:-di ko:lo: weka to:lo-ma:niki. 
fish-TP night-LOC NEG-get/PST so again throw-HORT 

‘We did not get fish during the night, so we must go fishing again.’ 
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3.4.4 Adverbs of Intensity 

Intensity can be encoded in numerous ways in Kaluli.  The only word level adverb of intensity is 
the word mada ‘very,’ which immediately precedes the item which it modifies.  The verbal suffix  

-ka: ‘INTS’, described above is one method of attaching an adverbial notion of intensity.  The suffix -
le  ‘TRUE’ also functions as an intensifier, but it attaches to nouns, adjectives, and stative verbs.   

 

 116) Sowa:-yo: mada alan ba:ba: ko:lo: nio: tagil-o:l. 
snake-TP very big see/PST so 1PPN fear-1PRES 

‘We saw a very big snake, so we were afraid.’ 

 

 117) Beyog-a: dub-a:nig-o:-ka: a:l-abiki, o:be-yo: a:na kegeo:. 
possum-ERG pull-IMM-1FUT-INTS thus-SIM bird-TP then gather/PST 

‘When the possum was indeed about to begin pulling (the moon), the birds all gathered.’ 

 

3.5 Pronouns 

3.5.1 Personal Pronouns 

Personal pronouns are marked for person and number. There is no gender distinction inherent in 
the personal pronoun. The pronoun is marked as first, second or third person, and as singular, dual, or 
plural. The first person plural does not further differentiate between inclusive and non-inclusive. The 
result is a nine-term system, which according to Foley (1986:72), is familiar in Papuan languages. 

The simple subject/object pronoun fits into a simple paradigm as follows: 

 

person singular dual plural 

1 ne na:no: nio: 

2 ge ga:go: gio: 

3 e a:la: io: 

 

These basic pronouns may be used in either the unmarked subject slot or the unmarked object slot 
of any clause and may complement final verbs, medial verbs or stative verbs. 

A preliminary morphological analysis can be taken in at a glance. We observe that n- correlates 

with the first person; g- with the second person, and the zero morpheme with the third person. 

These basic nine pronouns may be modified in various ways to produce focused pronouns, 
contrastive and exclusive pronouns, possessive adjectives, dative pronouns, and relative pronouns. 

In each of these categories the morphological rule posited above holds true--that n- correlates with 
first person; g- with second person, and the zero morpheme with third person. In addition in most 
cases, the pronoun “root” (that which remains after the “person” marker is removed) remains the same 
in the singular and plural sets across the persons, whereas the “roots” of the dual sets vary 
considerably more.  
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A full paradigm of pronouns is as follows: 

 

 1Sing. 1Dual 1Plural 2Sing. 2Dual 2Plural 3Sing. 3Dual 3Plural 

Simple (unmarked) ne nain / 
na:no: 

nio: ge gai / 
ga:go: 

gio: e a:la:yo: io: 

FOCused niyo: naino: niliyo: giyo: gaino: giliyo: eyo: a:la:ma: iliyo: 

CoNTRastive nisa naniasi  gisa gayase  esa   

EXClusive  nina:li nainsili Negele(-si) gina:li gainsili gegele(-si) ina:li ida:ni 
(-sili) 

egele 
(-si) 

REFLexive  no:no:n-
a:ma:la: 

nain-
a:ma:la: 

ninin-
a:ma:la: 

go:no:n-
a:ma:la: 

gain-
a:ma:la: 

ginin-
a:ma:la: 

enen-
a:ma:la: 

ida:nin-
a:ma:la: 

inin-
a:ma:la: 

POSS.  Pronoun ni nai nili gi gai gili ene a:la:ma: ili 

POSS/EXC Pron. no:no:n  ninin go:no:n  ginin enin  inin 

POSS/Complement nino: naino: nilino: gino: gaino: gilino: eno: a:la:ma:no ilino: 

RELative Pronoun nilo: naindo: nilido: gilo: gaindo: gilido: elo a:la:ma:lo: ilido: 

LIMiter Pronoun neko: na:nko: niko: geko: ga:gko: giko: eko: a:la:ko: iko: 

DATive Pronoun nemo: na:nbo: nimo: gemo: ga:gbo: gimo: emo: a:la:mo: imo: 

 

Each of these sets of pronouns will be explained further with examples below: 

 

3.5.1.1 Subject / Object Pronoun (unmarked) 

 

 1Sing. 1Dual 1Plural 2Sing. 2Dual 2Plural 3Sing. 3Dual 3Plural 

Simple (unmarked) ne nain/ 
na:no: 

nio: ge gai/ 
ga:go: 

gio: e a:la:yo: io: 

This is the unmarked set of pronouns, and is used for all subjects and objects which are not 
marked in some way. 

 

 118) Gio: tambo si-yo: sugu-ma!  
2PPN all eye-TP close-IMP/PRES 

‘You all must close your eyes!’ 

 

 119) A:la:ta:ga: Huli kalu-wa: ne   olo:. 
CONJ Huli man-ERG 1SPN shoot/PST 

‘And then the Huli man shot me.’ 

 

 120) Aliyo: a:la:-yo:  Muluma ha:n-eib. 
tomorrow 3DPN-TP   Muluma go-3FUT 

‘Tomorrow the two of them will go to Muluma.’ 
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3.5.1.2 Focused Subject / Object Pronoun 

 

 1Sing. 1Dual 1Plural 2Sing. 2Dual 2Plural 3Sing. 3Dual 3Plural 

FOCused niyo: naino: niliyo: giyo: gaino: giliyo: eyo: a:la:ma: iliyo: 

The focused subject/object pronoun set is used when the referent is in focus in the clause.  This set is 
usually used for ergative referents, although this rule is occasionally defective, particularly if the 
“ergativity” of the subject is not what is being emphasized.  There are also cases where the referent is 
in the absolutive case, but still comes into focus, in which case this set of pronouns can be used. 

 

 121) Niliyo: de-yo: alan badio: ba-ya gido:. 
1PPN/FOC fire-TP big huge clearing-LOC light/PST 

‘We were the ones who lit the huge fire in the clearing.’ 

 

 122) Gaino: a we dimido:. 
2DPN/FOC house this make/PST 

‘You two made this house.’ 

 

3.5.1.3 Contrastive Pronoun 

 

 1Sing. 1Dual 1Plural 2Sing. 2Dual 2Plural 3Sing. 3Dual 3Plural 

CoNTRastive nisa naniasi  gisa gayase  esa   

This is one of the least used pronoun forms.  It is an emphatic form, and is used when the speaker 
wants to point out that the antecedent is not the one that is expected, but rather some other person.  It 
constrasts with a specific, usually previously named, participant.  It appears to be defective in all 
plural forms, as well as the third person dual form. 

 

 123) Ge sowa-la:su ko:lo: nisa kund-o:l. 
2SPN child-small CONJ 1SPN/CNTR cut-1PRES 

‘You are a small child so I will be the one to cut the tree.’ 

 

 124) Esa mo:no:-ka:! 
3SPN/CNTR eat/PST-EMPH. 

‘He is the one who finished up the food!’ 
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3.5.1.4 Exclusive Pronoun 

 

 1Sing. 1Dual 1Plural 2Sing. 2Dual 2Plural 3Sing. 3Dual 3Plural 

EXClusive  nina:li nainsili negele(si) gina:li gainsili gegele(si) ina:li ida:ni(sili) egele(si) 

The exclusive pronoun set is used when the speaker wants to focus on the specific participant(s)  
to the exclusion of others.   

 

 125) Ina:li u wa:l-a ta:fo:. 
3SPN/EXC stone above-LOC remain/PST 

‘I alone was left remaining on top of the rock.’ 

 

 126) Gio: ka t-a:bi. Negele ha:la:-ya ha:n-a:no:. 
2PPN just remain-IMP/FUT. 1PPN/EXC outside-LOC go-1FUT. 

‘You all stay put.  We (marked group) will go outside.’ 

 

 127) Nelo: asuwa:f-a:no:-wo: aundoma ko:lo: i-yo: nina:li 
1SPN/NOM help-1FUT-TP not so tree-TP 1SPN/EXC 
 
kowo:. 
cut/PST 

  ‘There was none to help me, so I (alone) cut the trees.’ 

 

3.5.1.5 Reflexive Pronoun 

 

 1Sing. 1Dual 1Plural 2Sing. 2Dual 2Plural 3Sing. 3Dual 3Plural 

REFLexive  no:no:n 
a:ma:la: 

nain-
a:ma:la: 

ninin-
a:ma:la:

go:no:n-
a:ma:la: 

gain-
a:ma:la:

ginin-
a:ma:la:

enen-
a:ma:la: 

ida:nin-
a:ma:la: 

inin-
a:ma:la: 

The reflexive pronoun is used to express action whereby the agent of the action is also the object 
or experiencer of the action. 

 

 128) Ne mo:-bubo:. No:no:na:ma:la: helebe-ya: gedeo:. 
1SPN NEG-fight/PST. 1SPN/REFL bushknife/ERG cut/PST 

‘I wasn’t fighting.  I cut myself with a bushknife.’ 

 

 129) Enena:ma:la: hen-a walala:. 
3SPN/REFL ground-LOC fall.down/PST 

‘He fell down all by himself.’ [Lit.  He felled himself to the ground.] 
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3.5.1.6 Possessive Pronoun 

 

 1Sing. 1Dual 1Plural 2Sing. 2Dual 2Plural 3Sing. 3Dual 3Plural 

POSS.  Adjective ni nai nili gi gai gili ene a:la:ma: ili 

The possessive adjective pronoun precedes the head which it modifies. 

 

 130) A:la:tabiki,  nio: nili a-ya ane. 
CONJ  1PPN 1PPOSS house-LOC go/PST 

‘And while that was happening, we went to our house.’ 

 

 131) Wano-wo: ene ege-ma:ni ane. 
Wano-TP 3SPPOSS plant-P.SS go/PST 

‘Wano went to plant his garden.’ 

 

3.5.1.7 Possessive Exclusive Pronoun 

 

 1Sing. 1Dual 1Plural 2Sing. 2Dual 2Plural 3Sing. 3Dual 3Plural 

POSS/EXC Adj. no:no:n  ninin go:no:n  ginin enin  inin 

This form is used in cases where the speaker wants to place particular focus on the possessor, in 
contrast or to the exclusion of others.   

 

 132) No:no:n egelo:-wa ane. 
1SPN/POSS/EXC garden-LOC go-PST 

‘I went to my own garden.’ 

 

 133) No:no:n nanog di-o:l ko:lo: gio: ginin 
1SPN/POSS/EXC work do-1PRES so 2PPN 2PPN/POSS 

 
nanog di-a: hamana. 
work do-P.SS go/IMP/PRES 

‘I’m doing my work, so you go do your own work.’ 

 

3.5.1.8 Possessive Complement 

 

 1Sing. 1Dual 1Plural 2Sing. 2Dual 2Plural 3Sing. 3Dual 3Plural 

POSS/Complement nino: naino: nilino: gino: gaino: gilino: eno: a:la:ma:no ilino: 

This pronoun follows the head which it modifies. 
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 134) Kabi we nino:. 
Axe this 1SPOSScomp 

‘That axe is mine.’ 

 

 135) A-yo: gaino: ho:gi dimido:. 
house-TP 2DPOSScomp new do/PST 

‘The house of you two is newly made.’ 

 

3.5.1.9 Relative Pronoun 

 

 1Sing. 1Dual 1Plural 2Sing. 2Dual 2Plural 3Sing. 3Dual 3Plural 

RELative Pronoun nilo: naindo: nilido: gilo: gaindo: gilido: elo: a:la:ma:lo: ilido: 

The relative pronoun is used in nominalised clauses as the subject or object of the clause. 

 

 136) Nilo: dimido: malolo:-ma:no:-wo: kom. 
1SPN/REL do/PST tell.story-1PRES-NOM finished 

‘The story of what I did is ended.’ 

 

This form can also occur in a focused or ergative form, in which case the suffix, -ma:, a variation 

of the ERG suffix –ya:, is attached to the nominalised form. 

 

 137) Kabo elo-ma: modo:. 
pig 3SPN/REL-POSS uproot/PST 

‘The pig belonging to him dug up the ground.’ 

 

3.5.1.10 Limiter Pronoun 

 

 1Sing. 1Dual 1Plural 2Sing. 2Dual 2Plural 3Sing. 3Dual 3Plural 

LIMiter Pronoun neko: na:nko: niko: geko: ga:gko: giko: eko: a:la:ko: iko: 

The limiter pronoun is used when the the referent is limited to a specific reference in contrast to  
some other individual or group.  

 

 138) Wabi-yo: Tami na:nko: ha:n-a:no:. 
Wabi-TP Tami 1DPN/LIM go-1FUT 

‘Tami and I will go to Wabi.’ 

 

 139) Ne nanog no-wo: di-a:no: ko:lo: geko: hamana. 
1SPN work other-TP do-1FUT so 2SPN/LIM go/IMP/PRES 

‘I have other work to do, so you go (without me). 
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3.5.1.11 Dative Pronoun 

 

 1Sing. 1Dual 1Plural 2Sing. 2Dual 2Plural 3Sing. 3Dual 3Plural 

DATive nemo: na:nbo: nimo: gemo: ga:gbo: gimo: emo: a:la:mo: imo: 

The dative pronoun form is used only as the object of a clause, and refers to a recipient of some 
item or action.  The dative suffix which is affixed to nouns is also used here as a suffix, but the 
pronoun core to which it is suffixed is not the same as any of the other sets of pronouns, hence a 
separate paradigm for dative pronouns is indicated. 

 

 140) Bugo: we imo: dimi-a:bi. 
book this/TP 3SPN-DAT give-IMP/FUT 

‘Give these books to them.’ 

 

 141) O:go: malolo:-wo: gimo: sa:-ma:nig-o:l. 
now story-TP 2SPN-DAT say-1FUT/IMMED 

‘Now I am going to tell you a story.’ 

 

 142) E-yo: imo: gele-ma:ki, hen-o: wido:. 
Plant-TP 3PPN-DAT plant-P/DS ground-TP show/PST 

‘(I) showed them the place to plant the shoots.’ 

 

3.5.2 Demonstrative Pronouns 

The demonstrative pronouns are most often used in conjunction with the head to which they refer.  
In this case they always follow the referent.  However, in discourse where the head is understood, 
they can also be used in isolation in the clause.  Demonstrative pronouns have separate, bound forms 
for absolutive and ergative case as follows: 

 

Absolutive Ergative English 

we wema: this  

a:no: a:ma: that  

no noma: other 

 

 143) Kalu we ne so:lo:. 
man this/TP 1SPN family 

‘This man is part of my family.’ 

 

 144) Keisale sowa no-ma: as us-a disa:. 
woman child other-ERG bag inside-LOC put/PST 

‘The other girl put (it) in the string bag.’ 
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 145) Ga bo-lo: we kalu a:ma: di-eib. 
woman breast-REL this/TP man that/ERG take-3FUT 

‘That man will marry this young girl.’ 

 

3.5.3 Interrogative Pronouns 

Interrogative pronouns occur directly prior to the verb. Although the Kaluli content question 
words cannot be mapped directly to English equivalents, a basic matching can be made as follows: 

 

Kaluli English 

o:b 

o:ba 

o:bibeso: 

what 

what place 

what amount 

abe 

abeno:wo: 

who 

whose 

igesa when 

aba where 

waga how 

wangabi 

waima:ni 

why 

for what purpose 

 

 146) A:layo: ob dia:-y-ab-a? 
3DPN what carry-bring-3PRES-QUE 

‘What are those two bringing?’ 

 

 147) Ge oba han-a-ya? 
2SPN where go-1PRES-QUE 

‘Where are you going?’ 

 

 148) Ni siabulu abe ti-yo:? 
1SPOSS sweet.potato who dig.up/PST-QUE 

‘Who dug up my sweet potato?’ 

 

 149) A we igesa di-yo:? 
House this when build/PST-QUE 

‘When was this house built?’ 
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 150) Ge fafo we waga dimido:-wo:? 
2SPN basket this how make/PST-QUE 

 ‘How did you make this woven basket?’ 

 

 151) Ge wangabi yel-a-ya? 
2SPN why cry-1PRES-QUE 

‘Why are you crying?’ 

 

3.6 Pro-Verbs 

3.6.1 A:la:- ‘thus’ 

This pro--verb does not specify any manner in and of itself, but rather refers to elsewhere in the 
context where the manner is specified.  It accepts verbal suffixing in most forms, and refers back to 
action that was already explicity stated.  In this form, it is used extensively in tail-head linkage with 
simultaneous or sequential medial marking to indicate the flow of action without the bulk of repeating 
the previous verb or verb phrase.  In this form it carries a significant discourse load. 

 

 152) A:la:-ga-biki, iyo: ka ane. 
thus-PRES-SIM 3PPN just go/PST 

‘In that same way they just continued going.’ 

 

The pro-verb a:la:- ‘thus’ can also be joined in serial verb constructions to indicate the manner in 
which the action takes place. This form is used extensively in conjunction with the verbs for say, 
think, and ask, as a part of the speech margin for direct and indirect quotes. 

 

 153) Kabo galola:-sa:ga: yasa-ma:niki-yo:, to:g-o:  
 Pig tie-SEQ kill-IMMED.FUT-NOM, platform-TP 
 
 a:la:-a:t-a:bi. 
thus-weave- IMP/FUT 

‘When you have tied the pigs and are going to kill them, prepare the platform like that.’ 

 

 154) Wano-wo: hen no-wo: ha:n-aki-yo:, egelo: ne-mo: 
Wano-TP ground other-TP go-STF-TP, garden 1SPN-DAT 
  
 
kund-a:bi-ka: a:la:-sio:. 
cut-IMP/FUT-INT thus-say/PST 

‘When Wano went to the other place, he told me to cut down the trees in the garden.’ 
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3.6.2 Dowo: ‘happen’ 

Kaluli has an additional pro-verb, dowo: ‘happen, occur’.  This pro-verb takes on a variety of 
specific meanings depending on the context.  It can be used both in relation to activity by animate 
objects, and in relation to states of non-animate objects. 

 

 155) Hon-o: tind-abiki, a-ya dowo:. 
water-TP fall-SIM house-LOC happen/PST 

‘While the rain fell, (they) remained in the house.’ 

 

A variation of this pro-verb which uses the verbal prefix fa:la:- ‘upwards’ is also commonly used. 

 

 156) Tamin-a saifa: aom-bo: fa:la:-dowo:. 
before-LOC promise/PST like-REL upwards-happen/PST 

‘It happened just like it was previously promised.’ 

 

3.7 Numerals 
The numerical system is based on body parts starting with the little finger (normally of the left 

hand,) progressing to the thumb and up the arm, across the face and down the opposite arm. This 
forms a base 35 system, as laid out in the table below.  The Quantifiers use different lexical forms for 
the numbers one through four, but for the numbers from five and up, the pro-verb a:la: ‘thus’ + fo: 
‘QTF’ is added to the numeral form to create the Quantifier.  When the numeral word ends in a vowel, 
the initial vowel of the pro-verb is deleted. 

 The names of the days of the week are also based on the numerals starting with Monday as the 
first day of the week.  The day names are encoded by the suffix -a: ‘DAY’, added to the numeral.  An 
exhaustive table of these forms is as follows: 
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Number Body Part Numeral Quantifier Day Names 

1 little finger agel imilisi agela: (Monday) 

2 ring finger andeb a:la: andeba: 

3 middle finger aso:l otalen aso:la: 

4 index finger fa:la:damel fa:la:dein fa:la:damela: 

5 thumb bi -la:fo bia: 

6 palm do:go:fe -la:fo do:go:fea: 

7 wrist (inner) dom -a:la:fo: doma: (Sunday) 

8 forearm o -la:fo  

9 elbow (inner) agato: -la:fo  

10 bicep do: -la:fo  

11 shoulder (joint) kelen -a:la:fo:  

12 collarbone kugu -la:fo  

13 neck (side) dagas -a:la:fo:  

14 ear ka:la:n -a:la:fo:  

15 cheek babo -la:fo  

16 eye si -la:fo  

17 nose side mio -la:fo  

18 nose tip milifile -la:fo  

19 nose (other side) no mio -la:fo  

20 eye (opposite) no si -la:fo  

..etc.  no ...   

35 opposite little fin. fudo: -a:la:fo:  

 

In theory, they can continue counting above 35 by starting again on the left hand with the phrase 
‘fudo: imilise a:la:ta:ga: agel ‘one “thirty-five” and one’.   However, while in theory (and possibly in 
past usage) this system can be used ad infinitum, in current practice they rarely count specific items 
above 20 using this traditional method of counting. Rather, they use the English system of base 10, 
still using Kaluli terms.  In this system they count the number of ‘tens’ by using a phrase such as 
‘three tens and three’ for the number 33.  However, for numbers over 100, they tend to use the term 
fudo: to mean one-hundred.  At the present time with both systems in usage concurrently, this double 

usage of the term fudo: causes significant confusion when it is used, since some understand it to 
indicate 100 items, whereas others are thinking of it in terms of 35 items.  More than one brideprice 
negotiation has come to grief over this problem in recent days! 
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 157) Ga fudo: kabo-wo: do-la:-fo: ko:lo: dimi. 
woman brideprice pig-TP ten-thus-QTF so give/PST 

‘I gave ten pigs for the brideprice.’ 

 

 158) So-agelo: imilisi a:la:ta:ga: holen-o: otalen ko:lo: ta:ta:-sa:ga:, 
week-one once and day-TP three so leave-SEQ 
 
ne mi-a:no:. 
1SPN come-1FUT 

‘After one week and three days have passed, I will come.’ 

 

 159) Ko:su asol-a: mi-eib. 
plane three-DAY come-3FUT 

‘The plane will come on Wednesday.’ 

 

When counting money, which is the most common thing counted with large numbers, the Kaluli 
usually use a system based on the color and the pictures on various kina bills as described  in the table 
below. 

 

Value Kaluli terms Literal Meaning 

one and two toea coins wamelo: rusty 

ten toea us inside 

one kina bugu to bore a hole 

two kina fo:s leaf 

five kina genelo: red 

ten kina imolo: green/blue 

twenty kina kabo mise pig’s head 

fifty kina kalu mise man’s head 

Examples of Numeral Phrases which use these forms cans be seen below in section 4.5 Numeral 
Phrase. 

3.8 Conjunctions 

3.8.1 Coordinate Conjunctions 

 a:la:- + Medial verb suffixing 

The coordinate conjuction is formed by the pro-verb a:la:- ‘thus’ in combination with one of the 

medial verbal suffixes.  The most common form uses the sequential suffix -ta:ga: ‘SEQ’.  Its function 
is to join words, phrases, and clauses.  It is the primary conjuction used for conjoining a list of items, 
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in which case it follows each item in the list.  In discouse, it often occurs sentence initially, to 
essentially conjoin sentences, or with the meaning of ‘and then’. 

 

 160) A:la:-ta:ga: e mada hido:-wo: alan dowo:. 
thus-SEQ 3SPN very cold-TP big happen/PST 

‘And then it became very cold.’ 

 

 161) Hi-yo: a:la:-ta:ga: ta:f-o: a:la:-ta:ga: a:na kegeo:. 
Pigeon-TP thus-SEQ crow/NOM thus-SEQ DEM/LOC gather/PST 

‘The pidgeon and the crow gathered there.’ 

 

3.8.2 Contrastive Conjuction 

The contrastive conjuction kosega is a subordinate conjunction which comes between the two 
clauses which are being contrasted.  It can also be used sentence initially to show contrast with the 
preceeding sentence. 

 

 162) E walaf kosega nanog-o: o:-dimid-ab. 
3SPN sick but work-NOM still-do-3PRES 

‘He is sick but he is still working.’ 

 

 163) Kosega Dosele eyo: kele asula-ka a:la:-asulo:, “.... 
But Dosele 3SPN worry think-just thus-think/PST, “..... 

‘But Dosele was worrying and thought (to himself), “.......’ 

 

3.8.3 Result Conjunction 

The result conjunction ko:lo: occurs between two clauses, and seems to phonologically attach to 
the end of the first clause. It defines the relationship between the clauses, with the first being either 
the cause or grounds, and the second being the result or consequence.   

 

 164) A:la:-ta:ga: nio: Gode-mo: dulugu sio: ko:lo: 
Thus-SEQ 1PPN Gode-DAT lift talk/PST so 
 

  afa-lo: di-an kalu-wo: mo:-mio:. 
steal-REL take/HAB1 man-TP NEG-come/PST 

‘Then we prayed to God, so the thieves did not come.’ 

 

 165) Hide-yo: we o:-se-mo:-kedefo: ko:lo: giliyo: 
Heavy-TP this still-ANT-NEG-finish/PST so 2PPN 

 
Gode-mo:-wo: dulugu sal-a:bi. 
Gode-DAT-TP lift/PST say-IMP/FUT 

‘These troubles are not yet finished, so you must pray to God.’ 
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A variation of this conjunction, which prefixes the pro-verb a:la:fo: ‘thus’, to this conjunction to 

form a:la:fo:ko:lo: ‘therefore’ is used in a sentence initial position to show that the sentence is the 
result of the causes mentioned in the preceding sentence or even higher level discourse.  This form 
also carries a significant discourse load. 

 

 166) A:la:fo:ko:lo: nio: dokta kalu boboge ho:ido:. 
Therefore 1PPN doctor man quickly call/PST 

‘Therefore we quickly called for a doctor.’ 

 

 167) Ho:gi dow-a:sa:ga:, mama ho:gi sa:la:li-a:no: weleb a:la:-sel-ab. 
New occur-SEQ spirit new birth-1FUT firstborn thus-say-3PRES 

 
A:la:fo:ko:lo: niliyo: a:no: ko:lo: digale asulu-ma:niki. 
Therefore 1PPN/FOC that so straightly think-HORT 

‘Having become new, we are called firstborn of the Spirit.  Therefore we must all 
consider that carefully.’ 

 

3.9 Exclamations 
The following are used as exclamations or interjections in various circumstances as noted in the 

table below.  These all occur either in isolation as an entire response, or in the word initial position of 
a clause or sentence. 

 

Kaluli term Usage context 

oa Acknowledgement of call;  from a distance 

o: Acknowledgement of a statement 

a: Affirmative reply ‘yes’ 

a Negative reply ‘no’ 

ai surprise, bewilderment 

a:i pain, fear, worry 

amayo:  disgust, sudden realization of something unfortunate 

yagilio: 

wafio 

pain, surprise (pleasant or unpleasant),  

ha:iyo: sympathy 

 

Interjections occur word initially in the sentence or word initially in the quoted speech.  They can, 
of course be used, and often are, in isolation. 
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 168) Yagilio:!  Ge waga mio:-wo:? 
Wow!  2SPN how come/PST-QUE 

‘Wow!  How did you get here?’ 

 

 169) Amayo:!  Ge mogagi dimido:. 
Oh-no  2SPN badly do/PST 

‘Oh no!  You’ve done badly.’ 

 

3.9.1 Hesitation Particle 

The hesitation particle ege is used when the speaker is unable to think of the correct word to say.  
It is essentially equivalent to the English ‘um’.  For obvious reasons, it is never included in written 
discourse. 

3.10 Clitics 

3.10.1 Case Clitics 

There are four case clitics in Kaluli, but only three which have surface forms.  The absolutive 
marker, which has null marking, is not not described here, but a fuller description of its function can 
be found in Section  

The other three case clitics are listed below. 

3.10.1.1 Ergative Clitic 

The clitic –ya: / wa: / a: ‘ERG’ is used to mark ergative case.  It also functions to mark both 
instrument and possessive/genitive case.  This clitic is described with examples in Section 5.2.2.1   
Ergative / Absolutive. 

3.10.1.2 Benefactive / Recipient Clitic 

Benefactive and recipient cases are marked the dative suffix -mo: / -bo: ‘DAT.’  It is described 
with examples in Section 5.2.2.2 Benefactive / Recipient. 

3.10.1.3 Locative Clitic 

The locative postposition –ya/-wa/-a  ‘LOC, at’ and the postposition –lo: ‘DIR’ attach to nouns, 
pronouns, adjectives, noun phrases, or clauses to form locative phrases. Examples of these 
constructions are given under Section 5.2.2.3  Locative. 

3.10.2 Topic and Relativisation Clitics 

The clitics, -yo: ‘TP’ and -lo: ‘REL’, attach to nouns, adjectives, noun phrases and nomilised 

clauses to indicate topic or relativisation.  Also the case-marking clitic –yo ‘NOM’ attaches to clauses 
to form nomilized clauses.  Examples and explanation of these postpositions are found under the 
Sections 7.5  Topic and Focus, and 5.3.2  Nominalised Clause, respectively. 

3.10.3 Limiters 

Kaluli uses two clitics which serve to limit the scope of action in a particular clause.  The 
following two clitics join phonologically to the end of the word which precedes the verb in the clause 
that they modify.  
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3.10.3.1 Ko:  --  only 

The clitic ko: ‘only’ limits the action to the specific range mentioned in the clause.  It most 
commonly attaches phonologically to the word which precedes the verb.  It can attach to nouns and 
pronouns, but most often attaches to a demonstrative pronoun immediately preceding the verb, which 
is appositionally related to a longer noun phrase or nominalised clause in the main clause. 

 

 170) Gode-ya:-yo: ene-do: asulo: a:no:-ko: dimido:. 
Gode-ERG-TP 3SPOSS-REL think/PST that-LIM do/PST 

‘God did only what He was thinking.’ 

 

3.10.3.2 Ka -- just 

The verb auxillary ka ‘just’ also attaches phonologically to the word which precedes the verb it 
modifies.  It limits the action of the verb either in scope or in relevance. 

 

 171) Fa:la:-dow-abi, Yalibi-ka so:no:. 
upwards-occur-SIM Yalibi-just hit/PST 

‘When it arrived, Yalibi just killed it.’ 

 

 172) Ne mo:-asula-ka dimido:. 
1SPN NEG-think-just do/PST 

‘I just did it without thinking about it.’ 

3.10.4 Accompaniment clitic 

The clitic -o:lia: ‘ACCOMP’ conjoins two elements with the function of accompaniment.  It 
follows each accompanied noun or pronoun in the group, including the last one, to form a noun 
phrase.  Although this is a clitic and phonologically attaches itself to the preceding noun in spoken 
usage, it is written orthographically as a separate word in order to limit word length for reading ease.  
Also, any emphatic, topic or ergative markers which attach to the end of the noun phrase tend to 
phonologically attach to this conjuction, since it occurs at the end of a noun phrase of accompaniment. 

 

 173) A:la:-ta:ga: Gasia o:lia: ano o:lia:-yo: ma:n bese-ma:no: ane. 
thus-SEQ Gasia ACCOMP 3mother ACCOMP-TP sago beat/1FUT  go/PST 

‘And then Gasia and her mother went to beat sago.’ 

 

 174) ...ge dufa: o:lia: du o:lia:-yo: gul-a:bi. 
...2SPN roofjoist ACCOMP floorjoist ACCOMP-TP break-IMP/FUT 

‘...and you get the roof joists and the floor joists.’ 

 

An additional accompaniment construction can be formed using the suffix –lo ‘REL’ on nouns 
and pronouns, following the case suffixes if they are present.  This form is used somewhat more 
commonly in longer lists, apparently because it is phonologically shorter and allows a longer list to 
flow more smoothly.  It attaches to each item in the list.  Additional explanation and examples of this 
construction are found in the Section 4.1.3 Accompaniment Noun Phrase. 
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 175) Helebe-yo:-lo:, kabi-yo:-lo:, sibidi-yo:-lo: tambo 
knife-TP-REL, axe-TP-REL, spade-TP-REL all 
 
dia:-me-na! 
get-come-IMP/PRES 

‘Come and get the bushknife, the axe and the spade!’ 

 

 

3.10.5 Completeness clitic 

The clitic –le  ‘COMP’ attaches to nouns, adjectives, and stative verbs to indicate completeness 
or “wholeness” of the head which it modifies.  When attaching to a word ending in a consonant, the 
form of this clitic changes from –le to –de. 

 

 176) Ni-lo: to sio:-wo:, hende-le sio:. 
1SPN-REL word say/PST-NOM, true-COMP say/PST 

‘The words that I said, I spoke completely truthfully.’ 

 

 177) Kabo-wo: gasa-le-ya: so:no:. 
pig-TP dog-COMP-ERG kill/PST 

‘All the dogs together killed the pig.’ 

 

3.10.6 Pro-Clitics 

There are four pro-clitics in Kaluli.  These all attach at the level of the Verb Phrase, so they are 
each thoroughly described with examples in Section 4.2 Verb Phrase.   

The pro-clitics are listed in the table below: 

 

Pro-Clitic Kaluli Form Gloss Described in detail in: 

Negation mo:- ‘NEG’ Section 4.2.3  Negation 
Verb Phrase 

Anticipation se- ‘ANT’ Section 4.2.3.1
Anticipation 

Incompletion o:- ‘still’ Section 4.2.4
Incompletion 

Repetition a:- ‘REP’ Section 4.2.5
Repetition 
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4. PHRASE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Noun Phrase 
Basic ordering in the NP is as follows: 

 + N  ± ADJ PHRASE  ±  QTF  ±  DEM 

The number of elements in a noun phrase rarely exceeds two or three.  When more information 
regarding the noun is to be expressed, it is usually done so in multiple clauses, instead of packing the 
information into a single noun phrase.   

 

 178) as otalen-o: 
bilum three-TP 

‘the three bilums’ 

 

 179) kabo momado: mudo: 
pig spotted many 

‘the many spotted pigs’ 

 

 180) ba: mo: badio: no-wo:  
oak base huge DEM-TP 

‘the huge base of an oak’ 

 

 181) Keisale sowa no-ma: as us-a disa:. 
woman child other-ERG bilum inside-LOC put/PST 

‘The other girl put (the snake) into the bilum.’ 

 

 182) Niliyo: de alan-o: ba-ya gido:. 
1PPN/FOC fire big-TP clearing-LOC light/PST 

‘We lit a big fire in the clearing.’ 

 

 183) Ho:n mugan alan ena mululabe. 
water pool big there wash/PST/RA 

‘Then we washed in the large swimming hole.’ 

 

4.1.1 Possessed Noun Phrase 
 + Possessor  +  Noun Phrase 

The possessor in a possessed noun phrase can consist of either a possessive pronoun or a proper 
noun.   A proper noun may be followed optionally by a possessive pronoun as well, to make the 
possession more distinct.  Also, in some cases the proper noun is followed by the suffix -ya: ‘ERG’, 
which also has the function of focusing on the possessive aspect.  
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 184) Ni so:lo:-wo: tambo Gabalo ena ane. 
1SPOSS family-TP all Gabalo there go/PST 

‘My entire family went to Gabalo.’ 

 

 185) Bosavi hen we nio: mo:-mogai-ma:no:. 
Bosavi ground this 3PL NEG-bad-1FUT 

‘We will not destroy this Bosavi land.’ 

 

 186) Tami-yo: ene a-yo: dimid-ab. 
Tami-TP 3SG/POSS house-TP work-3PRES 

‘Tami is working on his house.’ 

 

An alternate form of the possessed noun phrase is formed by the addition of the suffix –ya: 
‘POSS’ to the possessor. 

 Possessor + -ya: 

 

 187) Kosega Yesu-wa:-yo: Gode-ya: Mama-yo: gi-mo: dimi. 
But Yesu-ERG-TP God-POSS Spirit-TP 2PPN-DAT give/PST 

‘But Yesu gave you God’s Spirit.’ 

 

 188) Bosavi kalu-wa: hen-o: modo: alab. 
Bosavi man-POSS ground-TP many STAT3/3PRES 

‘The Bosavi people’s ground is large.’ 

 

4.1.2 Coordinate Noun Phrase 
 NP  +  COORD  +  NP  ±   COORD  ±   NP   

 NP +  NP(n)  +  COORD  +  NP 

The coordinate noun phrase is formed by joining two noun phrases with the coordinate conjuction 
a:la:ta:ga: ‘COORD’.  When multiple items are being coordinated, the coordinate conjuction can be 
placed between each item, or each of the items can be juxtaposed, with the coordinate conjunction 
preceeding the final item.  

 

 189) Keafo:-le-yo: nio: siabulu nafa-yo: a:la:-ta:ga: babokini  
morning-TRUE-TP 1PPN potato good-TP thus-SEQ pumpkin  

 
fo:s-o: kilili. 
leaf-TP buy/PST 

‘Early in the morning we bought some good sweet potato and some pumpkin greens.’ 
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 190) Wasio:-wo:, Yalibi-yo:, Kulu-wo: a:la:ta:ga: Tomas-o: iyo: 
 Wasio-TP, Yailib-TP, Kulu-TP, COORD Tomas-TP 3PPN 

 
nanog-o: di. 
work-TP do/PST 

‘Wasio, Yalibi, Kulu and Tomas did the work.’ 

 

 191) Hiyo: a:la:ta:ga: ta:fo: a:la:ta:ga: wehiofo: a:la:ta:ga: ena kegeo:. 
dove COORD bird.sp COORD bird.sp COORD there gather/PST 

‘The dove, the bird.species, and the bird.species gathered there.’ 

 

When the items to be coordinated are common nouns or proper nouns rather than phrases, then 
they can be joined either in the manner above, or with the use of the relativising suffix –lo: ‘REL’ 
added to each noun.  When this form is used, it is common to put it in the form of an appositional 
phrase, in order to explicitly state the subject nearer the final verb.  In rare cases this form is also used 
to join short noun phrases. 

 noun  +  -lo:  +  (noun  +  -lo:)n 

 

 192) Bosea:-lo:, Madiga-lo:, Domai-lo: Kogilo:-lo: iyo: ena 
Bosea:-REL, Madiga-REL, Domai-REL, Kogilo:-REL 3PPN there 

 
yasi-s-en-olale. 
wait-sit-HAB2-RA 

‘Bosea, Madigalo, Domai, and Kogilo, they were waiting there.’ 

 

 193) Kabi-yo:-lo:, helebe-yo:-lo:, da:si-yo:-lo:, ka:-yo:-lo: Mendi kilili. 
axe-TP-REL, knife-TP-REL, rice-TP-REL fish-TP-REL Mendi buy/PST 

‘(I) bought an axe, a bushknife, rice and fish in Mendi.’ 

4.1.3 Accompaniment Noun Phrase 

 (NP  +  ACC ) n  

The form of the accompaniment phrase is quite flexible.  The above form, the noun phrase 
followed by the Accompaniment suffix o:lia:  ‘ACC’ seems to be the most commonly used, although 
this structure can vary considerably.  The suffix can be used at the end of the list of individuals who 
are in a group, or it can be used without explicitly stating the primary subject, who is understood from 
previous context.  In many cases this suffix phonologically attaches to the preceeding noun, but is 
written separately. 

 

 194) A:la:ta:ga: Gasia o:lia: ano o:lia: ba:b-a:no:. 
COORD Gasia ACC 3mother ACC see-1FUT 

‘Then (I) saw Gasia with her mother.’ 
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 195) Simion-o:, iya o:lia: ane. 
Simion-TP 3father ACC go/PST 

‘Simion and his father went.’ 

 

 196) Kosu amio: Geleg  o:lia: mio:. 
plane when Rick  ACC come/PST 

‘In  the plane, (we) came with Rick.’ 

 

This accompaniment suffix can be used to indicate inanimate items accompanying animate ones, 
but in this case the form is restricted to having the ACC suffix follow only the inanimate noun phrase 
which follows the animate noun phrase. 

 

 197) Afa-lo: di-an kalu dagi-ya:-lo: dimido: o:lia: dia:-mio:. 
steal-REL take-HAB1 man hand-ERG-REL do/PST ACC carry-come/PST 

‘The thieves came with their hand-made guns.’ 

 

 198) Dosele hide-yo: o:lia: mio: ko:lo: mole-yo: sili-ma. 
Dosele heavy-TP ACC come/PST so money-TP pull.out-IMP/PRES 

‘Dosele has come with a problem, so you pull out your money!’ 

 

4.1.4 Function of Noun Phrase 

4.1.4.1 Case Marking  

 Noun Phrase / Rel CL/CL  ±  Case Marking Clitic 

The ergative, absolutive, benefactive/recipient and locative case markers in Kaluli attach at a 
phrase level.  It consists of any phrase which can fill the positions for subject or object, followed 
optionally by the appropriate case marking clitic.  Each clitic attaches phonologically to the final word 
of the phrase which it is marking.  In some instances, the case marking is bound within one of the 
words in the phrase, in which instance, no additional suffixation is added.  Where the case of the noun 
phrase is obvious from word order or context, the case marking suffix can be deleted in some 
instances.  The case clitics never occur with demonstratives and pronouns, which have bound 
marking. 

Examples of constructions using ergative, absolutive, benefactive/recipient and locative case can 
be found in the Section 5.2.2  Postpositions. 

4.1.4.2 Appositional Noun Phrase 

 NP  +  NP/DEM 

When two noun phrases are used to describe the same referent, the second may be joined 
appositionally to the first.  This is used more commonly in oral discouse than in written, since in 
written form, the writer is more likely to restructure the phrase so that all the information is contained 
in a single noun phrase.  However, in oral discourse it is not uncommon to hear this structure. 
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 199) Gode-yo: man-do wala-ma:no:-wo:, Pasta Yami-ya: wala-meib 
Gode-TP ways-REL show-1FUT-NOM, Pastor Yami-ERG show-3FUT 

 
ko:lo: da:d-a:bi. 
so hear-IMP/FUT 

‘The one teaching God’s customs, Pastor Yami will teach so you listen.’ 

 

4.2 Verb Phrase 
 

 ± LIM ± ANT ± NEG ± REP + Simple V Phrase / Serial V Phrase 

The verb phrase encodes negation, limitation, anticipation and repetition, as well as including 
adverbial modifiers and serial constructions. 

4.2.1 Simple Verb Phrase 
 ±  ADV +  V 

The simple verb phrase consists of an optional adverb  followed by a verb.  The verb can be a 
final verb, medial verb or serial verb phrase. 

 

 200) Ni kelego:-wo: wo:no:le difa: ko:lo: afa-le di.  
1SPOSS something-TP secretly put/PST so steal-COMP take/PST 

‘I put my things in hiding, so they stole them.’  

 

4.2.2 Serial Verb Phrase 
 ±  ADV +  Vser (STEM1)  +  V 

The serial verb phrase consists of two verbs conjoined.  The first verb seems to come from a 
limited number of verbs, although no definitive list has been compiled yet.  It is usually used in its 
STEM1 form.  The second verb may come from a limited set of verbs, but this has also not been 
compiled. 

 

 201) Ne Simion-o: men-a:ki, hole sio: ko:lo: mi-eib. 
1SPN Simion/NOM come-3PURP, shout say/PST so come--3FUT 

‘I called for Simion to come, so he will come.’ 

 

 202) Gode-ya: man-o: niyo: kudu sio:. 
Gode-POSS custom-NOM 1SPN/FOC join say/PST 

‘I added more talk about God’s ways.’ 

 

A special form of the serial verb phrase is formed with the verb dia: ‘take’ joined with either the 
verb ‘to go’ or the verb ‘to come.’  In this form it essentially forms a new verb word, with the 
meaning of  “to carry”.  The form of this phrase is: 

 ± ADV  +  dia:-  +V (motion) 
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 203) Da:si o:lia: ka: o:lia:-yo: kosu-wa: dia:-mio:. 
rice ACC fish ACC-TP plane-ERG take-come/PST 

‘The plane brought the rice and fish.’ 

 

 204) Ge ni helebe-yo: a-ya dia:-hamana! 
2SPN 2SPOSS knife-TP house-LOC take-go/IMP/PRES 

‘You take my bushknife to the house!’ 

 

This serial verb phrase has a similar structure to the use of the verb di ‘take’ in a medial verb form 
to indicate purpose.  The similarity is especially evident when the medial verb form is shortened in 
fast speech in which case the form dia:ni is shortened to di.  However, although the structure is 
similar, the meaning is quite differrent.  Compare the example above with a serial verb using the verb 
di, to the example below using the verb di in its medial form.   

 

 205) Ge ne helebe-yo: a-ya di hamana! 
2SPN 1SPOSS knife-TP house-LOC take go/IMP/PRES 

‘You go get my bushknife from the house!’ 

 

4.2.3 Negation Verb Phrase 
 NEG  +  Simple Verb Phrase / Serial Verb Phrase 

Negation of the verb occurs at the verb phrase level, where the clitic -mo: ‘NEG’ is attached to 
the beginning the verb phrase or the serial verb phrase. 

 

 206) Yokali ena mo:-so:no:. 
rat there NEG-kill/PST 

‘The rat was not killed.’ 

 

 207) Kosega e mo:-ho:le sala-biki, e mada 
But 3SPN NEG-shout say/3PRES-SIM2, 3SPN very 

 
kulufeyo:-wo:  alan dowo:. 
angry-NOM  big happen/PST 

‘But while not shouting, he was very angry.’ 

 

 208) Ele-lo: duguli-a:ga: elab-do: halo mo:-dimi. 
moon-REL pull-SEQ STAT3/3PRES-DIR above NEG-get/PST 

‘Those above who were pulling the moon, did not get (any taro).' 

 

 209) Ni sowa-yo: e mo:-bo:boge ga:li-ma:ni ane. 
1SPOSS child-TP 3SPN NEG-quickly carry-PURP go/PST 

‘He did not go quickly to carry my child.’ 
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4.2.3.1 Anticipation 

 se-  +  mo:- + Verb Phrase 

The Kaluli verb encodes incomplete but anticipated action with an additional clitic added to the 
negated verb phrase.  The proclitic ix se-  ‘ANT’ attaches directly to the verbal negation clitic, mo:-.  
It is used to indicate action which is expected to occur but has not yet happened. It is similar to the 
phrase, ‘not yet....’ in English.  

 

 210) Ga-yo: di kosega ga fudo: se-mo:-mi. 
woman-TP take/PST CNTR woman brideprice ANT-NEG-pay/PST 

‘(He) has taken a wife, but has not yet paid the brideprice.’ 

 

 211) Ho:n-o: se-mo:-dia: o:-elen-a ba:ba:. 
water-TP ANT-NEG-flood still-STAT-LOC see/PST 

‘(We) saw the water prior to when it flooded.’ 

 

 212) Ko:su-wo: o:g-do: mi-a:no: sio: a:no: o:-se-mo:-y-ab. 
plane-TP today-REL come-1FUT say/PST DEM still-ANT-NEG-come-3PRES 

‘The plane that they said would come today still has not yet come.’ 

 

4.2.4 Incompletion 

The proclitic o:-  ‘still’, attaches to the verb phrase to indicate action that has not yet ended.  It 
indicates that the action of the verb is continuing from some point in the past, either in contradiction 
to expectation of the continuation of that action (i.e. I thought he had died but he is still living.) or 
simply to affirm that the action is continuing.  This prefix is most often affixed to the negated verb 
phrase, to indicate that the anticipated action has not yet occurred, but there is still every expectation 
of future completion. 

 

 213) Igali-ya: iya-yo: o:-sab. 
Igali-POSS 3father-TP still-STAT1-3PRES 

‘Igali’s father is still living.’ 

 

 214) Mo:-wo: hide-yo: we o:-se-mo:-kedefo:. 
base-TP heavy-TP this/TP still-ANT-NEG-finish/PST 

‘Because these troubles are not yet over.’ 
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 215) Ko:su-wo: o:-se-mo:-mio: ko:lo: nio: ka yasil-o:l. 
plane-TP still-ANT-NEG-come/PST so just 1PPN wait-1PRES 

  ‘The plane has not yet arrived so we are just waiting.’ 

 

4.2.5 Repetition 

The Kaluli verb phrase can be marked to indicate that the present action has occurred previously.  
This is done with a clitic attached to the verb phrase. 

 REP  +  Verb Phrase 

The proclitic a:- ‘REP’ is attached to the verb phrase to indicate repeated action.  It means that 
this same action has occurred at some point in the past, and is now occurring again or will be 
occurring in the future, depending on the final inflection of the verb.  This form does not indicate 
anything about the nature of the present or future action, but only references the past occurrence of the 
action. 

 

 216) To ali-lo: sio:-wo: a:-sama! 
word yesterday-REL say/PST-NOM REP-say/IMP 

‘What you said yesterday, say it again!’ 

 

 217) Kabi fa: gulufo: ko:lo: a:-difa:. 
axe handle break/PST CONJ REP-put/PST 

‘The axe handle broke so I put it on again.’ 

 

4.3 Adjective Phrase 
 ± INTS  +  ADJn 

The adjective phrase consists of an optional intensifier, followed by an adjective, which may be in 
the form of any of the adjective words described previously.  Multiple adjectives can be juxtaposed, 
although it is a less common construction than a single adjective or an adjective with an intensifier. 

 

 218) Sowa:-yo: mada alan. 
Snake/TP INTS big 

‘The snake was very big.’ 

 

 219) Ko:su-wo: mada alan badio: Mosbi tili-ali. 
Plane/TP INTS big huge Moresby land/PST 

‘A huge plane landed at Port Moresby.’ 

 

4.4 Adverbial Phrase 

4.4.1 Locative Phrase 

An addition type of locative phrase, besides the form described in Section 5.2.2.3  Locative, is 
formed by the use of doba:da: ‘to the side’  or mida: ‘towards’. 
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 +  locative adverb  +  doba:da:/mida: 

 

 220) Nio: ho:n-o: eleb doba:da: mulu-ma:no:. 
1PPN water-TP headwater side wash-1FUT 

‘We will wash in the water upstream.’ 

 

 221) Gamani kalu-wo: Kutubu-lo: doba:da: ane. 
Government man/TP Kutubu/LOC side go/PST 

 ‘The government patrol went towards (Lake) Kutubu.’ 

 

 222) Ge holo mida: hamana! 
2SPN down towards go/IMP/PRES 

‘You go down there!’ 

 

4.4.2 Temporal Phrase 

An additional form for constructing a locative phrase is with the use of the locative postposition 
ami ‘LOC2’.  This form is the preferred form when the locative phrase is long, or needs to be placed 
in a sentence periphery.  This form is also used to mark a location in time, and in this sense it becomes 
an adverbial phrase, but it is described with the locative phrase because of its form. 

 

 223) Stoa a ami-yo: kelego: modo: del-ab. 
store house LOC2-TP things many STAT2-PRES 

‘There are many things at the store.’ 

 

 224) A:na tind-a:sa:ga: ami, ha:la:-yo: e mada fo:g-o: 
There descend-SEQ LOC2, side-TP 3SPN very space-TP 

 
diga:di ali-fa:lo:. 
attach sleep-CNTI/PST 

‘When (he) had come down, he completely filled the spaces on the side (of the mumu).’ 

 

4.4.3 Directional Phrase 
 +  Noun Phrase / Clause  ± DIR ± LOC 

The directional phrase consists of a noun phrase or a clause with the postposition, -lo: ‘DIR’ 
attached phonologically to the last word of the phrase.  It indicates direction towards the object to 
which it is attached. 

 

 225) Gili-yo: a-lo:-wa ha:n-a:bi. 
2PPN house-DIR-LOC go-IMP/FUT 

‘You all will go over towards the house.” 
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 226) A:na dia:-mio:-wo:, ele-lo: wala-lo:-mo: dimi. 
there carry-come/PST-NOM moon-DIR ladder-DIR-DAT give/PST 

‘Carrying it there, (he) gave it to those climbing up the ladder to the moon.’ 

 

 227) ...kosega gasa-lo: biso:-lo:-wa mo:-mio:. 
...but dog-POSS owner-DIR-LOC NEG-come/PST 

‘....but (the dog) did not come to its owner.’ 

 

4.5 Numeral Phrase 
The numeral phrase traditionally appears to have been quite simple for numbers 19 through 35.  It 

used the demonstrative no ‘other’ followed by any numeral , and was usually accompanied by 
indicating the appropriate body part. 

 ± no ‘other’ + numeral  

 

 228) no babo 
other cheek 

‘twenty-one’ 

 

For numbers greater than 35, the numeral phrase was formed as follows: 

 Collective number[35] + conjunction[a:la:ta:ga:] +  numeral/numeral phrase 

 

 229) fudo: a:la:-ta:ga: no si 
35 thus-SEQ other eye 

‘fifty-five [literally thirty-five and twenty]’ 

 

Since the introduction of a base 10 system of counting (in the schools), a newer form of the 
numeral phrase has come into usage.   Those using this system employ a simple base 10 system for 
larger numbers, with a phrase as: 

  Base Numeral[10] + Numeral ±(CONJ +Numeral) 

 

 230) do-la:-fo: otalen a:la:-ta:ga bi-la:-fo: 
ten-thus-QTF three  thus-SEQ five-thus-QTF 

‘thirty-five [literally three tens and five]’ 

 

 However, when money is being counted it is more common to use this same basic structure, but 
substitute the terms for various denominations of currency for the “base” numerals. 

 

 231) fo:s imilisi a:la:-ta:ga: us dom-a:la:-fo: 
leaf one thus-SEQ inside seven-thus-QTF 

‘two kina, 70 toea’ 
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5. CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

5.1 Order 

5.1.1 Verbal Clause 

The basic word order of the verbal clause is as follows: 

 ± TIME  ±   NP Subj  ±   NP Obj  ±   NP Io  ±   NP Loc  ±   FocNP Subj + VP 

All of these items are optional except for the verb, and it is extremely rare to find more than two 
or three constituents before the verb in any given clause. Word order in Kaluli is fairly flexible, 
although the basic word order is normally followed unless there is some reason for fronting or 
endshifting some element in the clause.  Basic word order can be used to distinguish grammatical 
relations between the subject and object (instead of case marking suffixes) , so these elements cannot 
be reversed unless they are clearly marked with case marking or by some other contextual or 
discourse device.  The primary reason for movement of these elements within a clause appears to be 
related to Topic and Focus as noted below in Section 7.5  Topic and Focus.  However, another aspect 
to the ordering of grammatical elements in a clause has to do with the length of the element.  In cases 
where a nominalised clause or a lengthy noun phrase is used in the object position, the object is often 
fronted in the clause. 

The Verb Phrase is the only obligatory element in the clause.  In written discourse, the verb is 
always final, although in speech, other elements can be found after the verb in a clause, usually with 
the intent of clarifying the meaning of the clause. 

 

 232) Iba-ya: siabulu-wo: Hana o:lia: Sala o:lia: ma:no: sofa:. 
Iba-ERG potato-TP Hanah ACCOMP Sarah ACCOMP food cook/PST 

‘Eva cooked sweet potatoes for Hannah and Sarah.’ 

 

5.1.2 Non-Verbal Clause 

5.1.2.1 Descriptive / Equative Clause 

The descriptive and equative clauses have the same form in Kaluli, and  normally contain a noun 
phrase or demonstrative, followed by a noun phrase, an adjective phrase or a possessive complement 
pronoun. 

 

 233) Ge ma:no:-wo: modo:. 
2SPN food-TP plenty/PST 

‘You have much food.’ 

 

 234) Yalibi-ya: a-yo: alan. 
Yalibi-ERG house-TP big 

‘Yalibi’s house is big.’ 
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 235) We mogago:. 
This bad 

‘This is bad.’ 

 

 236) Sowa:-yo: mada alan. 
Snake-TP very big. 

‘The snake was very big.’ 

 

 237) Ni wi-yo: Fomowe. 
1SPN name-TP Fomowe 

‘My name is Fomowe.’ 

 

5.1.2.2 Negated Descriptive Clause 

There are two ways of negating a descriptive clause.  The first form simply adds the suffix –ba 
‘OPP’ to the end of the descriptive clause.  This form is very similar in usage to the recently popular 
clause construction in English which adds “Not!” to the end of a declarative sentence (i.e. “I’d like to 
become the next ADSA….NOT!”  In the second form, the place of an existential verb, as descibed in 
Section 3.1.3 Noun Classes, is replaced with the word aundoma ‘none’.  

 

 238) Yalibi-ya: a-yo: alan-ba. 
Yalibi-ERG house-TP big-OPP 

‘Yalibi’s house is not big.’ 

 

 239) Ne ma:n-o: aundoma. 
1SPN sago-TP none. 

‘I have no sago.’ 

 

 240) Eyo: asug-doma 1 kalu. 
3SPN thought-none man 

‘He is a man without thought.’ [He is not wise.] 

 

5.2 Grammatical Relations 
Kaluli uses a combination of word order, postpositions, case inflections on pronouns, and verbal 

agreement to indicate grammatical relations in a clause.  Some of these are obligatory in all cases, 
while others are obligatory only in specific  grammatical situations.   

5.2.1 Word Order 

The  unmarked word order, SOV as noted above, can at times be the only device used in order to 
mark grammatical relations in a clause.  When this order changes, then it becomes necessary to rely 
on other syntactic devices in order to specify grammatical relations, as noted above. 

                                                           
1 ‘Asugdoma’ is a contraction for the words asugo: ‘thought’ and aundoma ‘none.’ 
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5.2.2 Postpositions 

Postpositions are used to mark several grammatical relations in the clause.  Postpositions which 
mark grammatical relations include the ergative marker, the dative marker which marks both 
benefactive and recipient, and locative markers.  The dative and locative markers are obligatory 
markers, while the ergative marker is only optional in cases where other features are adequate to 
indicate grammatical relations. 

5.2.2.1 Ergative / Absolutive 

Kaluli has case clitics marking the phrase which follows an ergative / absolutive system. The 
absolutive is unmarked, and the ergative case marker is obligatory when marking the semantic 
function of instrument, and is usually present when marking agent, although may occasionally be 
absent when the semantic agent is clear from other elements in the clause or context.   

The ergative marker,  -ya:/-wa:/-a: ‘ERG’ marks both AGENT and INSTRUMENT in a 
transitive clause.  If both of these are present in the same clause, then only the instrument gets the 
ergative suffix.  However, in natural discourse, it is unlikely to find both agent and instrument 
enumerated in the same clause.  The ergative may also be marked by the ergative demonstratives and 
the focused set of pronouns.  The ergative case marker also marks possession. 

 

 241) Galen a:no: keisale sowa a:ma: ene as us-a disa:. 
Prawns DEM/TP woman child DEM/ERG 3SPOSS bag inside-LOC put/PST 

‘The young girl put the prawns in her own string bag.’ 

 

 242) Sowa:-ya: ola-liki, niyo: sowa: a:no: sa:b-a:no: a:la-:liki kedo:. 
snake-ERG bite-SIM2 1SFOC snake that/TP hit-1FUT thus-SIM2  search/PST 

‘When the snake bit (me), I searched in order to kill the snake.’ 

 

 243) Gasia-yo: ho:n-a:-yo: di-a:no:-wo: kone-ma dowo:. 
Gasia-TP water-ERG-TP get-1FUT-NOM far-OPP happen/PST 

‘The water nearly carried away Gasia.’ 

 

5.2.2.2 Benefactive / Recipient 

Benefactive and recipient cases are marked the dative suffix -mo: / -bo: ‘DAT.’  The –mo: suffix 

is used following words ending in vowels, and the –bo: variant is used for words ending in 
consonants.  The use of the dative case marker is always obligatory, and it generally occurs 
immediately prior to the verb phrase.    

 

 244) Kabi we Dosele-mo: dimi-a:bi. 
axe this Dosele-DAT give-IMP/FUT 

‘Give this axe to Dosele.’ 

 

 245) Mo:lido: Gode-mo: mada o:m a:la:-sio:. 
unsuitable Gode-DAT very same thus-say/PST 

‘Being very bad, (we) gave thanks to God.’ 
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 246) ...ba:da:-sa:ga:, Tami na:n-bo: sa:l-aki, “... 
see-SEQ Tami 1DPN-DAT say-STF 

‘Having seen (it),  (he) said to Tami and me, “...’ 

 

It is worth noting that because this postposition clitic is homophonous with the verbal prefix mo:-  
‘NEG’, and because the unmarked position for the indirect object is immediately prior to the verb 
phrase, there exists significant potential for confusion between the dative marker and the negative 
marker in fast oral speech, particularly if a clause is spoken in isolation.  The two clauses below are 
homophonous in fast speech, and the grammatical relations can only be defined in context. 

 

 247) Kabi e-mo: dimi. 
axe 3SPN-DAT give/PST 

‘(Someone) gave him the axe.’ 

 

 248) Kabi e mo:dimi. 
axe 3SPN NEG-give/PST 

‘He did not give the axe.’ 

 

In most circumstances, the discourse features of participant tracking would determine the 
necessity for placing the pronominal references (subject vs. object) in the above sentences, and would 
thus determine whether the pronominal referent was a subject or object.  Since only the object could 
take the dative suffixation, it would become obvious to a mother tongue speaker which form was 
indicated. 

5.2.2.3 Locative  

The most commonly used locative phrase consists of a noun phrase, an adjective phrase, or a 
clause (verbal or non-verbal) followed obligatorily by the locative clitic –ya/wa/a  ‘LOC’. 

 

 249) Ne walaf a-ya ali. 
1SPN illness house-LOC sleep/PST 

‘I slept in the hospital.’ 

 

 250) Keisale sowa a:ma: ene as us-a disa:. 
woman child DEM/ERG 3SPOSS bag inside-LOC put/PST 

‘The young girl put (it) inside her bag.’ 

 

 251) Ne kalu nol-do: sen-a fa:la:-dowo:. 
1SPN man other-DIR STAT1/HAB1-LOC upwards-do/PST 

‘I arrived at where the other men were sitting.’ 

 

5.2.3 Nominal Agreement 

Kaluli has nominal agreement marking on the verb. This nominal agreement is marked only in 
present and future tenses, and is a two-way distinction that appears to differentiate between first 
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person and non-first person.  Further discussion of this marking is found in Section 3.2.1 Final Verb 
Word. 

5.3 Verbal Clause Types 

5.3.1 Final vs. Medial Clauses 

The final clause is delineated by the use of a final verb, as described in Section 3.2.1 Final Verb 
Word,  and by sentence final intonation. The medial clause is delineated by the use of a medial verb 
form as described in Section 3.2.2  Medial Verb Word.   

5.3.2 Nominalised Clause 
 CL  +  Topic  Marking  

The NOM clause is formed by the addition of topic marking to a clause.  The nominalising suffix 
–yo: ‘NOM’ is joined to the last component in the clause and an additional clitic –lo:/do: ‘REL’ 
attaches to the subject of the nominalised clause, and occasionally to other elements in the clause as 
well, such as adverbs.  

 

 252) Ga:lu-wo: sowa: dowo:fa:-yo: ena si. 
Afternoon-TP snake bake/PST-NOM DEM pull.out/PST 

‘That afternoon, (we) took out the baked snake.’ 

 

 253) Nilo: dimido: malolo:-ma:no we kom. 
1SPN/REL do/PST storytell-1FUT DEM finished 

‘This storytelling about what I did is finished.’ 

 

 254) Fa:-lo: ti-a:ni ane-yo:, yokali-ya: ti-a:ni ane. 
Taro-REL get-P/SS go/PST-TP, rat-ERG get-P/SS go/PST 

‘The one who went to get the taro, (it was) the rat  who went to get it. 

 

A common form of using the nominalised clause is in the form of an appositional noun phrase.  In 
this case, the nominalised clause, often without the NOM marker, forms the core of the appositional 
phrase, and a demonstrative with the proper bound case marking forms the appositional referent.  

 

 255) Ali-lo: Wano-lo: nanog-do: dimido: a:no:, o:go: weka 
yesterday-REL Wano-REL work-REL do/PST DEM now again 

 

  dimida-meib. 
do-3FUT 

‘Now Wano will do again the work that he did yesterday.’ 

 

 256) Kalu ni ga-lo: afa di a:ma:, mogago: dimido:. 
man 1SPN/POSS woman-REL steal take/PST that-ERG bad do/PST 

‘The man who stole my wife did very badly.’ 
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6. SENTENCE  

6.1 Simple Sentences 
 CLAUSE ±   QUE 

6.1.1 Declarative 

For examples of the declarative sentence, see Section 3.2.5  Evidentials 

6.1.2 Imperative / Hortative / Prohibitive 

These forms are described and examples of each are given in Section 3.2.1.3 Deontic Moods. 

6.1.3 Interrogative 
 Clause + QUE 

The interrogative in Kaluli is formed by the addition of the suffix 
 -yo: / -ya ‘QUE’ to the end of the word, phrase, or clause. The question can be formed using any of 

the tense/person, and aspect, distinctions described in Section 3.2.1 Final Verb Word.  The –yo: form 
is used for all questions referencing the past, and the –ya form is used for all questions referencing  
the present or future. When the verb ends in a consonant, the final consonant of the stem is deleted.  
The initial semi-vowel in this suffix varies in a parallel manner to the topic suffix of the same form as 
described under the section on Morphology. 

 

 257) To a:no: giyo: e-mo: sio:-wo:? 
word that 2SPN/EMPH 3SPN-DAT say/PST-QUE 

‘Did you say that to him?’ 

 

 258) Ge ba:d-a-ya? 
2SPN see-3PRES-QUE 

‘Do you see (it)?’ 

 

 259) Ge Wabimisen igesa ane-yo:? 
2SPN Wabimisen when go/PST-QUE 

‘When did you go to Wabimisen?’ 

 

 260) A:la:bo waga dimid-ab-a? 
thus how do-3PRES-QUE 

‘Why is he doing it like that?’ 

 

 261) E i-yo: obibes kuwo:-wo:? 
3SPN tree-TP how.many cut/PST-QUE 

‘How many trees did he cut?’ 
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 262) Wasio: nanog-o: tambo kedela:-yo:? 
Wasio work-TP all finish/PST-QUE 

‘Did Wasio finish all the work?’ 

 

 263) Ko:su a:no: bis imilise-yo:?: 
plane DEM teeth one    -QUE 

‘Does that plane have one propeller?’ 

 

In some instances, an interrogative sentence can be formed with a single word, particularly when 
it is in specific interaction where the context is well defined.  In such cases, a single word can be 
suffixed with the Question marker to form an interrogative sentence. 

6.2 Complex Sentence Structure 

6.2.1 Complementation 

In all cases, the subordinate clause will precede the main clause in a complex sentence.   

6.2.1.1 Direct Quote 

The direct quote uses a structure with the following three elements: 

 1.  Speech initiating medial clause  (optional) 

 2.  Quoted speech 

 3.  Speech closing final clause. 

The verb used in the medial clause which initiates the quote and the one used in the closing final 
clause are always the same, and must come from the following set of verbs: 

 

sa:l-  to say 

asul- to think/know/want 

dabu ba:d- to ask 

 

When these verb forms are used in a direct or indirect speech quote margin, they are obligatorily 
prefixed with the adverbial prefix a:la:- ‘thus’, both in the initiating clause and in the closing clause.  
The closing clause most commonly consists simply of the form a:la:sio: ‘thus said’, although it is 
possible to include other elements such as the subject or indirect object in this final clause.   

 

 264) “Fa:-yo: ti-a: hamana,” a:la:-sio:. 
taro-TP remove-P/SS go/IMP/PRES thus-say/PST 

‘“Go remove the taro,” (he) said.’ 

 

 265) “Nao-wo: sowa:-ya: olo:-ka:,” a:la:-sio:. 
1brother-TP snake-ERG bit/PST-INTS thus-say/PST 

‘“A snake bit my brother” he said.’ 
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 266) Tami-ya: sa:l-aki-yo:, “Ne ali-yo:      ha:n-a:no:,” a:la:-sio:. 
Tami-ERG say-SIM2-TP, “1SPN tomorrow-TP   go-1FUT       thus-say/PST 

‘Tami saying, “I will go tomorrow” he said.’ 

 

6.2.1.2 Indirect Quote 

The form of the indirect quote can be the same as the direct quote with the exception that the 
morphologically bound person markers on the pronouns and kin terms within the quote change.  
Because of this, the subject agreement on the verb within the quote no longer agree in the present and 
future tenses.  Compare the form and pronouns of the last example of the direct quote from the 
example above with the first example below, noting that pronouns included in the speech quote are 
changed.   

 

 267) Tami-ya:-yo: e aliyo: ha:n-a:no: a:la:-sio:. 
Tami-ERG-TP 3SG tomorrow go-1FUT thus-say/PST 

‘Tami said that he will go tomorrow.’ 

 

It is also common to use the adverbial prefix a:la:- ‘thus’ attached to medial verb suffixes, to form 
a medial clause, which is followed by a quote closing final clause to form an indirect speech quote.  
This form is sometimes used for what might best be described as a “second person” quote, where a 
second person is giving a direct quote of the first person.  

 268) Gao:-wo: sowa:-ya: olo:-ka: a:la:-liki sio:. 
2brother-TP snake-ERG bite/PST-INTS thus-SIM2 say/PST 

‘“A snake indeed bit his brother!” like that he said.’ 

 

 269) Fa:-yo: abe ti-a: ha:n-a:nig-ab-ele a:la:-liki nenelo:. 
taro who remove go-IMM/FUT-3-UNCERT thus-SIM2 discuss/PST 

‘“Who will go remove the taro?” like that they discussed.’ 

 

6.2.1.3 Cognition / Desiderative 

 CL  +  asul- + tense/person marking 

The Kaluli verb asulo: covers a similar semantic range as the English verbs ‘to know,’ ‘to want,’ 
and ‘to like.’  Because of this, the complements of cognition and the desiderative predicates use the 
same structure and terminology.  (In fact, these English semantic categories probably are not 
distinguished by a Kaluli speaker in a similar manner to an English speaker.)  The adverbial prefix 
a:la:-  ‘thus’ can optionally be attached to the verb of cognition. 

The form of the cognition/desiderative complement is the same structure as the direct and indirect 
quote structure discussed above. 

 

 270) Newa:la:su eyo: ka: tum-a: ha:n-a:no: asul-ab. 
Newa:la:su 3SPN fish pick-P.SS go-1FUT desire-3PRES 

‘Newa:la:su wants to go poison the fish.’ 
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 271) Kelego:-wo: kalu we-ma: afa-le di a:la:-asul-o:l. 
Something-TP man this-ERG steal-COM take thus-know-1PRES 

‘I know that this man stole it.’ 

 

An alternate way to form the desiderative in Kaluli is the use of the first person, future tense 
suffix on the verb to indicate intentive or desiderative action, followed by a contrastive of some form 
to negate that action.   

 

 272) Ne we-na ali-ma:no: kosega, kalu  
1SPN this-LOC sleep-1FUT but man 
  
no-ma:-yo: ne sa:-meib ko:lo: mo:-ali-ma:no:. 
other-ERG-TP 1SPN say-3FUT so NEG-sleep-1FUT 

‘I wanted to sleep here, but someone will complain (or hit me), so I won’t sleep (here).’ 

 

This use of the first person future tense form can also be used with third person subjects when it is 
juxtaposed with a verb of cognition which agrees with the subject. 

 

 273) E Mendi ha:n-a:no: asul-ab ko:lo: ko:su-wo: yasil-ab. 
3SPN Mendi go-1FUT desire-3FUT so plane-TP wait-3FUT 

‘He wants to go to Mendi, so he is waiting for the plane.’ 

 

6.2.1.4 Modal Verb Complements 

Complements of modal verbs are formed with the adverb o:li  ‘okay’ before the verb.  This seems 
to cover the range of both ability and permissibility, depending on context. 

 

 274) Kalu-wa: hen-o: we-na ko:su ba-yo: o:li dali-meib. 
man-ERG ground-TP this-LOC plane clearing-TP okay dig-3FUT 

‘The man may dig the airstrip on this ground.’ 

 

 275) E sugul ane ko:lo: pawa o:li dinafa-meib. 
3SPN school go/PST so power okay make.good-FUT 

‘He went to school, so he is able to fix the generator.’ 

 

6.3 Typical Medial Verb Constructions 

6.3.1 Temporal Chaining 

Temporal conjoining of clauses is commonly used in Kaluli, both to move along action in a 
narrative sequence within a sentence, and as a tail-head linkage device to connect various sequences 
of events. (See Section 7.2.1 Tail-head Linkage)  Although semantically these items are placed in 
temporal coordination, syntactically this structure is not coordinate insomuch as the sequential or 
simultaneous clause in the sentence is a dependent clause while the final clause is an independent 
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clause.  This is the most common sort of clause coordination in Kaluli, and tends to stretch sentence 
length quite a bit in normal discourse. 

 

 276) Tamin amio: Bill e Tali-lo: hono a:na hoid-a:sa:ga:, 
First then Bill 3SPN Tari-REL over there shout-SEQ, 

 
e a:na y-a:sa:ga:, kelego: mogago:-wo: a:na: ba:ba:y-aliki 
3SPN there come-SEQ something bad-TP there see-SIM2 

 
kelego: mogago:-wo: e-mo:-wo: a:na same. 
something bad-TP 3SPN-DAT-TP there say/PST 

‘At first after Bill was called up at Tari, and having then come, when he saw the things 
that were ruined, we told to him (what happened).’ 

 

6.3.1.1 Sequential Chaining 

If the relationship between clauses is a sequential one, then the first clause is ended with the 
sequential medial suffix –sa:ga: ‘SEQ’, which is followed by another medial clause or a final clause.  
If the subject is the same in the second clause, it is almost never specified; whereas it is almost always 
specified if it is different, even it both subjects have been previously introduced. 

 

 277) Yalibi ayo: ta:ta:-sa:ga:, Ganea mise nagalo: a:na fa:la:-dowo:. 
Yalibi house-TP leave-SEQ Ganea head pain there updwards-do/PST 

‘Yalibi left the house, and then Ganea’s headache started.’ 

 

 278) Yokali-yo: ka ha:n-a:sa:ga:, fa: a:no: ka mo:no:. 
Rat-TP just go-SEQ, taro that just eat/PST 

‘The rat just went and ate the taro.’ 

 

 279) A:la:-ta:ga: sowa: a:no: a:na go:go:bea:-sa:ga:, a:na mo:no:. 
Thus-SEQ snake that/TP there sliced-SEQ then eat/PST 

‘And then after having sliced up that snake, (we) then ate.’ 

 

6.3.1.2 Simultaneous Chaining 

If the relationship between the clauses is a simultaneous one, then the first clause is ended with 
the simultaneous medial suffix, –abiki ‘SIM’, which is followed by another medial clause or a final 
clause.  

 

 280) Yalibi wena s-abiki,  Ganea-ya: miseyo: a:na nagalo:. 
Yalibi here sit-SIM,    Ganea-POSS head-TP there pain. 

‘While Yalibi was here, Ganea had a headache.’ 
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 281) E a:na-ka s-en-o:, ele imilise dow-abiki, 
3SPN there-just sit-HAB-NOM moon once occur-SIM, 

 
mayo:-wo: alan dow-abiki, ene  sog ko:lo:-wo: 
hunger-TP big occur-SIM   3SPOSS clothes dress/PST-NOM 

 
n-a:sa:ga:, a:na sowo:. 
eat-SEQ then die/PST 

‘He living there, one moon happened (passed), and a great hunger happened, and having 
eaten his own clothes, then he died.' 

 

 282) Kalu-wo: tog-a ha:n-abiki-yo:, inga-yo: a:na sowo:. 
man-TP path-LOC go-SIM-NOM, 3wife-TP then die/PST 
‘When he was going along the path, his wife died.” 

 

6.3.1.3 Same Time Frame Chaining 

Clauses which occur in the same basic time frame, but are not explicitly sequential or 
simultaneous, usually are joined with the medial suffix –aliki ‘STF’.   

 

 283) Walaf-o: bal-aliki-yo:, mulumulo:-wo: m-a:ni y-a:bi. 
Sick-TP stuck-STF-NOM medicine-TP eat-P/SS come-IMP/FUT 

‘When (you) get sick, you must come to take medicine.’ 

 

6.3.2 Purpose Clause 

The purpose clause is a medial clause and is the only place where Kaluli uses specific markers to 
indicate same subject or different subject within a sentence.   When this structure is used,  all aspect 
and mood affixation on the final verb are also applicable to the medial verb as well.  Hence, if the 
final verb is a completed action, then the action of the purpose verb is also indicated to be complete.  
Likewise, if the final verb is in the imperative mood, then this same mood is to be applied to the 
medial verb as well. 

6.3.2.1 Same Subject 

 P/SS.CL + CL 

Where the subject of the purpose clause and the main clause are the same, the medial suffix –
ma:ni  ‘P.SS’ is added to the final verb stem of the purpose clause. (See Section 3.2.2.4 Purposive  --  
Same Subject). Generally, the complement clause contains only a final verb, since it cannot, by 
definition, have a different subject, and the rest of the clause peripherals are generally specified in the 
purpose clause. 

 

 284) Ne amisen we-na mis-a:ni      mio:. 
1SPN village this-LOC live-P.SS come/PST 

‘I came to live in this place.’ 
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 285) Walaf-o: bala-liki-yo:, mulumulo:-wo:  m-a:ni      y-a:bi. 
Sick-TP stuck-SFT-NOM  medicine-TP   eat-P.SS come-IMP/FUT 

‘When (you) get sick, you must come to take medicine.’ 

 

It is worth noting that this is one of the most commonly contracted forms in Kaluli.  The final 
syllable of the suffix is often dropped in fast speech, such that the suffix is simply –a:. 

  

6.3.2.2 Different Subject 

 P/DS.CL  + CL 

Where the subject of the purpose clause and the subject of the main clause are different, the 
medial suffix -ma:ki  ‘P/DS’ is attached to the final verb stem of the purpose clause.  This is 
described in Section 3.2.2.5 Purposive  --  Different Subject.  In this type of purposive construction, 
the main clause always includes a subject, unless it is understood in context.  Only one purpose clause 
of this construction can be present in a single sentence, although its placement in the sentence in 
relation to other medial clauses is not critical.  Multiple purposive actions can be specified using other 
medial verb constructions in the purpose clause, as the purposive intent carries forward to other 
medial verbs in the construction. 

 

 286) A-yo: di-ma:ki, aiko:-wo: dimi-a:no:. 
House-TP build-P/DS post-TP give-1FUT 

‘So he can build a house, we will give the posts.’ 

 287) Giliyo: nio Gode-ya: asuwa:fo-ma:ki, Gode-mo:-wo: halaido: 
2PFOCPN 1PPN God-ERG help-P/DS God-DAT-TP strong 

 
dulugu sa:l-a:bi.2 
lift/PST say-IMP/FUT 

‘So that God will help us, you pray strongly to God.’  

 

 288) Ma:no: we may-a:ki sa:l-a:bi. 
Food this/TP eat-P/DS say-IMP/FUT 

‘(You) tell them to eat this food. [lit. So that they will eat, you speak.]’ 

 

6.3.3 Conditional Clause 

The condition mood can be formed in either the past, present or  future tense.  It is formed as 
follows: 

  COND CL + CL 

The conditional marker is actually a  suffix which attaches to the verb of the first clause, making it 
a medial type verb, which then requires a clause following it with a final verb.  The conditional clause 
in each tense is formed by the use of different verb suffixation on the medial verb.  Because this 

                                                           
2 This sentence illustrates a somewhat common variation of structure in which the subject of the main clause is actually 

fronted in the sentence, coming before the medial purpose clause.  Although this is fairly common, it is actually a 
discourse feature which is outside the purview of this paper. 
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conditional is in the form of an “if – then” statement, the final clause is semantically always in the 
future tense. 

6.3.3.1 Future Conditional 

The future conditional is the most common form of a conditional mood, primarily because of 
semantic constraints.  The medial conditional clause is formed by using the verb STEM2 followed by 
the suffix -lalega ‘COND’.  Where STEM2 ends in a consonant, the initial -l- of the suffix is deleted. 

 

 289) Ho:n-o: tind-alega, Bona-yo: mo:-ha:n-a:no:. 
water-TP fall-COND, Bona-TP NEG-go-1FUT 

‘If it rains, we will not go to Bona.’ 

 

 290) Niyo: ge yami-lalega, ge ho:bo:-wo: mi-eib.  
1SPN/FOC 2SPN beat-COND, 2SPN blood-TP come-3FUT 

‘If I hit you, you will bleed.’ 

 

6.3.3.2 Present Conditional 

The present conditional is formed by using the verb STEM2, followed by -ab ‘3PRES’, followed 

by -o: ‘NOM’ followed by the -lalega ‘COND.’  It is possible that this construction could be made in 

the first person by inserting –o:l ‘1PRES’ in place of the 3PRES suffix, but semantic constraints seem 
to make this form improbable in actual usage. 

 

 291) Wano-wo: y-ab-o:-lalega to-wo: negele nenele-ma:no:.  
Wano-TP come-3PRES-NOM-COND, word-TP 1PPN/EXC discuss-1FUT 

‘If Wano is coming today, we will all discuss it together.’ 

 

 292) Ga-yo: ma:no: sod-ab-o:-lalega, nio: m-a:no:.  
woman-TP food cook-3PRES-NOM-COND 1PPN eat-1FUT 

‘If my wife is cooking food, we will eat it.’ 

 

6.3.3.3 Past Conditional 

The  past conditional is rarely used.  It is used only in unique situations where the condition is 
based on information which has already happened but the speaker is not yet aware of the outcome.  It 
is formed by the verb STEM4 (past tense) followed by the suffix -lalega ‘COND’.  The consonant 
deletion rule above becomes irrelevant, since all known STEM4 forms end in a vowel. 

 

 293) Ni magu-wo: so:fa:-lalega, ne gadi-ma:no:. 
1SPOSS banana-TP cook/PST-COND, 1SPN angry-1FUT 

‘If (you) cooked my bananas, I will be angry.’ 
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 294) Yalibi-yo: mio:-lalega, ma:no: modo: kilili-a:no:. 
Yalibi-TP come/PST-COND, food many buy-1FUT. 

‘If Yalibi came, we will buy a lot of food.’ 

 

6.4 Clause Conjoining (Clause + Conjunction + Clause) 
There are several ways in which two independent clauses can be conjoined using a conjunction. 

6.4.1 Intentional 

Although intent and purpose are closely related semantically, there appear to be slightly different 
methods of encoding them syntactically.  A clause of intent is formed either as the purpose clause 
described above, or in the manner described below.  The following structure is significant in that the 
verbal suffixation of the intent clause does not have agreement between the subject and verb in the 
present and future tenses.  Rather, the first person future suffix is used to encode all the intent clause 
verbs regardless of the subject.  The sentence encoding intent is as follows:  

 Intent CL + 1FUT Verbal suff +coordinate conjunction + CL 

 

 295) Ho:len no-wa kalu gasa-lo: biso:-wo:  no: ho:lu-ma:no: 
day other-LOC man dog-REL master-NOM animal search-1FUT 

 
a:la:-ta:ga: ane. 
thus-SEQ go/PST 

‘One day a man, the master of a dog went out in order to hunt for wild animals.’ 

 

6.4.2 Contrafactual  

The contrafactual verb construction is formed with a clause, a conjunction, and another clause 
which ends with a specific final verb form indicating consequences.  It can occur in any of the past, 
present, or future tenses.  The clause structure is as follows: 

  CL + CONFAC +CONSEQ CL 

The verb of the first clause is followed by the contrafactual indicator, kibo:bowo: ‘CONFAC’, 
and the following clause is in the form of a consequence clause.  The consequence clause is formed by 
the addition of one of two suffixes to the verb stem, depending upon whether it is first person or non-
first person.  The suffix -bo:lo ‘1CONSEQ’ follows the stem for first person subjects, and the suffix -
babe ‘3CONSEQ’ follows the stem for non-first person subjects. 

 

 296) Aliyo:     a:la: no-wo: ane kibo:bowo:, o:go: tambo-wo: 
Yesterday-TP  two other-TP go/PST CONFAC, today all-TP  

 

ho:no:-babe. 
go-3CONSEQ 

‘If the other two had gone yesterday, all (the rest) would go today.’ 
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 297) Ne o:go: mo:-ha:n-a:no: kibo:bowo:, fugis gede-bo:lo. 
1SPN today NEG-go-1FUT CONFAC, grass cut-1/CONSEQ 
‘If I were not going today, I could cut the grass.' 

 

 298) E mulumulo: m-a:ni mio: kibo:bowo:, o: mo:-so:-babe. 
3S medicine eat-PUR come/PST CONFAC, PART NEG-die-3CONSEQ 

‘If he had come to take medicine, he would not have died.’ 

 

An alternate form of the contrafactual statement which does not include the conditional aspect can 
be formed using the consequence clause, followed by the contrastive conjunction, followed by the 
main clause. 

 

 299) Pasta kalu iyo: Tali ho:no:-babe kosega, ko:suwo: mo:mio:. 
Pastor man 3PPN Tari go-3CONSEQ but plane-TP NEG-come/PST 

‘The pastors would have gone to Tari, but the plane did not come.’ 

 

6.4.3 Manner  
  CL + aombo: + CL 

The manner clause is formed by joining the first clause to the second with the conjunction 
aombo: ‘like’. 

 

 300) E-lo: dimido: aomb-o:, gio: dimid-a:bi. 
3SPN-REL do/PST like-TP 2PPN do-IMP-FUT 

‘You must do it like he did it.’ 

 

6.4.4 Reason-Result 
 CL + ko:lo: + CL 

Two clauses which are logically connected as reason-result can be joined using the conjunction 
ko:lo: ‘so’.   This construction can loosely be used to encode causation, although it generally refers to 
a looser logical connection between propositions, rather than strictly indicating causation.  Culturally, 
to indicate the cause of some action directly, would generally have negative overtones, and as a result, 
the concept seems somewhat foreign. 

 

 301) Ene a amio: kalu modo: kegeo: ko:lo: nio: 
3SPOSS house there man many gather/PST so 1PPN 

 
ha:la:-ya ka s-en. 
outside-LOC just STAT-HAB 

‘Many people had gathered in his house so we just stayed outside.’ 
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6.4.5  Contrast 
  CL + CONTRAST + CL 

When two clauses are related by contrast, then the conjunction kosega ‘contrast’ is used to join 
the clauses, and occurs (phonologically) at the end of the first clause. 

 

 302) Muluma-yo: ha:n-a:no: a:la:fo: kosega, ho:n-o: tind-abiki ka ta:fo:. 
Muluma-TP go-1FUT thus but water-TP fall-SIM just leave/PST 

‘I was going to go to Muluma, but it is raining so I won’t bother.’ 

 

 303) Mole we ge-mo: dimi-a:no: kosega, nanog-o: mo:-dimido:. 
Money this 2SPN-DAT give-1FUT but work-TP NEG-do/PST 

‘I want to give you this money, but the work was not done.’ 

 

As well as being used to join clauses, this same form can be used to join two sentences. The 
primary difference seems to be that when it is used to join two clauses, the conjuction is 
phonologically attached to the end of the first clause, whereas when used to join two separate 
sentences, the conjuction is attached to beginning of the second sentence. 

 

 304) Gi-mo:-wo: mada o:m a:la:bo: alan so:l-o:l. 
2PPN-DAT-TP very same thus big say-1PRES 

 
Kosega hideyo: we o:-se-mo:-bulufo:. 
But heavy this still-ANT-NEG-finish 

‘I am saying a very big thank-you to you.  But this problem is not yet finished.’ 

 

 305) ...ma:n genelo:-wo: sila:-sa:ga: ha:n-a:ga: do:lo:lo:. 
...sago red-TP pull.out-SEQ go-SEQ hide/PST 

 
Kosega Dosele eyo: kele asul-aki a:la:-asulo:, “... 
But Dosele 3SPN/FOC worry think-STF thus-think/PST  

‘...having pulled out the red sago, (he) went and hid it.  But Dosele, worrying about this 
thought,  “.....’ 
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7. DISCOURSE CONSIDERATIONS 

7.1 Text Genre 
The manner is which text genre affects clause and sentence level issues is generally along fairly 

expected lines.   

Certain genre obviously make use of certain verb forms more than others.  Hortative texts make 
primary use of hortative, imperative and purposive verbal endings.  Tradional stories tend to make use 
of some of the less common distant past tenses which are almost never found in other genre.  

Sentence length also varies based on genre.  Certain hortative texts have very short sentences, as 
they are basically a set of rules to follow.  Tail-head linkage is used most extensively in first person 
narratives.   

Traditional stories tend to make the most use of ellipsis, presumably due to the fact that the story 
is well known to most of the audience.  These stories also tend to have the longest sentence length, 
with the least use of tail-head linkage, probably because the content tends to be well known to the 
audience and less repitition is necessary. 

7.2 Anaphora 

7.2.1 Tail-head Linkage 

Tail-head linkage is used extensively in Kaluli discourse, particularly in narrative texts. The 
syntax used for this usually takes the final verb of the previous clause, and attaches whichever medial 
suffix properly relates the previous and next actions together (sequential, simultaneous, or some 
logical sequencing) and adds that medial suffix to the same verb stem.  The example below, taken 
from a first person narrative, illustrates this well. 

 

 306) Galin-o: a:na mulu. Mulul-abiki galin-o: mo:lido: di. 
prawn-TP there swim/PST swim-SIM prawns-TP many get/PST 

 
Dia:-sa:ga: mio:-wo:, hen-ausa dow-a:sa:ga:, de-yo: gido:. 
get-SEQ come/PST-NOM bush-LOC occur-SEQ fire-TP light/PST 

 
Gid-a:sa:ga:, babokini o:lia: so:go: o:lia: a:na mo:no:. 
light-SEQ pumpkin ACCOMP choco ACCOMP there eat/PST 

 
N-a:sa:ga: mio:-wo:, a-ya fa:la:-dowo:. 
eat-SEQ come/PST-NOM house-LOC upwards-occur/PST 

 
Suguniga fa:la:-dow-a:sa:ga:....... 
Suguniga upwards-occur-SEQ..........  

‘There were prawns swimming there.  While they were swimming, (we) caught a huge 
amount of them.  After catching them and coming, and having come into the jungle, we lit 
a fire.  Having lit the fire, we ate pumpkin and choco.  Having eaten and coming, we 
arrived at the house.   Having arrrived at Suguniga village.......’ 
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7.3 Ellipsis 
Kaluli makes fairly extensive use of ellipsis in discouse, particularly in regard to participant 

tracking. Generally participants are not repeated after they are introduced until there is a change of 
subject or object, or until there is other reason to assume that the hearers may have lost track of the 
participants.  As a result, most clauses which are pulled out of a discourse have fairly severe ellipsis of 
all clausal elements except the verb.   

7.4 Written vs. Oral Style 
Since there is not a significant body of written literature at this point, written traditions are 

limited. However, certain differences show up even within this limited body of written literature. 
Written discouse obviously has more constraints than oral, since the writer has opportunity for making 
corrections before they are seen. In oral speech, clauses are not always finished with a verb, but this 
occurs only when some other clause is inserted into the train of speech.  It generally appears that the  
clausal elements which are added after a verb are always additions which were not thought of while 
the clause was being spoken, and because of this, they are almost never included in written form.  
Oral style tends to include more repetition in general, both with greater repetition of clausal elements 
such as reference to participants, and by the use of more tail-head linkage, which is described above. 

7.5 Topic and Focus 

7.5.1 Position 

There are several devices used to topicalize or put an item in focus.  A general rule is that as an 
item becomes more in focus, it moves closer to the final verb in the clause.  When a subject is 
endshifted to the pre-verb position, it is normally for the purpose of giving greater emphasis to it.  The 
following OSV sentence illustrates such endshifting. 

 

 307) Ni dagi-yo: helebe-ya: gedeo:. 
1SPOSS hand-TP knife-ERG cut/PST 

‘It was the bushknife that cut my hand.’ 

 

Because it is often cumbersome to include the item near the final verb, demonstratives are often 
used appositionally before a verb to refer back to the item, and thus bring it into greater focus.  This 
device is used because another tendency is to place longer clausal elements further away from the 
verb, and shorter clausal elements closer to the verb.  When a clausal element is both long, possibly 
requiring a nominalised clause or a long noun phrase, but it is also in focus in the sentence, an 
appositional demonstrative is often placed closer to the verb so that the item can be defined on the 
perimeter of the sentence, and then placed in focus adjacent to the verb in the main clause.   

 

 308) Afa-lo: di-an kalu a:no: niliyo: o:lu-sa:d-a:i ane. 
steal-REL take-HAB man that 1PPN/FOC chase-hit-MED go/PST 

‘We chased after the theives to capture (them.)’ 

 

Fronting is also used in Kaluli, usually for discourse reasons to do with connecting an element of 
the present clause more closely  with a previous clause. 
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7.5.2 Focused Pronouns 

Focused pronouns, which are used extensively, have their own system of bound focus marking as 
described in Section 3.5.1.2  Focused Subject / Object Pronoun.  This is used as another indicator of 
topicalisation or focus in Kaluli, both at the clause and sentence level, and even in higher levels of 
discourse.  Examples of this construction can be found above in example 308, as well as in the 
Section 3.5.1.2  Focused Subject / Object Pronoun. 
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8. LEXICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

8.1 Abstractions 
Abstractions are not commonly used in Kaluli, and some argument could be made that when they 

are used, it is basically a structural borrowing from Tok Pisin or other second language. When used, 
they are generally formed by use of a nominalised verb or clause.  Some experiential verbs (either 
nominalised or in an habitual form) can be understood to be abstractions, and are often used in 
semantic situations where an English speaker would use an abstraction, although I don’t believe 
Kaluli speakers would understand them in that same way.  Some  examples of abstractions are as 
follows:  

 

 309) E tili-dabu-wo: aundoma. 
3SPN pull-hear-TP none. 

‘He does not have belief/faith.’ 

 

 310) A:la:-ta:ga: e mada hido:-wo: alan dowo:. 
thus-SEQ 3SPN very cold/PST-TP big happen/PST 

‘And then a very big coldness happened to him.’ 

 

8.2 Figures of Speech 
Figures of speech are not used extensively in everyday conversation among the Kaluli speakers. 

Most tend to be used more frequently in highly emotive speech circumstances, such as arguments or 
in ‘turned-over’ talk (parables).  Some examples from various categories are listed below. 

8.2.1 Simile 

 

 311) Kalu a:no: u o:ngo:. 
man that-TP stone like 

‘He is like a stone [He isn’t shaken by events.]’ 

 

 312) E gusua so:s o:ngo:. 
3SPN cassowary small like. 

‘He is like a small cassowary [quick to fight or other impulsive action.]’ 

 

 313) Ge  sowa: o:ngo: dow-ab. 
2SPN snake like happen-PRES 

‘You are like a snake [you beat around the bush too much.]’ 
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8.2.2 Metaphor 

 

 314) Ge kabo asug dimido:. 
2SPN pig thoughts do/PST 

‘You did that with pig’s thinking [i.e. you have done badly.]’ 

 

 315) E gasa-ka:. 
2SPN dog-EMPH 

‘He is a dog [he chases after women .]’ 

 

8.2.3  Euphemism 

 

 316) Nio: mole-yo: di-mabe kosega, gamani kalu-wo: mo:no:. 
1PPN money-TP get-3CONSEQ but government man-TP eat/PST 

‘We would have gotten the money, but the politicians ate it. [i.e. used the money 
improperly.]’ 

 

 317) Andi, giyo: helebeso:g-o: nafa. 
Andi 2SPN/FOC shirt-TP good 

‘Andi, the shirt you have is nice. [i.e. I’d like you to give me that shirt.]’ 

 

 318) Aliyo: ne hido: ali. 
Yesterday-TP 1SPN cold sleep/PST 

‘Last night I slept without...... [food, blanket, company, etc.]’ 

 

Euphemisms are also used quite extensively for discussion of sexual activities and innuendos. 

 

8.2.4 Metonymy 

 

 319) Ne maiy-ab ko:lo: beya:-yo: ne-lo: dimina. 
1SPN hungry-3PRES so leaf-TP 1SPN-DIR give/IMP/PRES 

‘I am hungry, so give me leaves [give me some sago or other food wrapped in leaves.]’ 

 

 320) Nio: kege-aliki-yo:, Musula mi-eib. 
1PPN gather-SIM2-NOM, Musula come-3FUT 

‘When we get together, Musula will come. [i.e. representatives from Musula village will 
come.]’ 
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8.2.5 Irony 

The most common form of irony is in the use of rhetorical questions which are used to shame or 
otherwise modify behaviour. 

 

 321) Helebe a:no: gino:-wo:? 
Bushknife that 2SPOSS/CO-QUE 

‘Is that bushknife yours? [That isn’t yours so don’t mess with it.]’ 

 

8.2.6 Synecdoche 

 

 322) Ni himu naga-lab. 
1SPOSS heart pain-PRES 

‘My heart hurts [I am sad.]’ 

 

 323) Ma:n-do dimi-a:sen dagi-yo: gedel-ab. 
sago-REL give-HAB hand-NOM cut-3PRES 

‘(You) are cutting the hand that gives you sago [i.e. biting the hand that feeds you.]’ 

 

 324) Ne Yesu-lo:-wa ha:n-a:no:. 
1SPN Yesu-REL-LOC go-1FUT 

‘I will go towards Jesus [I will choose to follow Christ’s teachings.]’ 

 

8.2.7 Personification 

Personification of animals is quite common in popular legends.  Also, at times large trees are 
personified.  However, in both of these instances, it appears not to be a case of using a verbal device 
of personification to communicate more effectively, but rather a case of a very different worldview, in 
which there are senses in which these non-human forms actually have some human characteristics, 
and hence are described in those terms.  Because of this, I do not think it is in the scope of this paper 
to deal with this phenomena, but rather it would fit better in a paper dealing with worldview.  Edward 
Schieffelin discusses this subject in an article entitled, “The Retaliation of the Animals:  On the 
Cultural Construction of the Past in Papua New Guinea.” 

8.3 Idioms 
Idioms are common in Kaluli.  Many are used in a euphemistic sense, to avoid actually saying 

words that would cause undue shame or embarassment to the speaker or hearer.  A couple examples 
of idioms are recorded below. 

 

 325) Misa: wagal-a:so:bo! 
head wag-PROHIBP 

‘Don’t wag your head! (i.e. Don’t talk to the person next to you in church)!’ 
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 326) Isa:ifa:-yo: n-a:so:bo! 
vomit-TP eat-PROHIB 

‘Don’t eat vomit [You mustn’t continue to repeat the same arguments, or repeat the same 
sins, etc.]’ 

 

 327) Ge no-ma: fa:la: gelo:-wo: si-a:so:bo. 
2SPN other-ERG grub cover/PST-NOM remove-PROHIB 

‘You must not take away leaves from the covered sago grubs [i.e. you must not commit 
adultery.]’ 

 

 328) Afa-lo: d-ian kalu-wa:-yo: dagi-ya:-lo: dimido: o:lia: 
steal-NOM take-HAB man-ERG-TP hand-ERG-REL make/PST ACCOMP 
 
mio:. 
come/PST 

‘The thieves came with what they made with their hands [i.e. homemade shotguns.]’ 

 

8.4 Mountain Talk 

“Bosabi to”, or Bosavi mountain talk basically consists of a separate vocabulary for use when 
moving about or living on the higher slopes of Mt. Bosavi. This area is at a higher altitude than is 
used by villagers for gardening or other day to day activities. It is primarily used for hunting, although 
they do have other occasions for going into this area. Whenever people are in this area, they use the 
Bosavi talk, which basically consists of alternative vocabulary, primarily for nouns, but also includes 
some verbs, adjectives, adverbs, etc. which are commonly used in the course of living in this area. The 
alternative vocabularly consists of words which are entirely unused in the normal course of Kaluli 
speech on the lower slopes. Although a thorough analyis certainly hasn’t been completed, a cursory 
overview suggests that the phonology and grammatical structure is essentially the same as for the 
Kaluli language. 

Failure to use the Bosavi talk when entering upon these upper slopes incurs the displeasure of the 
spirit who controls (owns) the mountain, and is certain to result in unfortunate events for all those 
who are living there.  Likewise, use of this language when not in this area is considered inappropriate.  
There is a significant amount of secretiveness associated with this form of speech, so no examples will 
be documented here. 
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9. RESIDUE 

1.  The verbal suffix - -mabesa: ~ -babesa: ‘3 person, future contrafactual / desirative’ needs 
further analysis, and in particular, more examples of this construction are needed.  There is a 
possibility that it encodes some semantic aspect of regret.  It generally appears to refer to events 
which you desire could have happened at present or in the future, but other constraints show that they 
will not occur.  [mo:lo:sa: ~ bo:lo:sa: ‘1 person’ ] 

 STEM1 + -mabese 

 

 329) Ilialo: fugus-o: gede-mabese. 
Ilailo: grass-TP cut-3DES 

‘I think that Ilailo should have cut the grass [but he isn’t going to or can’t.]’ 

 

 330) Wi-yo: me-babese. 
here-TP come-3DES 

‘He should come here [but won’t be coming.]’ 

 

 331) Ne wid-an kalu do-mo:lo:sa:. 
1SPN teach-HAB man occur-1DES 

‘I could have become a school teacher.’ 

 

2. The verb form described in Section 3.2.5.2.1 Past Progressive appears to overlap in both form 
and function with the verb form discussed in Section 3.2.5.2 Reported Action.  This may be a single 
verb form which is not yet fully or properly analysed. 

3.  Concerns remain over the numerous homophonic suffixes which are given different 
definitions due to different distribution and different function.  Those which attach to different classes 
of words seem less problematic, but those which can attach to the same word classess but carry 
different meanings are of particular concern.  A few of the many examples are listed here: 

 

-yo: ‘TP’ vs. -yo: ‘NOM’ vs. -yo:  ‘QUE’ 

-lo: ‘DIR’ vs. -lo: ‘ACCOMP vs. -lo: ‘REL’ 

-ya: ‘ERG vs. -ya: ‘POSS’   

-ya ‘LOC vs. -ya ‘QUE’   
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5.  In the sentence construction below the nomilised clause functions as an adverbial time phrase.  
This is a relatively common construction, but hasn’t been dealt with fully. 

 

 332) Nio: ane-yo:, ho:n-se alan-a fa:la:-dowo:. 
1PL go-NOM, water-sand big-LOC upwards-occur/PST 

‘We who went arrived at the edge of the big water.’ 

 

6. A more complete description of function of ami ‘COORD’ is still needed.  
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Appendix 1: Glossed Text – Ganea’s Story 
 
 
\id Ganea Yalibi, WWI Didesa 9/92 
\tl Nilo: Dimido: malolo: 
 
\ref Ganea 001 
\tx  Ho:len nowa        keisale sowa  otalen, nio: aneyo:,    ho:nse      
\mr  Ho:len no     -a   keisale sowa  otalen  nio: ane   -yo: ho:n -se    
\ge  day    another-at  woman   child three   1Pl  go/PST-NOM water-sand  
\ps  N      DEM    -LOC N       KIN   NUM     PN   V     -SUF N.cm -N.cm  
 
\tx  alana    fa:la:dowo:.  
\mr  alan-a   fa:la:  -dowo:  
\ge  big -at  updwards-occur/PST  
\ps  ADJ -LOC ADV     -V  
 
\tre One day three ladies, going to the big water, we arrived. 
 
\ref Ganea 002 
\tx  Ho:n  mugan alan a:na   mululabe.  
\mr  Ho:n  mugan alan a:na   mulu-labe        
\ge  water deep  big  there  wash-PST/distant        
\ps  N     ADJ   ADJ  DEM    V  -TNS          
 
\tre We went swimming in a large pool. 
 
\ref Ganea 003 
\tx  Mulu amiyo:    galeno:    mudo: ko:lo: di.  
\mr  Mulu ami  -yo: galen -yo: mudo: ko:lo: di   
\ge  wash COORD-TP  shrimp-TP  many  CONJ   get  
\ps  IV   CONJ -SUF N     -SUF ADV   CONJ   TV   
 
\tre When we finished washing, we found many prawns. 
 
\ref Ganea 004 
\tx  Galen  a:no: keisale sowa a:ma:    ene    as     usa        disa:.  
\mr  Galen  a:no: keisale sowa a:ma:    ene    as     us    -a   disa:     
\ge  shrimp that  woman   Ch   that/ERG 3SPOSS string inside-at  put/PST   
\ps  N      DEM   N       KIN  DEM      PN     N      ADV   -LOC V 
 
\tre We filled up a young girl’s bilum with the prawns. 
 
 
\ref Ganea 005 
\tx  A:la:ta:ga:  e    mada hidowo:  alan dowo:.   
\mr  A:la:-sa:ga: e    mada hido-yo: alan dowo:  
\ge  thus -SEQ    3S   INTS cold-TP  big  occur/PST  
\ps  ADJ  -SEQ    PN   ADV  ADJ -SUF ADJ  V  
 
\tre Then it got very cold. 
 
\ref Ganea 006 
\tx  Fa:la:  ha:na:sa:ga:  sili    sambo nowo:       ni     ogola:li ane.    
\mr  fa:la:  ha:na:-sa:ga: sili    sambo no     -yo: ni     ogola:li ane     
\ge  upwards go    -SEQ    shallow long  another-TP  1SPoss search   go/PST  
\ps  AJV     V     -MED    ADJ     ADJ   DEM    -SUF PN     V        V       
 
\tre Following the water upstream, we searched all the shallow places with 
our hands. 
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\ref Ganea 007 
\tx  Niyo: u     alan nowo:       ni    ogolo:wo:      sowa:yo:  
\mr  niyo: u     alan no     -yo: ni    ogolo:    -yo: sowa:-yo:  
\ge  1SFOC stone big  another-TP  1SPos search/PST-NOM snake-TP  
\ps  PN    N.cm  ADJ  DEM    -SUF PN    V          SUF N    -SUF  
 
\tx ta:lia:sa:ga:  ne   tagi   ganagililia:ga:   ho:n  ha:ga:ya    nai ane. 
\mr ta:lia:-sa:ga: ne   tagi   ganagilili-sa:ga: ho:n  ha:ga: -a   nai ane 
\ge hold   -SEQ    1S   afraid scream    -SEQ    water outside-at  run go/ 
\ps V      -MED    PN   V      V         -MED    N.cm  ADJ    -LOC V   V     
 
\tre Searching under a very large rock, I grabbed a snake, having shouted 
   loudly for fright, I ran out of the water. 
 
\ref Ganea 008 
\tx  Niyo: ha:ga:ya    kagafo:lo:liki   keisale sowa nowo:       e     
\mr  ni    ha:ga: -a   kagafo:-lo:-liki keisale sowa no     -yo: e     
\ge  1SFOC outside-LOC stand  -REP-SIM2 woman   Ch   another-TP 3S    
\ps  PN    ADJ    -LOC V      -INF-MED  N       KIN  DEM    -SUF PN    
 
\tx  tagila:liki   sowa:yo:  a:na  so:no:.   
\mr  tagi-la:-liki sowa:-yo: a:na  so:no:    
\ge  fear-REP-SIM2 snake-TP there hit/kill  
\ps  V   -INF-MED  N    -SUF DEM   V         
 
\tre While we were all standing along the side, one of the young girls, 
   although she was afraid, killed the snake. 
 
\ref Ganea 009 
\tx  Ne   tagilaka  sowa:yo:  ni     as  usa       amiyo:    mo:disa:.  
\mr  Ne   tagi-ka   sowa:-yo: ni     as  us    -a  ami  -yo: mo:-disa:       
\ge  1Sg  fear-just snake-TP  1SPoss bag inside-at COORD-TP  NEG-put/PST        
\ps  PN   V   -LIM  N    -SUF PN     N  ADV   -LOC CONJ -SUF PRE-V        
 
\tre Since I was afraid of the snake, I did not put the snake into my bag. 
 
\ref Ganea 010 
\tx  Sowa:yo:  mada alan.  
\mr  Sowa:-yo: mada alan   
\ge  snake-TP INTS big    
\ps  N    -SUF ADV  ADJ    
 
\tre The snake was very large. 
 
\ref Ganea 011 
\tx  A:la:ta:ga:  mada sambo.  
\mr  A:la:-sa:ga: mada sambo   
\ge  thus -SEQ    INTS long    
\ps  CONJ         ADV  ADJ     
 
\tre It was also very long. 
 
\ref Ganea 012 
\tx  Sowa:yo:  a:no: mada alan ko:lo: hideyo:wo:  alan dowo:.   
\mr  Sowa:-yo: a:no: mada alan ko:lo: hideyo:-yo: alan dowo:  
\ge  snake-TP  that  INTS big  CONJ   heavy  -TP  big  occur/PST  
\ps  N    -SUF DEM   ADV  ADJ  CONJ   V      -SUF ADJ  V 
 
\tre Because the snake was so large, it was very heavy. 
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\ref Ganea 013 
\tx  Keisale sowa noma:       as     usa        disa:.  
\mr  Keisale sowa no     -ma: as     us    -a   disa:     
\ge  woman   Ch   another-ERG string inside-at  put/PST   
\ps  N       KIN  DEM    -SUF N      ADV   -LOC V 
 
\tre Another young girl put it into (her) bilum. 
 
 
 
\ref Ganea 014 
\tx  A:la:ta:ga:  nio: a:ma:la: nili  aya       ane.    
\mr  A:la:-sa:ga: nio: a:ma:la: nili  a    -a   ane     
\ge  thus -SEQ    1P   return   1PPos house-at  go/PST  
\ps  CONJ         PN   ADV      PN    N    -LOC V       
 
\tre Then we went back to our house. 
 
\ref Ganea 015 
\tx  Ami   niliyo: deyo:    alan badio: baya         gido:.  
\mr  Ami   niliyo: de  -yo: alan badio: ba      -a   gido:     
\ge  COORD 1PFOC   fire-TP  big  huge   clearing-at  light   
\ps  CONJ  PN      N   -SUF ADJ  ADJ    N.cm    -LOC V   
 
\tre Then we made a huge fire in the clearing. 
 
\ref Ganea 016 
\tx  A:la:ta:ga:  uwo:      a:na  dowo:la:sa:ga:   ami   sowa:yo:  a:na    
\mr  A:la:-sa:ga: u    -yo: a:na  dowo:-la:-sa:ga: ami   sowa:-yo: a:na    
\ge  thus -SEQ    stone-TP  there bake -REP-SEQ    COORD snake-TP there  
\ps  CONJ         N.cm -SUF DEM   V    -INF-MED    CONJ  N    -SUF DEM    
 
\tx  dowo:fa:.  
\mr  dowo:fa:       
\ge  bake/PST   
\ps  V   
\tre Then having straightened the stones, we mumued the snake. 
 
\ref Ganea 017 
\tx  Ga:lowo:       sowa: dowo:fa:yo:  a:na   si.   
\mr  Ga:lo     -yo: sowa: dowo:fa:-yo: a:na   si    
\ge  afternoon-TP  snake bake/PST-NOM there  pull/PST  
\ps  ADV      -SUF  N     V       -NOM DEM    V 
 
\tre In afternoon we removed the snake that we mumued. 
 
\ref Ganea 018 
\tx  A:la:ta:ga:  sowa: a:no: a:na  go:go:beya:sa:ga:  a:na  mo:no:.   
\mr  A:la:-sa:ga: sowa: a:no: a:na  go:go:beya:-sa:ga: a:na  mo:no:    
\ge  thus -SEQ    snake that  there divide     -SEQ    there eat/PST  
\ps  CONJ         N     DEM   DEM   V          -MED    DEM   V   
 
\tre Then having sliced the snake into pieces, we ate it. 
 
\ref Ganea 019 
\tx  A:la:ta:ga:  nio: a:na  ali.       
\mr  A:la:-sa:ga: nio: a:na  ali        
\ge  thus -SEQ    1P   there sleep/PST  
\ps  CONJ         PN   DEM   V          
 
\tre Then we slept. 
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\ref Ganea 020 
\tx  Nilo:    dimido: malolo:ma:no:wo:   ko:m.     
\mr  Ni  -lo: dimido: malolo:-ma:no:-yo: ko:m      
\ge  1S  -REL do/PST  story  -1FUT  -NOM finished  
\ps  PN  -SUF V       N      -TNS   -SUF ADV       
 
\tre My story of what I did that I am telling is finished. 
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Appendix 2: Glossed Text – Mendi Trip 
 
 
 
\id Wano , trnscbd, Waiyu office, 4/93 (.5) 
\sum Wano, bitten by snake, goes to Mendi hospital  
 
\ref Mendi Trip 001 
\tx  1984 a:na  doma:     ni    gulugulula:sa:ga:  no:no:n        
\mr  1984 a:na  dom  -a:  ni    gulugulula:-sa:ga: no:no:n        
\ge  1984 there seven-DAY 1S    worship    -SEQ    1S/POSS/EXCL  
\ps  NUM  DEM   NUM  -DAY PN    V          -MED    PN             
 
\tx  e     gelo:wa       ane.   
\mr  e     gelo:-ya      ane    
\ge  plant plant/PST-at  go/PST  
\ps  N.cm  V        -LOC V              
 
\tre In 1984 on a Sunday, after I worshipped, I went to my garden. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 002 
\tx  Iso:lo      ba:ba:no:   a:la:liki  aneyo:,    no:no:n       egelo:wa    
\mr  iso:lo      ba:b-ma:no: a:la:-liki ane   -yo: no:no:n       egelo:-ya  
\ge  poison.rope see -1FUT   thus -SIM1 go/PST-TP  1SG/POSS/EXCL plant -at  
\ps  N.cm        V   -TNS    MAN  -SUF  V     -SUF PN            V     -LOC        
 
\tx  fa:la:dowo:.  
\mr  fa:la:dowo:  
\ge  arrive/PST  
\ps  V  
 
\tre Going in order to find some poison root, I arrived at my own garden. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Tip 003 
\tx  Fa:la:dowa:sa:ga:  iso:lowo:       ba:da:sa:ga:, 
\mr  fa:la:dowa:-sa:ga: iso:lo     -yo: ba:da:-sa:ga: 
\ge  arrive     -SEQ    poison.rope-TP see   -SEQ 
\ps  V          -MED    N.cm       -SUF V     -TNS 
 
 
\tx  ha:ga:ya    yo:l     a:la:fo:wo:, ni     sowa:ya:  olale.  
\mr  ha:ga: -a   yo:l     a:la:fo:-yo: ni     sowa:-ya: olale    
\ge  outside-at  snake.sp thus    -TP  1S/FOC snake-ERG bite/PST/Dist 
\ps  ADJ    -LOC N.sp     MAN     -SUF PN     N    -SUF V 
 
\tre Having arrived and seen the poison root, I came outside and then a 
snake bit me. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 004 
\tx  Sowa:ya:  olaliki   niyo:  sowa: a:no: sa:mba:no:  a:la:liki  kedo:.  
\mr  Sowa:-ya: ola -liki niyo:  sowa: a:no: sa:b-ma:no: a:la:-liki kedo:     
\ge  snake-ERG bite-SIM2 1S/FOC snake that  kill-1FUT   thus -SIM2 
search/PST     
\ps  N    -SUF V   -MED  PN     N     PN    V   -TNS    ADV  -MED  V     
 
\tre When the snake bit me, I searched for it to kill it. 
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\ref Mendi Trip 005 
\tx  Kosega sowa: a:no: nai ha:nabe.  
\mr  Kosega sowa: a:no: nai ha:na:-abe       
\ge  but    snake that  run go    -PST/DIST       
\ps  CONJ   N     DEM   V   V     -TNS      
 
\tre But the snake had gone away. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 006 
\tx  A:la:tabiki, sowa: a:no: nai ha:naliki   mo:so:no:.    
\mr  A:la:ta-biki sowa: a:no: nai ha:na:-liki mo:-so:no:    
\ge  thus   -SIM  snake that  run go    -SEQ2 NEG-kill/PST  
\ps  CONJ          N    DEM   V   V     -MED  NEG-V         
 
\tre Thus, since it ran away I couldn't kill it. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 007 
\tx  O:   ne   ka   nai mio:.     
\mr  O:   ne   ka   nai mio:      
\ge  ALT  1S   only run come/PST  
\ps  PART PN   MDL  V   V     
 
\tre Then I just came running. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 008 
\tx  Nai mio:wo:,     Asibayo:, Isayo:,  iyo: egelo:  
\mr  Nai mio:    -yo: Asiba-yo: Isa -yo: iyo  egelo:        
\ge  run come/PST-NOM Asiba-TP  Isa -TP  3p   plant/PST     
\ps  V   V       -NOM N.pr -SUF N.pr-SUF PN   V  
 
\tx  amilo:,   elena        fa:la:dowo:.  
\mr  ami  -lo: elen    -a   fa:la:do-yo:  
\ge  COORD-REL STAT/HAB-at  arrive/PST  
\ps  CONJ -SUF V       -LOC V  
 
\tre Coming running, I arrived at the garden where Asiba and Isa were. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 009 
\tx  Iliyo: nemo:wo:     o:liaom        dabu ba:dale.  
\mr  Iliyo: ne  -mo:-yo: o:li-aom       dabu ba:d-ale       
\ge  3P/FOC 1S  -DAT-TP  okay-similarly hear say -RA       
\ps  PN     PN  -SUF-SUF ADV -ADV       V    V   -SUF    
 
\tre They asked me if I was okay. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 010 
\tx  "Ge    wango:wo:", a:la:sa:lale.  
\mr  Ge     wango:-yo:  a:la:-sa:l-ale            
\ge  2SSubj how   -QUE  thus -say -RA        
\ps  PN     QUE   -SUF  ADV  -V   -SUF       
 
\tre "How are you?", they said thus. 
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\ref Mendi Trip 011 
\tx  "Ne  sowa:ya:  olo:ka:",   a:la:sio:.     
\mr  Ne   sowa:-ya: olo:-ka:    a:la:-sio:     
\ge  1Sg  snake-AGT bite-INTS   thus -say/PST  
\ps  PN   N    -AGT V   -SUF    ADV  -V        
 
\tre "A snake bit me!", I said. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 012 
\tx  A:la:ta:ga:  emo:     a:la:salita:ga:   ne   nai mio:.     
\mr  a:la:-sa:ga: e   -mo: a:la:-sali-sa:ga: ne   nai mio:      
\ge  thus -SEQ    3S  -DAT thus -stoy-SEQ    1S   run come/PST  
\ps  ADV  -MED    PN  -SUF ADV  -V   -MED    PN   V   V      
 
\tre Then having said that to them, I came running. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 013 
\tx  Nai mio:wo:      dalagaya   sulu  ane.    
\mr  Nai mio:    -yo: dalaga-a   sulu  ane     
\ge  run come/PST-NOM road  -at  fall  go/PST  
\ps  V   V       -SUF N.cm  -LOC ADV    V       
 
\tre Coming running, I fell down on the main road. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 014 
\tx  So:ma:no:   dowabiki,  sulu  ane.    
\mr  So: -ma:no: dow  -biki sulu  ane     
\ge  die -1FUT   occur-SIM  fall  go/PST  
\ps  V   -TNS    V    -MED  ADV   V       
 
\tre I was nearly dead, so I fell down. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 015 
\tx  Ne   habaya      ka   sowo:.   
\mr  ne   habaya      ka   sowo:    
\ge  1S   unconscious only die/PST  
\ps  PN   V.STEM      MDL  V        
 
\tre I was just unconscious. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 016 
\tx  Habaya      ka   so:fo:-lo:liki, Asibayo:  ida: la:su Cati  
\mr  Habaya      ka   so:fo:-lo:-liki Asiba-yo: ida: la:su Cati    
\ge  unconscious only die   -ITR-STF  Asiba-TP 3D   small Cati    
\ps  V.STEM      MDL  V     -INF-MED  N.pr -SUF KIN  ADJ   N.pr   
 
\tx  ya:sa:ga:   Tamiyo:     ilo:wa        ba:ba:ni  mio:lo:bo:.  
\mr  ya  -sa:ga: Tami  -yo:  i   -lo: -a   ba:b-a:ni mio:     -lo:bo:         
\ge  come-SEQ    name.m-TP  3p  -DIR -at  see -P.SS  come/PST -RA          
\ps  V   -MED    N.pr  -SUF  PN  -SUF-LOC  V   -MED  V   -ASP          
 
\tre While I was unconscious, Asiba's young daughter, Cathy, having come, 
whe went to see Tami and the others.  
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\ref Mendi Trip 017 
\tx  Babo:wo:    sowa:ya:  olo:ka:      a:la:liki  sa:ma:ni ane.    
\mr  Babo:  -yo: sowa:-ya: olo:    -ka: a:la:-liki sa:-a:ni ane     
\ge  MB.ZD/S-TP  snake-AGT bite/PST-INT thus -SIM2 say-  go/PST  
\ps  KIN    -SUF N    -AGT V       -SUF ADV  -MED  V  -TNS  V       
 
\tre (She, Cathy) went to tell them that a snake had bitten her uncle. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 018 
\tx  A:la:sa:labiki  Tamilo:  iyo: ne   habaya ka   sulu alifolena, 
\mr  a:la:-sa:l-biki Tami-lo: iyo: ne   habaya ka   sulu ali-fo-len-a 
\ge  thus-say  -SIM  Tami-ACC 3P   1S   faint  just fall sleep-ITR-HAB-at 
\ps  ADV -V    -MED  Tami-SUF PN   PN   ADV    MDL V     V   -INF-TNS-LOC 
 
\tx a:na  iyo: ya:sa:ga:,  ne   a:na  ga:lima:ni  mio:lo:bo:.  
\mr a:na  i    ya: -sa:ga: ne   a:na  ga:li -a:ni mio:    -lo:bo: 
\ge there 3p   come-SEQ    1S   there carry –P.SS come/PST-RA  
\ps DEM   PN   V   -TNS    PN   DEM   V    -SER   V       -SUF 
 
\tre When she said that, Tami and the others arrived at to where I was 
lying unconscious, they came to carry me. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 019 
\tx  Ga:lima:ni ya:sa:ga:,    walaf    aya                wena mio:lale.  
\mr  Ga:li-a:ni ya:   -sa:ga: walaf    a    -ya  we  -ya  mio:    -lale        
\ge  well –P.SS come  -SEQ    sickness house-at  here-at  come/PST-RA        
\ps  ADV  -TNS  V.STEM-TNS    N        N    -LOC DEM -LOC V       -SUF       
 
\tre Having carried me back, I came here to the house sick. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 020 
\tx  A:la:ta:ga:  ami   sisita keisale ili  a:na  ola:b     a:la:ta:ga:  
\mr  A:la:-sa:ga: ami   sisita keisale ili  a:na  ol   -a:b a:la:-sa:ga:  
\ge  thus -SEQ    COORD nurse  woman   3P   there shoot-??  thus -SEQ  
\ps  CONJ         CONJ  N.cm   N       PN   DEM   V    -TNS ADV  -MED  
 
\tx ami   ho:n  deheda:b  a:la:ta:ga:  ne   walaf    aya       ali.       
\mr ami   ho:n  dehed-a:b a:la:-sa:ga: ne   walaf    a    -a   ali        
\ge COORD water hang -??  thus -SEQ    1S   sickness house-at  sleep/PST  
\ps CONJ  N.cm  V    -TNS CONJ         PN   N        N    -LOC V          
 
\tre Then the nurse gave me a shot, put in a drip, and then I slept at 
   the clinic. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 021 
\tx  Doma:     ga:lo     a:namiyo:,      a:la:ta:ga:, ka   ali        
\mr  dom  -a:  ga:lo     a:na  -ami -yo: a:la:-sa:ga: ka   ali        
\ge  seven-DAY afternoon there-COORD-TP  thus -SEQ    only sleep/PST  
\ps  NUM  -SUF ADV       DEM  -CONJ -SUF CONJ         MDL  V          
 
\tx  houdo:.   
\mr  houdo:      
\ge  sunrise      
\ps  V      
 
\tre It was Sunday afternoon, and I slept there till morning. 
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\ref Mendi Trip 022 
\tx  Walaf    a     a:na  ka   ali   houdo:  ko:lo: o:agela:  
\mr  walaf    a     a:na  ka   ali   houdo:  ko:lo: o:   -agel-a:  
\ge  sickness house there only sleep sunrise thus   still-one -DAY  
\ps  N        N     DEM   MDL  V     N       CONJ   LIM  -NUM -SUF  
 
\tx keafowo:    iliyo:  Mendi dabu ba:ba:ni  ha:nale.  
\mr keafo  -yo: iliyo:  Mendi dabu ba:b-a:ni ha:n-ale      
\ge morning-TP 3P/FOC  Mendi hear see -P.SS go  -RA 
\ps ADV    -SUF PN      N.pr   SUF V  -SER   V   -SUF     
 
\tre  I was in the clinic on Monday morning, and they went to ask Mendi 
(about me.) 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 023 
\tx  Mulumulolo:  mian     kalu i    a:namilo:     sab,  
\mr  Mulumulo-lo: mi  -an  kalu i    a:na-ami -lo: s  -ab  
\ge  medicine-REL give-HAB man  3S   that-ACC -REL sit-3PRES  
\ps  N       -SUF V   -TNS N    PN   DEM -CONJ-SUF V  -TNS  
 
\tx  a:ma:yo:lo:,     "Tilia:ya:bika:"          a:la:sa:labiki,          
\mr  a:ma:   -yo:-lo: tilia:-y   -a:bi   -ka:   a:la:-sa:l-abiki 
\ge  that/ERG-TP-REL carry -come-IMP/FUT-INTS  thus -say  -SIM 
\ps  DEM     -SUF-SUF V     -V    -TNS   -PART  ADV  -V   -MED 
 
\tx  Tami   nain Mendi walaf    aya       ane.    
\mr  Tami   nain Mendi walaf    a    -ya  ane     
\ge  Tami   1D   Mendi sickness house-at  go  
\ps  N.pr   PN   N.pr  N        N    -LOC V       
 
\tre Now the medicine giving man that was there answered, "Bring him!" and 
when he said this, Tami and I went to the Mendi hospital. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 024 
\tx  O:   Tami nain walaf    aya       ha:na:sa:ga:, sisita  
\mr  O:   Tami nain walaf    a    -a   ha:na:-sa:ga: sisita   
\ge  ALT  Tami 1D   sickness house-at  go    -SEQ    nurse     
\ps  PART N.pr PN   N        N    -LOC V     -TNS    N.cm     
 
\tx  Selayo:lo:     negele ane.    
\mr  Sela -yo:-lo:  negele ane     
\ge  Sarah-TP-ACC  1PEXC  go/PST  
\ps  N    -SUF-SUF  PN     V       
 
\tre Tami and I having gone to the hospital, Nurse Sela also (going), we 
all went. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 025 
\tx  A:na  ha:na:sa:ga:, Mendi fa:la:dowo:.  
\mr  a:na  ha:na:-sa:ga: Mendi fa:la:dowo:  
\ge  there go    -SEQ    Mendi arrive  
\ps  DEM   V     -TNS    N.pr  V  
 
\tre Having gone there, we came to Mendi.  
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\ref Mendi Trip 026 
\tx Mendi fa:la:dowa:sa:ga:yo:, sowa:ya:lo:   olo:     a:no: a:na  ba:dale. 
\mr Mendi fa:la:dow-sa:ga:-yo:  sowa:-ya:-lo: olo:     a:no: a:na  ba:d-ale 
\ge Mendi arrive   -SEQ   -NOM  snake-ERG-REL bite/PST that  there see -RA 
\ps N.pr  V        -MED   -SUF  N    -SUF-SUF V        DEM   DEM   V   -SUF 
 
\tre Having come to Mendi, (they)looked at where the snake bit me. 
 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 027 
\tx  A:la:ta:ga:  ami   ba:da:sa:ga:, o:   Tami  na:nbo: sa:laki,  "Gego:  
\mr  A:la:-sa:ga: ami   ba:da:-sa:ga: o:   Tami  na:nbo: sa:l-aki   Gego:   
\ge  thus -SEQ    COORD see   -SEQ    ALT  Tami  2D/DAT  say -??    2D 
\ps  CONJ         CONJ  V     -MED    PART N.pr  PN      v   -SUF   PN     
 
\tx  a     adeb a:na  alima:     hamana",    a:la:sa:lale.  
\mr  a     adeb a:na  ali  -ma:  hamana      a:la:-sa:l-ale      
\ge  house two  there sleep-P.SS go/IMP/PRES thus -say -RA  
\ps  N     NUM DEM   V    -SER  V           ADV  -V   -SUF   
 
\tre Having seen this, (he) said to Tami and me, "You two go sleep in 
Ward2", he said thus.  
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 028 
\tx  A:laliki   o:   na:no: a     adeb a:na  ali.       
\mr  a:la:-liki o:   na:no: a     adeb a:na  ali        
\ge  thus -SIM2 ALT  1D     house two  there sleep/PST  
\ps  adv  -MED  PART PN     N     NUM  DEM   V          
 
\tre Thus, we slept in Ward2. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 029 
\tx  A     adeb a:na  ali,      wob  agelo:wo:    adeb a:laliki  
\mr  A     adeb a:na  ali       wob  agel-yo:-yo: adeb a:la:-liki          
\ge  house two  there sleep/PST seat one -TP-NOM  two  thus -SIM2            
\ps  N     NUM  DEM   V         N    NUM -SUF-SUF NUM  ADV  -MED            
 
\tx  a:na  ali,      adeba:yo:lo:     asola:yo:.  
\mr  a:na  ali       adeb-a: -yo:-lo: asol-a:-yo:        
\ge  there sleep/PST two -DAY-TP-ACC three-DAY-TP       
\ps  DEM   V         NUM -SUF-SUF-SUF NUM  -SUF-SUF     
 
\tre We slept in Ward2, and in bed number 2 we slept, on Tuesday and on 
   Wednesday.  
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\ref Mendi Trip 030 
\tx  "Gego: a     fa:la:damela    alima:         ha:na:bi",  a:la:salaki 
\mr  Gego:  a     fa:la:damel-a   ali      -ma:  ha:na-a:bi  a:la:-sa:l-aki          
\ge  2D     house four       -at  sleep/PST-P.SS go   -IMP/F thus -say -STF          
\ps  PN     N     NUM        -LOC V        -SER  V    -MOOD  ADV  -V   -MED         
 
\tx  Tami na:no: ha:na:sa:ga:, asola:yo:      a     fa:la:damel,       
\mr  Tami na:no: ha:na:-sa:ga: asol -a:  -yo: a     fa:la:damel  
\ge  Tami 1D     go    -SEQ    three-DAY -TP  house four  
\ps  N.pr PN     V     -TNS    NUM  -DAY -SUF N.com NUM 
 
\tx  a:na   ka   ali.  
\mr  a:na   ka   ali      
\ge  there  only sleep/PST        
\ps  DEM    MDL  V         
 
\tre "You two must go sleep in Ward 4", he saying thusly, Tami and I having 
gone, we slept in Ward 4 on Wednesday.  
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 031 
\tx  Fa:la:damela:yo:lo:      ena   ka   ali.       
\mr  fa:la:damel-a: -yo:-lo:  ena   ka   ali        
\ge  four       -DAY-TP-ACC  there only sleep/PST  
\ps  NUM        -SUF-SUF-CONJ DEM   MDL  V          
 
\tre On Thursday also, we slept there. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 032 
\tx  Biya:yo:     o:   mulumululo:  mian     kalu sa:laki,  
\mr  Bi  -a:-yo:  o:   mulumulu-lo: mi  -an  kalu sa:l-aki 
\ge  five-DAY-TP ALT  medicine-REL give-HAB man  say -SFT  
\ps  NUM -SUF-SUF PART N.cm    -SUF V   -TNS N.cm V   -MED 
 
\tx  "O:  gego: a:ma:la: ha:na:bi     ka:", a:la:salale.  
\mr  O:   gego: a:ma:la  ha:na:-a:bi  ka:   a:la:-sa:l-ale           
\ge  ALT  2D    return   go    -IMP/F INTS  thus -say -RA           
\ps  PART PN    ADV      V     -MOOD  ADV   ADV  -V   -SUF 
 
\tre On Friday the doctor said, "You two must go back now", he said thus. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 033 
\tx  Biya:yo:     keafowo:    na:no: dimadalia:sa:ga:,  
\mr  Bi  -a: -yo: keafo  -yo: na:no: dimidalia:-sa:ga:  
\ge  five-DAY-TP morning-TP 2D     prepare   -SEQ  
\ps  NUM -SUF-SUF ADV    -SUF PN     V         -TNS  
 
\tx  MAF o:fisdo   a:lab       ha:na:sa:ga:  yasisen. 
\mr  MAF o:fis-do  a:l  -ab    ha:na:-sa:ga: yasi-sen 
\ge  MAF offic-DIR exist-3PRES go    -SEQ    wait-HAB 
\ps  N   N    -SUF V    -TNS   V     -MED    V   -TNS 
 
\tre On Friday morning we two got ready and having come to the MAF office, 
we waited. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 034 
\tx  A:na  yasisa:ga:,  Bosavi hen    wilo:    mia:no:wo:,   mo:lilo:  
\mr  a:na  yasi -sa:ga: Bosavi hen    wi  -lo: mi-a:no:-wo:  mo:lilo:            
\ge  there wait -SEQ    Bosavi ground here-DIR come-1FUT-NOM unsuitable/PST            
\ps  DEM   V    -TNS    N.pr   N      DEM -SUF V   -TNS -NOM ADJ         
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\tx  ko:lo:    dowo:. 
\mr  ko:lo:    dowo: 
\ge  therefore occur/PST 
\ps  CONJ      V 
 
 
\tre Waiting there, it happened that a great many people to come here to 
Bosavi (were there). 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 035 
\tx  Bosea:lo:, Yon Madigalo:, Domailo:, Kogilo:lo:, ami   Yalabelo:,  
\mr  Bosea:-lo: Yon Madiga-lo: Domai-lo: Kogilo:-lo: ami   Yalabe-lo:         
\ge  Bosea:-ACC Yon Madiga-ACC Domai-ACC Kogilo:-ACC COORD Yalabe-ACC  
\ps  N.Pr  -SUF N.pr      -SUF N.pr -SUF N.pr   -SUF CONJ  N.pr  -SUF  
 
\tx  iyo: a:na  yasisen.  
\mr  iyo: a:na  yasi-sen            
\ge  3p   there wait-HAB          
\ps  PN   DEM   V   -TNS       
 
\tre Bosea:, Yon Madiga, Domai, Kogilo:, and Yalabe, they all were there 
   waiting. 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 036 
\tx  A:la:ta:ga:  nio: ka   disa:.  
\mr  A:la:-sa:ga: nio: ka   disa:   
\ge  thus -SEQ    1p   only put/PST   
\ps  CONJ         PN   MDL  V 
 
\tre Then we all put ourselves (into the plane). 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 037 
\tx  Nio: ka   disa:yo:,   mada kosuwo:   hida:yo:wo:  mo:lido:   ka:   
\mr  nio: ka   disa:  -yo: mada kosu -yo: hida:yo:-wo: mo:lido:   ka:   
\ge  3p   only put/PST-NOM INTS plane-NOM heavy   -TP unsuitable INTS  
\ps  PN   MDL  V      -SUF ADV  N.cm -SUF ADJ     -SUF ADJ        SUF  
 
\tx  a:laliki,  Yon Madigayo:  a:ma:la: ka   sili alifa:.  
\mr  a:la:-liki Yon Madiga-yo: a:ma:la: ka   sili alifa:        
\ge  thus -STF  Yon Madiga-TP return   only pull sleep/PST        
\ps  ADV  -MED  N.pr      -SUF ADV      MDL  V    V        
 
\tre Putting ourselves in (made) the plane was very heavy and it was not 
able, so Yon Madiga was caused to just get pulled back out. 
  
 
\ref Mendi Trip 038 
\tx  Bosea:lo:  niko:  mio:.     
\mr  Bosea:-lo: niko:  mio:      
\ge  Bosea:-ACC 1p/EXC come/PST  
\ps  N.pr  -SUF PN     V      
 
\tre Bosea: and all of us came. 
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\ref Mendi Trip 039 
\tx  A:la:ta:ga:  nio: mio:wo:,      Bosavi wena     tiliali  
\mr  A:la:-sa:ga: nio: mio:    -wo: Bosavi we  -a   tili-ali        
\ge  thus -SEQ    1p   come/PST-NOM place  this-LOC settle-sleep/PST   
\ps  CONJ         PN   V       -NOM N.pr   DEM -SUF V     -V        
 
\tre Then coming, we landed here at Bosavi. 
 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 040 
\tx  Ko:m.    
\mr  Ko:m 
\ge finished 
\ps ADV 
 
\tre The end. 
 
\ref Mendi Trip 041 
\tx To    we  Wano eno:.  
\mr to    we  Wano eno:   
\ge words DEM Wano 3sPOSS  
\ps N     DEM N.pr PN     
 
\tre This is Wano's story.  
 
 
 
 

 

 



 

Appendix 3: Sample Active Verb Conjugations 
The following chart does not attempt to show every conjugation of the Kaluli verb word.  Such a task would not easily lend itself to printing in chart form due to the incredible 
number of potential forms.  Rather, it is an attempt to show the more commonly used forms of the Kaluli verb, and to demonstrate the manner in which these forms can be derived 
from the verb stems listed in the Kaluli dictionary.  
 

STEM /English SUFFIX Sweep Dress  Pull out See Show Cut Sit Eat 
STEM 1  tabe- ka- dugu- bo:b- wala- gede- mese- may- 

Present Command -ma tabema kama duguma bo:ba walama gedema mesea maya 
Purposive, 3Per -ma:ki ta:ba:ma:ki kama:ki duguma:ki bo:ba:ki walama:ki gedema:ki meseaŸki maya:ki 

STEM 2  -ta:b ka:l- dud- ba:d- wid- gede- s- n- 
Future Command -a:bi ta:ba:bi ka:la:bi duda:bi ba:da:bi wida:bi gedea:bi saŸbi na:bi 

Neg. Command -a:so:bo ta:ba:so:bo ka:la:so:bo duda:so:bo ba:da:so:bo wida:so:bo gedea:so:bo saŸsoŸbo na:so:bo 
Present, 1Per. -o:l to:bo:l ko:lo:l dudo:l bo:do:l wido:l gedeo:l soŸl no:l 
Present, 3Per -ab ta:bab ka:lab dudab badab widab gedeab sab nab 

Sequential -a:sa:ga: ta:ba:sa:ga: ka:la:sa:ga: duda:sa:ga: ba:da:sa:ga: wida:sa:ga: gedea:sa:ga: saŸsaŸgaŸ na:sa:ga: 
Simultaneous -abiki ta:babiki ka:labiki dudabiki ba:dabiki widabiki gedeabiki sabiki nabiki 

Simultaneous2 -aliki ta:baliki ka:laliki dudaliki ba:daliki widaliki gedealiki siliki naliki 
Conditional -alega ta:balega ka:lalega dudalega ba:dalega widalega gedealega salega nalega 

Habitual -an ta:ban ka:lan dudan ba:dan widan gedean sen nan 
 Present Habitual -a:sen ta:ba:sen ka:la:sen duda:sen ba:da:sen wida:sen gedea:sen saŸsen na:sen 

Past Habitual -a:len ta:ba:len ka:la:len duda:len ba:ba:len wida:len gedea:len sa:len na:len 
Iterative, 1Per -a:mela:no: ta:ba:mela:no: ka:la:mela:no: duda:ma:la:no: ba:da:mela:no: wida:mela:no: gedea:mela:no: sa:mela:no: na:mela:no: 
Iterative, 3Per -a:meleib ta:ba:meleib ka:la:meleib duda:meleib ba:da:meleib wida:meleib gedea:meleib sa:meleib na:meleib 

Reported story 1st 
pers  immed past

-abe ta:babe ka:labe dudabe ba:dabe widabe gedeabe sabe nabe 

Reported story 1st 
person, past

-ale ta:bale ka:lale dudale ba:dale widale gedeale sale nale 
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STEM 3  -tabe ka- dub- ba:b- wala- gede- mesaŸ- Ø- 

Future, 1Per -ma:no: tabema:no: ka:ma:no: duba:no: ba:ba:no: walama:no: gedema:no: mesaŸnoŸ ma:no: 
Future, 3Per -meib tabemeib ka:meib dubeib ba:beib walameib gedemeib meseib meib 

Purposive, 1Per -ma:ni tabema:ni ka:ma:ni duba:ni ba:ba:ni walama:ni gedema:ni mesaŸni ma:ni 
Hortative -ma:niki tabema:niki ka:ma:niki duba:niki ba:ba:niki walama:niki gedema:niki mesaŸniki ma:niki 

Intentive, 1Per -ma:nigo:l tabema:nigo:l ka:ma:nigo:l duba:nigo:l ba:ba:nigo:l walama:nigo:l gedema:nigo:l mesaŸnigoŸl ma:nigo:l 
Intentive, 3Per -ma:nigab tabema:nigab ka:ma:nigab duba:nigab ba:ba:nigab walama:nigab gedema:nigab mesaŸnigab ma:nigab 

Contrafactual -mabe tabemabe ka:mabe dubabe ba:babe walamabe gedemabe mesaŸbabe mabe 
 -mo:lo tabemo:lo ka:mo:lo dubo:lo bo:bo:lo walamo:lo gedemo:lo mesaŸboŸlo mo:lo 

 STEM 4  Past Tense -o: to:go:do: ko:lo: dugu ba:ba: wido: gedeo: * (use HAB) mo:no: 
Reported story 2nd 

person
-o:bu to:bo:lo:bu ko:lo:lo:bu dugulo:bu ba:ba:lo:bu wido:lo:bu gegeo:lo:bu sa:no:lo:bu mo:no:lo:bu 
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Appendix 4: Sample Experiential Verb Conjugations 
STEM /English SUFFIX be soft be swollen be hot be heavy be smooth be dry weather be lost 
STEM 1   dei- ofo- hide- malili- mulufa-  

Present Command -ma *  ofoma * malilima mulufama # * 
Purposive, 3Per -maŸki tanimaŸki deimaŸki ofomaŸki hidemaŸki malilimaŸki mulufamaŸki * 

STEM 2  taiy- dei- of- hide- mali- mulufay- sulut- 
Future Command -aŸbi * * ofaŸbi * malilaŸbi mulufayaŸbi # * 

Neg. Command -aŸsoŸbo * deyaŸsoŸbo ofaŸsoŸbo * malilaŸsoŸbo mulufayaŸsoŸbo # sulutaŸsoŸbo 
Present, 1Per. -oŸl * * ofoŸl * maliloŸl  sulutoŸl # 
Present, 3Per -ab taiyab deyab ofab hideab malilab mulufab sulutab 

Sequential -aŸsaŸgaŸ taiyaŸsaŸgaŸ deyaŸsaŸgaŸ ofaŸsaŸgaŸ hideaŸsaŸgaŸ malilaŸsaŸgaŸ mulufayaŸsaŸgaŸ sulutaŸgaŸ 
Simultaneous -abiki taiyabiki deyabiki ofabiki hideabiki malilabiki mulufayabiki sulutabiki 

Simultaneous2 -aliki taiyaliki deyaliki ofaliki hidealiki malilaliki mulufayaliki sulutili 
Conditional -alega taiyalega deyalega ofalega hidealega malilalega mulufayalega sulutalega 

Habitual -an taiyan deyan ofan hidean malilan * sulutan 
Present Habitual -aŸsen taiyaŸsen deyaŸsen ofaŸsen hideaŸsen malilaŸsen * sulutaŸsen 

Past Habitual -a:len        
Iterative, 1Per -aŸmelaŸnoŸ * * ofaŸmelaŸnoŸ hideaŸmelaŸnoŸ # malilaŸmaŸnoŸ * sulutaŸmelaŸnoŸ 
Iterative, 3Per -aŸmeleib * * ofaŸmeleib hideaŸmeleib # malilaŸmeleib * sulutaŸmeleib 

Histor. Present -abe taiyabe deyabe ofabe hideabe malilabe mulufayabe sulutabe 
Distant past -ale taiyale deyale ofale hideale malilale mulufayale sulutale 

STEM 3  tani- dei ofo hide- malili- mulufa- suluf- 
Future, 1Per -maŸnoŸ * * ofomaŸnoŸ hidemaŸnoŸ # malilimaŸnoŸ mulufamaŸnoŸ # sulufaŸnoŸ 
Future, 3Per -meib tanimeib deimeib ofomeib hidemeib malilimeib mulufameib sulufeib 

Purposive, 1Per -maŸni * * ofomaŸni hidemaŸni # malilimaŸni * * 
Hortative -maŸniki * * ofomaŸniki hidemaŸniki # malilimaŸniki * * 

Intentive, 1Per -maŸnigoŸl * * ofomaŸnigoŸl hidemaŸnigoŸl # malilimaŸnigoŸl * * 
Intentive, 3Per -maŸnigab * * ofomaŸnigab hidemaŸnigab # malilimaŸnigab mulufamaŸnigab sulufaŸnigab 
Contrafactual -mabe tanimabe deimabe ofomabe hidemabe malilimabe mulufamabe sulufabe 

Contrafactual2 -moŸlo  * ofomoŸlo hidemoŸlo malilimoŸlo mulufamoŸlo sulufoŸlo 
 STEM 4  Past  taiyoŸ deyoŸ ofoŸ hideoŸ maliloŸ mulufayoŸ sulufoŸ 

*  These forms are not possible.   #  These forms always have non-literal meanings.  



 

Appendix 5: Text Charting Example 
 

 Discourse 
elements 

Sentence Modifier 
(time, loc. etc.) 

SUBJECT OBJECT Indirect Object FOC 
Subject 

Loca
tive 

Medial Verb Final Verb 

 1    “EleyoŸ dubaŸnigoŸl 
kaŸ”  

    aŸlaŸsioŸ. 

 2 AÿlaŸtabiki  beyogaŸ     dubaŸnigoŸl kaŸ aŸlaŸbiki  

    obeyoŸ    aŸna  kegeoŸ. 

 3   HioŸ aŸlaŸtaŸgaŸ, taŸfoŸ 
aŸlaŸtaŸgaŸ, wehiofoŸ 
aŸlaŸtaŸgaŸ 

   aŸna  kegeoŸ. 

4    FaŸyoŸ     sobalitakiyoŸ  

   yokali aŸlaŸtaŸga iliyoŸ     waladeli ane, ane, ane, 
aneyoŸ, 

 

   duguli aŸnoŸ koŸdotaka  “FaŸyoŸ tiaŸ hamana”     aŸlaŸsioŸ. 

5     FaŸyoŸ abe tiaŸ 
haŸnaŸnigabaŸle 

    aŸlaŸka 
neneloŸ. 

6     FaŸyoŸ abe tiaŸ 
haŸnaŸnigabaŸle,  

   aŸlaka nenelabiki,  

   yokaliyaŸ “ni tiaŸ hoŸnoŸkaŸ     aŸlaŸsioŸ. 

7  AŸlaŸtabiki  yokaliyoŸ     ka haŸnaŸsaŸgaŸ,  

    faŸ aŸnoŸ, oŸ   e   ka moŸnoŸ. 

8    UsoŸ  e  gidaŸsaŸgaŸ  

  faŸ us aŸnoŸ e 
tandaletakioŸ ami, 

       

  muwoŸ aŸna 
saŸlaŸlaŸlaŸgaŸ ami 

       

    faŸ ki koŸloŸ guluiyaŸ 
difaŸ we 

  aŸna saŸgaŸlitaka,   
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 Discourse 
elements 

Sentence Modifier 
(time, loc. etc.) 

SUBJECT OBJECT Indirect Object FOC 
Subject 

Loca
tive 

Medial Verb Final Verb 

       aŸna  diaŸmioŸ. 

9    AŸna diaŸmioŸwoŸ eleyoŸ walaloŸmoŸ    dimi. 

10 AŸlaŸtaŸbi aŸna moŸ wena      dimiabiki  

  oŸ numaŸ dagiyaŸ, 
oŸnuombo, oŸ nuombo 
aŸlaŸli aneyoŸ, 

  eleyoŸ duguliaŸgaŸ 
elabdoŸ halomoŸ 

   dimi. 

11 AŸlaŸtabiki  faŸ aŸnoŸ   kalu 
nomaŸ 

 ka asuliaŸgaŸ  

  maŸnoŸ aŸlaŸtaŸgaŸ 
basalimaŸnoŸ aŸlaŸtaŸgaŸ 

    we 
aom 

 gulu. 

12  AŸlaŸfo we  faŸ we    aŸna ka gasidakiloŸ  

   muwoŸ aŸna  kalu haŸg amiloŸ 
taŸf doŸsodoŸwoŸ, 
mutabiyoŸ, hiyoŸ 
aŸnoŸ 

ba mueloŸ   ka difaŸma. 

          

13 AŸlaŸtataŸfoŸ   “faŸ we   abe   tia: 
ha:na:beyo:?
” aŸlaŸsio. 

14   “FaŸloŸ tiaŸni aneyoŸ, 
yokaliyaŸ 

     tiaŸni ane.” 

15 AŸlaŸtabiki yokaliyoŸ amiloŸ  
oŸlosanaliyoŸ 
aŸlaŸtabikiloŸ 

yokaliyoŸ     taŸ haŸnaŸnoŸ  

  hen bemoŸ     aŸlaŸli  ane. 

16  BemoŸ no ka aŸlaŸtabiki      aŸlaŸsogoŸ basaliliaŸliki,  

 oŸ aŸlaŸtabiki amioŸ      oŸlo saŸndaŸliki,  

 oŸ bemoŸ noka      disaŸlabiki,  
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 Discourse 
elements 

Sentence Modifier 
(time, loc. etc.) 

SUBJECT OBJECT Indirect Object FOC 
Subject 

Loca
tive 

Medial Verb Final Verb 

   ibuaŸ aŸlaŸsoŸgoŸ     basiliabiki,  

  bemoŸ noka      disaŸlabiki aŸlaŸli aneyoŸ  

  bemoŸ badioŸ nowoŸ 
moŸdiaŸnoŸkaŸ  

     dustabiki kadefoŸ 

17  AŸlaŸtabiki oŸ aŸna       ka taŸfoŸ 

18   Yokali    aŸna  moŸsoŸnoŸ. 

19         KoŸm 
          

 

 


